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PART ONE: LECTURE 
First Chapter a General Survey 
- _ _...,_~-----

"' -:_ 4.-
It is with particular pleasure that I have accepted an invitation 
to discuss European social policy at such an important time of change 
and progress . in our , Corm:nuni ties, and· .. I wish . to thank; the Dean of the Law School 
... ,i . . .... : ·' ........ · . . '· .: : . : • . ', .. 
Professor V.an. Hee, .~d the He~d of tlti.~ 41,bour Seminar, Professor Blanpain, 
· . .. 1 • • .. ,' ~ • • • • ' • • .' • ~ 
very muqh for giviI+g me ._tllt~ opportl.lllity , to .sp~.ak to ypu today. 
j • • • • - • • • • • ~ •• •• • ... , • • • J .. .• • •• ... • • -~ • • :.•,, 
!our partic'i-pation ·in .:this ' .Seminar reflect,s your active interest in 
>a.pour probl~ms., ~d .. I th~refore . a.s.s~e ... ~~t . many of you have followed 
. ,· . . . . ' . ' . ' ~ .' J . • . ·. . - . . . ,; . . . -, <. • ,' • • ,• ' 
the developmen~ of Common .. Mar~~.t .so.cilll ~.of icy .with .a. .fair degree of 
.• - . ,,. . ., .· '.• .. . ·. .. -· ·, -· . . . . . . 
thoroughness. I believe you have also been givep, or will be given, a 
.~, ... _ -... . . . : . ··~ - ·:. ,· ·,_; ·.;· .·· ···: ~--.·:·,;j ·_,: . .'~_· .. ' . ·.· . '·.: 
detailed and critical acc.ount by Mr. Brown,. of University College London, 
• ~. • • . . .. . . - . ~ ,, • ! :· . : ... ,_. ·: ..... ; . • . .:, . ~ . '. . • : . .. 
of the development . of EEC s_ocial policy ¥P to th.e mid.dle of 1965 • 
. _.,. :~·· .. :. ·' .. ··· -' :. ;·:~"' .. :· · .~ ·: .. ·: .. ~ ... -,, , .. ;·.- .. ,; . 
Nevertheless, I . hope to be able to bring to you·r attention new develop-
, - , • ! ', : : , •' :, , •l ·' .: .• :. ~ .{ •, ' ·.'• ~· · I '',' ' ·: , ~ • •• : ' ! , • • 
ments and some aspects which may not yet have been covered adequately 
in available 1·:i. tera.tui'e ~· · ·:: 
.. ,....... : ; .... ·.'· 
lNTRODUCTION 
.•,: ·. ' · 
My ,.leetur~ cannot qlaim t9 pe_ c()mplete., I hav:e. tried to deal with 
those points I understood· to b~ your-. ma.in : interest, according to the 
suggestions made b;y ·Prp.fess~r Bl~pain. ?. · ·:: . · 
Hqwever, you ·will ·find a.t.t .a.cb.e<i. ,to ·tne -.completed text of · t ;his,-<'. 
l~cture,.: whic~ '\'TilLbe at your diijpo(:lal in a . few .weeks time /' sc¥{material 
in. whic}l ~ddi:t;iona],. · info~tipn. j,.s given • . 'l'h;ia is. .. designed · to .:c-ove_;r the 
t9_pic m9re full,Y' tna:n, _I ,can .dP at thts. op.eni·ng .. me.eting~.. · " .,· 
: :),:),; • .' : :·.· ···j < 
I not only' int~nd 'to give a factual survey: : i ·' sb.a.11 also endeavour 
to indicate the priorities which ~hould W,1,ide· 'our wdrk ·over the years to 
·::· •. ··:. 
The EEC Coinmis~.i~~-- '. ~hie{ has rec_ently pee~ r~;iaced by the unified 
:· . it:! : .-,· ··-.  _.J-.-~·. ··: .. c::.~ :·· ...... ·.~ : . . ~.·; ~. , .... .. ::· .. ·.~ .; ... _·:· .. 
single Commission the three European Communities - E;)Sta.blished these 
. .} .. !· .. .. : .. :·: -:· ........ _~··t_'.·/.:~.:·:.·-. ;.:: (.·:: :- '.' .. ::~ .. ···':.).l,·::• .. i.-. 
priorities, in relation with the overall process of Ei,lropean integration. 
. . ~.; . : .·,' ":! ·: :· :.- ~~: ~.~ ... ,. .· ', ., .. :. ~ : 
' . -~; ' .. ' ... . . :·• .. :,, · : .. ,I 
~;.• . ' : ..• : ·.. '. t. . .. ./. 
. . : ·.: ·•. ;_·. ·.::.. . 'I\.:' . , . ::. r: .. .. :-- . ... ... . . .. 
.. -, . 
1. The Treaty: 
Ambitious 
. soolel 
objectives 
weak legal 
provisions 
:, 
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They are also based on ·extensivi;l .. studies concerning the pre-
sent and future deve}opment of social policy in tpe six coun-
tries. These stud.ies· .. were. oarr,ied ou:li in .collabpration with 
the Governments and with both sides of industry. 
Therefore, WE? can say .that .they . ~ave resulted from compromises, 
from "package. deals" .- an expression often used .to describe 
the way Community decisions or programmes are formulated on 
all .levels. The app.roach has been -pragmatic, and every effort 
has .been made to apply ,realistic .criteria, even if some of the 
objectives constitute medium-term , and_long-term projects. 
It is natural . that some critics should feel that we have not 
been brave enough, and that for other observers we have been 
too creative, that for the former we advance_ too_ slowly, and 
for the latter we ~ too fast, an.d that there are even some 
' people "who. wonder whether we are moving at all, as far as 
European social policy is . concerned. 
So there is at least one characteristic which is common 
to the national and the European social policies: despite 
.considerable achievements, they h~va always had .to face various 
- ' 
kinds of criticism. This is particularly ~rue of European 
social policy, where the results are, generally speaking, not 
as concrete as ' in national .law and, except in a few specific 
cases provided for' . in the Treat~ no, legally biriding. In this 
cont,axt, I should like to mention a very important aspect of 
our work, i.e. the need to'. render II transparent" by r.neans of 
studies, . survey-a · and stati·stica the basic facts of the social 
and· .economic conditions in the Member States. Why is · this 
aspect so important? Because we must first gain an objective 
knowledge in order to be able to examine the comparability of 
these conditions and to establish, where and when harmonisation 
should eventually be carried through. 
./. 
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So it is understandable that in spite of impressive achievements, 
European social· policy has~ been and·-will . be exposed tp a great deal of 
. . . . 
criticism~ European social policy i~ perhap9:, . still in its ~nfancy and 
there is danger -to use a.ti appropriate_ metaphor ,... }ha:t th.e. baby may be 
' ' 
thrown out with the bathwater • . · 
I hasten to add. that ·thi~ -doefi not:· meart that we who ::are involved in 
• ,I • ••. ,·' .. ',.•,· } . • • i .•.• . ,. 
shaping this policy feel like ' the baby · in the bath~tub • . We prefer to see 
ourselves in a more .heroic role. ' Perhaps · orie ·· could ··compare·.our situation 
with that of soldiers in form~r times ;when· pressed into .too . tight a suit 
.. 
of armour our movem·ents a.re limited and \;/e · cannot_. run as fast as we 
should 1 ike to~ Our armour i.s , the Rowe- Treaty,. . . On one _'.tl,and it gives us 
I • , ~ • . • , ' , f 
protection, fO:r one ·or -the .Treaty'a .main pbjectives is, .. without any doubt, 
,, .. . ' ... ,. .. : ·. '. ' 
social progress. On the .other hSlld, du.e t _o, ~he absence of precise provi-
' ' . 
sions, th'e Treaty is not: al~e\Vs .a -com,for:table thing to live wit.h. 
• • , ~, I 1 '' • , ' 
To show more cleariy what f meah, :let' me· trace a broad "OUt:line of 
the legal provisions whi.ch ···fo~ ·the basis :fo'r EEC isocial ·policy. 
The~e is first the Preambie Of the Honie Treaty' ·-tn which the signa-
tories d~clare that ' 'tliey dir~ct iitJ:ieir ' ef:f'ortef to the essential purpose 
of const~tly imp~vin~ the '. living' and working conditions .of their peoples". 
. . ~· . • . •. . . -' . •.· ; . ·: •. i.") .:. . ... 
Acco:rding. to : Article ~- of ~lie Treaty, the Cominuni ty' is to promote 
"an accelerated ra.isin~ -~f . th~ '~trui~~·· or\'iving". 
. . . . . . .' ' . ..  . . . .• :,: . . ~ ~ . . . '. ~:. : 
More · det'ailed · provi'sions ar..e- p9n:ta_ined. in t.he. rest of this EEC charter, 
. . .. · ... ,•. -
one chapter of which is devo.ted ~o _.:.f.1;'!3~ .~~v~e_rit.::of .. woI'.~~-rs, w,hile two 
• • '' I • 
c~pters figure under the title "Social_ policy". 
. . . . ~ ! ' : •. · • . . J 
However, if I' say "more::det,a.;iled proyisions", I :do not mean that 
these · specify 'in 'all cases clearly .def:i,:q.ed .,obje.c.tiv~s • . ynror:tunately, 
some of the social articles lack precision and h.ave, ther~fo~~, given 
rise to different interpretations. 
./. 
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This is particularly true ?f Articles 117 and 118, on harmonization of 
social systems. 'tnit1atives· ta.ken by_ the commission in this sphere have 
been criticized ·from two opposing points of. view' : one criticism comes 
mainly from the~acie unionists of the Six who sa:y that the Commissi~n's 
action has not been dynamic a.nd effective enough. The other comes from 
certain Gowrtlments ·a.na representatives 'of employers' organizations, who 
accuse the Commission of having, in ·some of their proposals, gone beyond 
-the legal bounds of Articles 117 · a.nd 118. 
When dealing with .the difficulties encountered in the interpretation 
of the social articles, I must mention at the same time one other great 
difficulty, i.e. the limited p~wers ~hich are .at the Commission's disposal 
for the realisation Of some of the Treaty's most important social provisions. 
·· Again, . I have to mention Article 118, w~ich, ironic~lly enough, has caused 
. ·. 
controversies not only on its interpretation, but also on the Commission's 
fundamental right to take initiatives in this field. 
Similar .difficulties with reg~ to the recognition of the right of 
action of the Community's institutions arose when the implementation of 
· Article 128, which deals 'with the General 'Principles for a common. policy 
of vocational training, was under- discussion. · Some Governments held that 
it ,was for the Member States alone to translate _the General Principles into 
practice. This attitude partly explains ,the considerable delS3" in the 
ado~tion of these principles, ~d it oonUnuea to hamper· +,ne develoJmllllt 
of a. genuine e,-ommon training policy. 
In its efforts to introduce a progressive social policy, the Commis-
sion has tried to get two basic lines of thought whic~ run ~hrough the 
whole of the Rome Treaty acknowledged by the Member States a.nd the two 
sides of industry. 
C' ; • • 
./. 
. - 8 - . ( . 
... '.•' 
The first line of thought is · so well >marked tha.t it becomes apparent 
,. . ' . ( . : . 
immediately to the reader of .th~Treaty~ · The wording of t4e Treaty leaves 
no doubt that it :.~ad ·a.~dgne~ with not oriiy e·conomi~: but also social · objec-
tives ··in mirid. 
I have already mentioned . some of -the provisions which expre~s this very 
clearly. However, ~ven if these specific provisions did not exist, 
the interdependenc.e of economic and social / f~_9tors in our modern economi~'3 
would no.t permit any' sound .ai.tern~tive t -? ~tllis ," approach~. . . . 
'. 
The · Commission has put forwa~ ·thi-s Eiirgunient ·on ~arious oc.casioris • . · 
. . .•:• . ·, . 
When submitting to the COU11~il of Ministers in December _1966. t~e guidelines· 
for its work in the social sector ;for the -years' ahead, it considered. it ·· ._: : . 
• , ' ., ,• ' • ' • I 
..• : . . • t . - .. 
as most important to dr:&'"' the ... :attentiori·:of·.:the Member States one~ a.gain to · 
the fact that the social aims of the Trea;ty' ·6ann:Ot be fulfill~d. simpiy 
and autoniaticatiy by the establishment :of ·the ComI11on Market, but that they 
.• ._:i. 
require special measures. 
'' 
The second. line of thou,~t ;w.hich . can be 'triced in . the Rom.e Treaty· 
is closely' related to the fi-rst, one ;; ni~: °Iuie··a :cp1ot~tion frcm the _,.·. 
' • • I ~ • , ' • ' 
Commission's guideline~ for its. work in the . social sector for ~he years 
ahead, sin~e I am unabl-e to find better words ·to express t~is idea • . The 
Commission ·!argues in this doQUment . that "the Community's sociai ,policy .. : , . 
·,. ·, . . . 
is interwoven inio the fabric .of, th_e .-Treaty.". · 
... . . '· . . 
' What does this mean? Manifestly, the Commission's statement is riot 
' . 
merely an idealistic attempt to · conjure up the famous "spirit of the · 
. . . 
Treaty"; and it is certainly not a cW'l.tling device to serve its self int e-rest 
.·· 
by extending its powers for social. iJ:1terv:ention tc; · oth:er· ~ectorr;:; of its ' 
activities. In el-~borat~ng __ the ~ther-policiesprovided. fo/in the Treaty, 
~ ... 
the Commisssion was forced to face up to the ·fact ·that th& establishment 
of the Common Market _ was having an eno11mous impact on human and social 
conditions. 
./. 
.. 
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.In the course of. its q.ey-to-daJ" work the Commission became increasingly 
aware of .the f'urldamental importance whi.ch social factors play i.n the f r .~.::'c-
work of most of the e>ther. policies • . For instance, certah1 measures taken 
in order to implement other policies oould have thoroughly undesirable 
repercussions in the social field if the social factor were not taken 
ir+to account befo'rehand • . 
In shaping these .other policies, the Commission could not ignore the 
social implicat.ionf3. 
2. 3conomic Let me mention as examples the common agricultural and transport 
t a.ckground policies and some problems which maJ" .be of particular interest to .you 
in view of your work - comp~ti tion policy 1 fiscal harmonisa:tion, f oreign 
investment and the creation 6f El,iropean joint-stock companies. The inter-
PlaJ" of economic .and social .fa~tors - refl.;cted in th~ Commission's perio-
dical "Notes and .Graphs" and "Quar~erly Surveys" on the economic situation 
of the Community - became most obvious when the first medium-tenn economic 
programme of the Community was drafted. 
This key document, which was adopted by the Council of Ministers last 
April, sets out the main lines of. the economic policies to be pursued 
by the Member States and the Community's institutions over a period of 
five years,- and is designed to ensure the co-ordination of these polioies. 
The Committee which drew ,up the programme recognized that close cooperation 
of the Member States on social questions was indispensable, and stressed 
the need for specific social measuras in the framework of economic policy. 
For instance, it urged that special efforts should be .made to find 
solutions . to problems of employment, worki'ng coridi tions, vocational 
training, and the financing of social security. ·· 
, . With regard to some of the problems which will affect business in 
the .Common Market, . as mentioned before, I think it maJ" be··useful to discuss 
now the relevant Community policies. 
./. 
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.. , 
-=; :. ~;: ~ ' .. :: > 
.·c ·) .: :j· ~- •·· : .' .. . ' . ~ . . 
' ~:. 
l. ~ • ,··· 
Competition pol±&Y 'ir/ih~ Co~~n Markert. has t ·lfO · 'obj~b'tives. 
Fir$ t of al 1, ·1 t :I.'~ ·' d~si~;~ t-~-. c;n~ri bute. :to··. the· '.affe ;ti ve 
establishment o:f·:t11i M~:rket, 1:.·e •. :to. : ~1-inp.na.te:-:r~stri~tions 
on i~tra-Communi ty tr~d~- : ~boli tio~- of,. :ta.-x:: frcni-tierf:f t eli-
mination of distortt6ii~ ~d r~st~ictioni;J: ·,hampe:ring ·• ihe .- free 
. •· •' . ~ ~·: ~·· .. : . .. . . . 
movement .Of·-' Oapf't~l;· -~corit~'ol Of restriotiv~ _ag:re.emr,m.ts· whose 
object or eff.ect .,i13 ·,: to ·shart/ OU~: or W~l{ -~ff .. d,o~~f;l -tic,~- markets 
. • ... ' ... ~. f· ·. ·.:t .-; .. ~;·~ ;, _:· \' ••.. 
- within the ~C • . Th~., s·econd· ob'j'ebtive· of comp~ti tion .policy 
is t~:. ensure :,.-the .. smootlbworking Br th~ m~;~~~;·t ; ~~gl:l-: the. 
elimination 0-f mea-$ures: rijstrict·i~ \,; dis.to.r ;t·;i.~g ' oom:;; ~t i .-
. . · . .•. ', .. .... ··t ·.: ·~- ! ·:- ~. : ·• "" : . ' • -
"t ·fon i, aids grant~d; by 'tlfa =··goverrtments .. ~~ ,o,e~.~~-~?,. i p};.,· e: t ries 
for example shipbuilding~ textiles, 'pap.er'·.:. · h~ve ~~ti oµla.rly 
se.rio~'s effec.ts on. ,:the·. wtj'rk:trig of the ·,t~o~~:.M~;;~et ·- t iJ' :: the 
. . .. . .. ,. .~,- :: . : . . ,. ,,. . . '· . 
Comitnmi ty _d.e~;i.des against · ·an '·'.aid ·ffe)ii~y ''r~-;r j~ese, in.:qus:tries, 
national ~e~ment.~· a.re to be ::-11roW~ssi';~1;·: ~'~~o·g;te~ ,in· , . 
• • . t ; • . . ., • . :" . • , • ,"; ~ :'_. ',: . i'.. : . ' ; . .. . . • 
coming yea.;-s' ,exce_pt wheri31 re'gloiia.l' oonside:r;a.,tipns .. a;re : para.-
~ . . : . • . . ' . . . : · -::·, :: ·._.: \ 1· ,'.. • . ... -
mount. i:rhe develop~ent of ~general aid' systemir is {l:lf:'9 . -.1).8itlg 
.•• · ,·. . ·:,' : ··. ~: ) ·:·.)~.: ::~--- ~-~ 1', . :.- .- . ~ 
olosely~atphed. <'i · ··~ - r :-,•:< ~.::. :~.r:'t"',: , ,:r '· 
The obj~otive ~£, fisdal'1i~mo·nfzati.on is.. the eliini nation· 'of 
•· • I ' , I• : ,: ~·: • •• ·· : ;~ ': •~ !, '.: , • •" , •,. ' • • ; • • ' , 
"taX..· f.r0:ntiers'!, i.e~·· the ·ob8taol~s to ,fr~e- movement o! goods 
resul ting·. from -differe~~es· ·1n ... i~d~~ep~ - t~ation: .and · espeoi~lly 
the practice of granti~ ~e:rU:~a.-~ ~d '1e,.,,ing . couriterv~iling . 
. . . 
charges in internatiohal. trade·. Their elimi.nation p:re'supposea 
. . ., '. . 
not only 'Ji.he harmoniza.ti.0;1 ·~f : t~ structures .. bµ;t; . al .so , a: good . 
deal of e.lignment of tax rates.· :·Abdut :52 ·:~ ·of th~ ·total ·tax: 
·. : . . · t . . . ' : ~. : '·.: ). -'i~ :·= . . .• -~- : .... ,.' > . ' " 
revenue of the member ... countriEfs · c6mes fr~m i_ndi~ec.t ·t~es, , 
and rates ·:sometiilleB diff'e·r oorisid(!j:reibly.\ J'~~ ·p~~.ce-~s :- of. har.- · · 
··:· ~ ~ , . ·. :· ··.' :':~·-.:.~- .:}: . ·:·. .. .. ·- ., 
monization, thera-;t'ore,- ,·will ~. nefoessarily involve subs_ta.p"j;i~l · 
·:-. •. . . ·. ,... .. : . . ·· ,• :J . (< ~~ --. . 
changes in the tax revenues of'. 'ihe; member 0 o~unt~ies • . 11l!.ese 
• 0 j O ' • • \ • • •• f , .. ,r ,' ; .. ~ ',"? ........ ~ • : : I ,: '• ', '. • •, 
will only be tolerable ,if the meciber countries stil1 -have.: '. .i . 
• . . . . . ' : ! ; ~ ·, r.-... .~: ·. : ·,· ,,.. ' 
enough room for manoeuyre .. in\:'t ·ax .: pb11dy'\·o: -~ff.se.t . tlw ,~ff13cts ·· 
(,. . ~ ,. . ... ;. .. , ,-. .·{ :· •. i ..  ~· .! : . . .· .. 
of harmonization c;m th~,i~ budgets 'rl thout" PFOd¥J?i,n.g un~l.;e~i:table 
economic and sooi~ co~~equen·ces-'~,\~:t ". tli~ 'ind.i;~~~ -t~e!:3.,··; 
...... ~ ' : ., : . . . .. 
. 1(· :,. . ~ ·· . 
./. 
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turnover tax occupies: a spepial _positio~ in that it is 
. . ' . ' ~ .· 
charged on- neai-1y ail · goo·ds and th.er~fore obstructs the 
w:Jiole range of merchandise trade: .~etween the _member countries. 
The elimination of turnover t ,a.x frontiers must -.::-.:".,:.. 
be cpnsia.ei:.;,;ci. ·a priority aim • . Oth~r serio"?s obstacles to 
. merchandise' t 'rade are· the excise duties (tobacco, beer, sugar, 
~piri t ~, wine, · fuel ·oil and other, oil ~r~ducts). 
Foreign invef:ltment is· a widely discussed phenomenon. There 
. . ' . . ~ 
is a wave. of inve~t~ent from rion-inember .countries, mainly 
the -Uni.tad States. The benefit . d'eriTed by IDuropea.n economies 
'{ ~: : 
is supstanti.a.l. It takes the form · not so much of cont;ribu-
tions in c.apit~l as· of new industrial techniques and production 
· methods which . American in..;est6rs :·provide, orten in growth 
, induei,tr~e.s ·. i 'l'.~e ~~ns to ' productivity are considerable, not 
only; in :t'.a,ctor;es newiy" set up, but al~o in existing Euro-
pean firms, which are obliged · to modernlze their managment 
.t,: 
methods in order to meet compe,ti ti.on fr.om the newcomers. 
Nevertheless,: the extent of . such investment is causing some 
·" .. . 
.concern in rosiness circle.a a~d, in certain countries at 
least, at offiof al l~e1·. · It appea.rs . that one of the 
most eff~ctive methods of preventing s~ch investment from 
be.coming excessive, without harmin~ the ~eneral progress 
of the economy, would be to develop in Europe firms with 
sufficient technological and . financial resources to compete 
on equal terms ·with ,firms from non-member countries. 
During the last few yea.rs it has become apparent that harmo-
. . . . 
.·n;izati_on or company law is· not sufficient to satisfy the 
. need_s o~ ·f:i,rms extending 'their aoti vi ty to other Member 
States~ ._The . Qo~Ji!ission has therefore accepted the Fre_noh 
Government's s~ggestion . tha.t European industry should be 
' •, 
· give.n the. o~~rtuni ty of : fcrmirig - "European joint-stock com-
panies". It has submitted a memorandum on the subject to the 
Council and, at the beginning of this year, submitted the 
preliminary draft of a "Statute" for a European-type joint-
stock. company. 
* * * * * 
./. 
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I should like now to tackle . tl:).e two main themes of my 
ta.lk, which foliow essent{~ll.y ~h~·: ·~wo main courses of social 
po~icy as out~ined i~ \1'~ ~re~ty · -~ · '· · : . 
. .. •· ( ··, 
(i) The first. consist~ iri ,SeC\,lring .. a l.l.igh .level c,f employment, 
• • • • ' • • . • • ·' • : • • • ~ I,.. ., ' • • • 
eliminating unemployment by freedom of .movement and vo-
·- . .. . . . . . ·. -· · : ''. ·-' ..... . . 
?a.liqnal .. _traini_ng-, and.: .en_suring e.qu~.v~lent., r.ight:9 for 
, . . . . .. ' -· .... . '. ... ... •. ~ . . 
wo~kers , taking jobs. in ,. o_th~~' Co.inillU,?ri ty · -co~ntries ; 
. . . ' - ' : . . -. '•,' .. ·'· . . ' ' -~ . ,, ... ' ... . . 
(ii) The· Second is, iri. the ,tttrms o.f\ .A:rticl'e ·~1'17, ·to improve 
the living and W'orlciil'g·:: -COiiditi.-ort$ ·.SO as~·-to~- eqUalize so-
cia.l syst·ems f -in an· upward 1df'reot-ion1,:: ; '.° I ,· •. •. ·, .• : •• ··.' 
! •. DEVELOPMENT OF .EMPLOYMENT 
'· ·.·, ·.· .: .. ,: . . •. 
: . The · development:· ·of · einpl"c:>ym·ent aruf the '.. i -tnpl emeh·tation of 
i · free- movement '01' · la-bour are -two . .f.nS'epara1ble\ proca1>-see1; · one 
process ·conditioning -tO· a ·high degree1 .. :the ·other. Free movement 
of labour includes social security and sociEU .~ervices 
_ f 9r. inig-rant workers ~d; .. thei;r; J~p.i es. Fu 7th er,. key components 
. ot employ_ment. policY. ... ar.e vo<::a,tion~;l. . training .and .t4e . .operation 
'. .-. ,. .. . ,. ... . . . ,. ' '.. ' 
,,, of 1.he ~ropean Social ~n~ • . J,fy .. t as~ now is to . gi. ve , you . som"' 
; • • .I ' ' , ' • •• • • ~· ' ' • • ~ ' ,.. • , • • ' ' ', , • 
. ,., .. ide.a a~ . ~.o ho~ a_:u . ii.he.~~;· qu~stions,. a;re ~eing . dealt . with ·. at 
• • • ~ • • • .. . • • • • ·~ ' • ' ' ,, • • • • • ' • •. • l :. 
3. Employment 
Bllf?P,an, __ level. . . . . .. .· . 
.Any evaluation of. the deV'elopment ot' · employment -must take into 
_account.. demographic factors • . 
., ''.' . 
The growth r~te of the Community's : population ·iS -higher than 
that of ·Great :Britain but below, that· of the ,United· States. At pre-
.sent the. Eu.rope of the Six has abeut· 184,,million inhabitants. In 
·1965 ·1ts working population: was nearly:: 75:.million. How·ever, we 
.know. that .thi-s figure dec.lined :ditring,· 1966 • . :·· 
Until -· recently, .we ,, could:: coh:f'"i dently :Claim that full employment 
~as virtually .complete , in .:the , Community; e:x:co~t-: in ·sou.thern 
Italy. The yearly .average, of ,uneiµploy-0dfor · 1966 l'tas -1-.5 million 
(1.4 %), against 3.0 million (3.9 %) in the United States and 
./. 
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400.000 (1.5 %) in Britain. Certain structural factors, such 
as difficulties experienced by certain indu~tries and companies 
or the relatively r~pid ~owth' of the 'working population over 
the past years or irisu.fficientmobility of labour between trades, 
areas and industri 'es ·have this year led . to an increase in the 
' . 
. nun1ber of unemployed in most of the Member States • . The latest 
available figures indica.te 'that, although unemployment in ge-
neraLdecrease4 in the :first six mont~s of 1967, structural 
and cyclical unemployment persisted .in some of the member 
countries, i;e. ;i.n ,Ger.many and .the Netherlands. 
The change since 1958 in the pattern of employment in 
the Community is similar .to t .hat . in .advanced non~EEC countries : 
· numbers of _. employed in the . primary sector - mining and ~ioul ture -
have declined, numbers in industry and services have risen, and 
of this increase .more a.re paid workers and fewer are self-
employed. 
The medium and long-term outlook indicates· that the 
working population, despite a higher birth-rate in. the past 
arid immigration, wil:i increase less than the non-working popu-
lation, mainly because the school-leaving age will be higher 
and because people will be living longer. The medium-term economic 
outlook points to a shortage of manpower. 
The degree of strain on the labour market will depend 
at least as. much on trends in the pattern of production as on 
· the other relevant factors: rapid changes of pattern are 
expected to remain an important feature of the economic growth 
of .the Member S~atesand this will mean redundancy in certain 
industriea .or ·tra.des .. a.nd a heavy demand for manpower in others. 
It is q,uite · clear that in the _years -to come one of the 
·mf3,jor concerns of the Conununity in the social sphere will be 
to find solution'3 to employment problems. 
./. 
.... .... 
.. 
~ .. •, 
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One of the tasks of the Commission is to promote the 
. r· impr.<;,vement . and coordination of :: the ·.Member .·State-s' national 
-. employment. servi.ces .• However, Community intervention, if it 
is -to achieve ·opi,imum .. employment; ,must not :·only pursue the 
objective of overall ·clearing of . job :· v.a.canc-ies and ·applica-
tio.ns. It must also ;~onk: .. towards ::a balancing ·of'. -the·· labour 
marke:t and .must .endeavour ,to fa.cillta:te ·access for ·. each 
worker ,· ~.ccording :to his tastes · and= .. aptitudes, .to available 
jobs, The.~ BJI1bi:tio:u,s. aims ·.can. only .be a:chiev:ed by ·a :co-
ordinated deploy.ment of the· various: Community· ·instruments : 
free movem~nt ?f labou:r, ,. yo.c8:t~~;11al ,.:tr:1:;.i:r:iing, the European 
.. . . . ... ·-. . ' ..... 
. Social Fund, ,an~ regioD;al. po~iqY;• . I wil:L describe these instru-
. ' ~ . .J • . . . ' ; . . ' .: •• ' ·. : " : . • • : . . ~ .,. . . ' '.. . -· .. . ..- ·. • ' . . . • 
ments in more detail lat.er qn... , . 
·~ '; 
The coordination of measures at C9mrnunity level practi-
•. . ·-.. , • ' ... · --~ .: .:,·· ;;,:.!,,.· ... ; ·. .{· \\ :_ '·. { : . : . . 
. cally amounts to pro!Iloting a. . collllilon ~ em.Pl.oyment poli.cy • .. 
· . .:.': . r ... ::_~·-. -··~ ·.,_.: : .· : · _; .... . ·· . .-. . ~·:d :' .. · ' · . . :-.: .-,~--· . , .... · . . r.··· ,, 
Al though this ::term does not _ap.1>ear in th~, Rome T_rea.ty, the 
. .. _.-=~- - ~ . . : ·_::).···: .•. ,· · ·- ~:· ,, "f ·.-·~ ;:. :·, ;: :· .. . ·,· '. · ·.; .',"/ ~-. · · \ .. · .. ·· 1 •• • • • • 
main components of the policy are supplied in a large number 
ot: provisions wii:i.'6h· ei:plio:i.'tly or im,pl:i.citl/ c~oric~rn employment. 
. ' . '.: . :- . . ~ . 
• ·. ,J ,, •• • ••• • 
· .. ·, :1-· .. •. ••· l :.. . 
At the last mee1;ing of the CounciJ.. of Ministers dealing 
: --~ : , . . :; : . :: ,·:. . . ... ~, . , . ~ C· . , . . . . . . . ; . . .. ; , . . . 
wit~ so9ia:L a.ff airs a. deoi:=3io.n . w~.s .ta.ken . to hold regular 
·: • -. • • ·: :. •• .. ~- •• .-· • • • • • •• , •• • ' , ' . ; • .' •• · • I I , ' , ~ , • • 
exchanges of. views .on labour market trends in the .co.mmuni ty. 
, .. , -~ . .. ' .. . . . . ' .. : . .' · \' '. ' . -: . ' . : . . . : . \ 
"' · Tb.es~· .. are to . take pl1;1.~e at . lea.st one~ a yea~ .. ; the rep~r.t 
, I • • , • i . r • ' , . ~ ' . , , " , ' • , + , ' • , •• • , ,, , , , • , t , 4 ._ 
on manpower probla~s .~hich. is 4r~ted an~ually by .the 
: : . . .·. . : . .- .. . ' •,. ··. ,• . ' . ' 
Commission's staff with the help of national experts is .to 
.. ·. . · - .. --~ ;, , :_ ,::.·t . ~- ,· ;:.:::·,;_. . . ,', . 
serve a.a a basis for discussion. We can only hope ~hat this 
decision may be the first step towards a conscious effort of 
·:- . the Msmb.~r Sta.te~ '.:,;to : tackle employment problems at Community 
' ? . .. 
. : . 
level. ·.;. 
,t.·. . .. . . 
4~ pre9._ent the Commiss~on is . mainly . 8.1'.l~aged in s.tudying 
-:,; .. . :.. - _; ·:. 
the difficulties which exist in tlle various .. countries and 
.i " . • ' ... • : __ . ,: ; ',. • : • , • .' . , ,·_-: ... • ' '•. ~ , , , ·. 'I , , •• ~ I , " , . , .' 
industries and the difficulties ex~erienced by certain groups -
. :1. : ., ~: ·• ~ ~~ .. t··. ~ .: .. ·• .• _.:·: ·. :\.' - .··.- ~- . . ' • ',, '_' ~ •:. • ', • • 
of workers,. It l:!.as already completed s~udies of the .situation 
, •• ', .', , ., , I ! 't .. • · ,. , ~.. I ' ' • . ' '~, , : , , . • ; l. 1• • \ ,'• ',, , , , .,.J 
in .farming \md btiild:i~g; furth·e;:. ~t~~ie~ . ~;f. the. inq.u~"j;ries which 
" .·. . .. • ' :_ ,\, ' 1'~ :· • • • • • • ~ ·-
in the next few years will be subject to a large increase or 
reduction in manpower, such as electrical engineering, shipbuilting 
and~~~tiles, will follow. 
./. 
• Free 
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·/ , 1 •• 
The findings · of .. these studies will alloW of the preparation 
of measures for promoting' . the occupati'o'nal and geographical 
mobili ty .. of.)aoou~~ For, in · the inedium;..term vi'ew, th~ mobility 
of adult wc,rkers is one .of the ·basic ' remed.ies to structural 
d.i s tort ions . on .the labour ·.market. ·At the same ·· ·time we consider 
i .t necessa~y that. the. measures encouraging mobility of labour 
be accompanied. by ·an effective policy for training, retraining 
I•. 
and further training .in order to help the individual · worker to 
become bet.ter qualified for his new job. 
In the long'-term view, the improvement of vocational gui-
dance a.nd training 'for '' young ~eople s~ould be anothe~ important 
means to offset strain on the labour market. 
The Treaty chapter on free movement of l~bour within the 
r,,ovement · Community prcivi'ded· the . Commission .with .a task which has 7ielded 
of labour · · · ·. · 
tangible r :esul ts · because objectives are clearly defined. 
.. . - '·' 
• .Articles 48 a.nd . 49 of the . Treaty state that freedom of 
movement means "the abolition of any , dis.criminatioh· ·based · 
on nationality between workers of the Memb~r States. as regards 
employment, · remuneration or other worki~g . condit1,ons". It 
therefore implies the right to move freely f~m country . to. 
country in the Community a.nd to reside within any .given ~C 
country in order to take any job actuall:Y offered, and the. 
. ~·t ' 
right to remain in the country in question after having worked 
there. 
To bring all this .about, the Council, on proposals from 
·the Commi_ssiori, ha.s already abolished , for EEC nationals a large 
number of restrictions .• . It is, indeed, fair to claim that 
genuine Community law has been develop~d in th~s ,field. One 
of the milestones on the road to qommunity :iegislation governing 
free movement of · labour a~d its cono.omita.nt ,problems we.a . the 
· .adoption and implemention of R~gulation N°. 38, . w_i th an 
accompanying directive, in 1964. 
.• ·~ . 
./. 
'.· ·-
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.... t ,_; :·.,:·.·:······.~~ .. ). :·.: .i. ·-~-~;:·:·.::(;:. ., .···.'.· •. · ··, ·.: •. .-~ :.•. - ,);·- ·~ . ..... .. -
. Proposals for a final !egulation and directive have been 
... :1·., . . ·- · . .,·'. .:,: t / ... ··: .. : .! :.:· ·-~> .... ... ; ·~--'-'=.;·~ :· .. ~ . . ·~~ ~· : : ··: *.> '· .. r~1~··,.:··: . .. · ··.:. 
submitted to the . Council of Ministers in April this year, as a 
:.·.:_,l., $'._·.·:, •"· .:·· .11 ::'),': ·~ .; .. A' ' •• '· ,·.?, ·:: ';.\·, ·f~ :'.'~. _..,:::· ·~_,"·:· .. :~·\,.)• .~<~~--~·· ,•."., •;: · ... ( ... ~·, .. ;-t;,:.--' 
last step towards the full implementation of free movement of 
_.,.·: :.1 . ::r.-.•.}.:: \'' . .' -- ~·~·.:: ~ r_-.·;-:,· ·:. ~-'.~~ ·. ···: .• ··; ·,: . .',jr ... . ·:·JJ 
labou:r. 
- ,.,: :· ·.·'·· •'• "• T. ' ·.,.· ·., . . ·:·. :,,;, 
. . ,, . .:·99~I>~e.y.e f+t3~~0lll<1pt,' ;IllOY:~~e!l~:: i~_. to: pe: .. ~ch4,E~ye~, op : the same 
date . as the .full .establishment .of customs -unioll :1:>e:tween the 
' , :, • • • ;,; • ~ .. ,. . : ,' ¥ - , r'·r ·• . ·.~ . .. ,; . . ' . ·, .JI, . ,. . , • '• -.~. .. .. , , ,; • .,_; , i .. _, ... • , .' .. , :., .. , ' . , ·- • .... ' • I' 
Six : on 1 July 1968. Thus the pro:p~~~l~0 ~o.p.:t~.;i.n, .. provisions 
for the abolition of all restrictions and discriminatory practices 
c~::-;t; .-, ·~r .: ... !:.:· L:.!~i~~r.: .. ::.- ;: ·· ... . _.\--.· .. ! .· ··/~. ;.~ .. .:..· .. !.? .. .--. . '.:~:~.;~ .... ,:,. " ·'·.~ ::.; 
which still exist. They also provide for the rapid and.efficient 
_"··:.·.-'.~ 1 t· .. 1 :. ·; J ::· ; ,;' ·: :·\··:··~t"~: :/ ; , .)·~ .:,'., '; ,:.•.: :·.~·:· .:: .>· :';·~:.'.·:. ·_,._.} .· .. r1 • .' :,.··.:, ... 
· registration and clearance of job vacancies and applications. 
•, : .:: ~I :~~ .:~ ', .: ... • ' o.1 : , (: ;, •; : ) ~- _t: ,. ,; ' •.~ t' .. ,.. :.. • • """ • -l , '• ~ • 
. ... . , , '.fc:> _. o~. more .p~~cise · ~- .thEL pr;i.??-oipl~ ._of j;p.~ p;i:i9rj,tY :·_, of 
• • • • •• .. . •• ·' , • ·~ ..... , .•• ':_ .. ... ..... ·-.r . • • l . ' ' l\ • ' • • ••• ,, • ,-I •• (• ,. .. : " • . . ... • • ' 
.J>fl,1;iopa;l +l!.bour marlcets w:Ul b~ ,_discarded, ,lii.:pquf p~rm:i,.ts will 
' : ~ ... : • ,I .. .. . .... , ... ,. :. • ~" ·.• ~ ,. • .... . " ··· - .' ...... J.. . - , , • ~ .• . • .. .,._ •.. ·-· • ' ...... . . .. -
no . lQ.pger . b~. required, ,an4 ... ,worke;t.'s ,. from .. on!:I :. Mempei: .. State will 
·.~ . ..... ,• :.-... · ,, ·- ·~ ·. -~-· .. ~ '· -, . ,• .............. ; .. ,:,··· .:. ..... ..... . .... ,.~·. : ., .. ~ .... ..,• . 
. b~ :t~ea~ed, 9~ .an . eqµ,al " b,~is :i,r:i ... all_ .. q;the17 , Mt3Inbe;r;- . S1;~~es. This 
• , 1, ,• • .. . , . , ,;., ', • . L, ,t •. • .' , • ~ ." ,.,,1 ,:, , , , • , , : , ,- • , , ' ~ ' .· -,r -.. J .. l , ,• • .• •., . .,, ,,, • 1 . • •. ·•• • • ,• • · , ", ... , • • • ,.-. 
new p:i:inoiple of equality. ~ll .; e~~,ur.EtJ . :t,o .m:i,g:r?,nt,, wo;:~~~s the 
.. ' ... ... ~. . .. . '-.' .. •' •· h. ........ ~ ' - . .. .. ,, .. .. .. ' ' .... 
same treatment as to taxation and social benefits as ..i.~ given 
. ···<:: · • .. , .·, . · ('..f • • -~ ..... , .... ;', ., ·~ "; ~- .•. ~·: .·.;' , ·: · i' ;·> ..... '"'"''~"/ .,,. ... . ,~ - .,. ,'·-.,... >. :: ~ 
·- .. to ' national'. . workers~ . c• • • • ' .. . ' " -~ 
; ., .~i.gra.;it work~rs , wt:U.J:,~ .. ,enti tle.d to . vq1e 1 ip, t.ll.~ ~+.e.ction of 
, .,; -~. ;, •. -· ! •.,, i, ;: · .• • ,, I, • .:_,. ; \ , . .. .., ... · : ,• ; .. ~ , ,I , • •· ~t . '-,• ., ,. ,.• ,r- .fl. I • • ••• ., .._), • , . , • •· 
W:Q:t:ter.e.1 .rep:i;-~senta.t.iyes .and .. me.mbers c;,.f .,. l'(o.rks .1. coll)rnitte.es, and 
... ·. '• .... .: ~' : ... ... , ... ,.' "" " •.· . \: ,• ., ,,, .•, . • . ': -~ • ·:.: ·. ·. ·:; .. . .. '·'· · •... _.: .. t ' ·'; ... ' ' .... '.. • .. ' . ., .. ·. . ' ... . 
, .B;ta.n,d fo:r -e.lectio~ . them.selves, with<;>u"t;. any dtscr.:j.mina:t;:i..ons 
.... ,1..-· .... : ' ; ..... f • ~ • •• • ._, • .. ;_,. .• :.. ••• . '.'. ' • ". ;.. .• :· .. . • t . ~ - .' . ; . '• ·' . . . . . .. ..... ,. . ,· . . • ., •. •, . 
whatsoever. Regula.t.io.n N:~ .• . 36 maintain~ the ... ol.aus.e ,~J:;i.at the 
., • .• T ,, .', , ,, ,,°:' , , ,:_ ,, : ~ , • _; ,,' ' • ~ : • J,, ,; •', • \ .••, • • ,. '" ,' t. , .. ,!. ,<;.. • , < • •· ... • • .' " ' : 
workers may be joined by their families 9nly if thoy 
:.,1::· .. . ;.· 1,·, .;~ ·~·1 ~{ '\' ' ·:..;· _:._·: .. ~·- ~~'. . . i ;-, .. .. ::. ·· .:·:.;~-... : · .. ::~- {·. :. •:,.;:' :.!.' : ~.-. . 
dispose of normal accommodation. This condition has _been A,:roppe_d ,_ 
,. hi'ihfirop6~~d·· i~guia:ti6~;• : ::: r·: T·:.. , ,.·.: . . . , ',', : :: ' ., ··:: :·:,: ... 
·, ,:) \ .. : .. ~ , . .. · ..··,;:.,!:··;_.:.. ;.: :: .... '.~.,_.:. ... ;·_.: .... ~.:;:: ,_.).'i ....... ,.~:. ·. ; ·t· 
: ._ 'l'.he .,resJ.de.nce. permi,t will be ca.lle.d "Iden~.ty . )Qard .. -for 
,1 ...... : ·. '.., : ,~~·, l ~ .- ,'; ·. . .. ,, \!, •• 'J ·. ; .~.: · .. ··'' : > • ,,,\..,., •• 1 • .: ::;. , .,.. .., . ._ ~ •• • · •. 
nationals .9f: ,.an .. EEC, Mem.~er Stat,e", .and -will- look m~ or., 
• .: .' • .. : .. ,1:.: ' ' • , ." .:.- .: .•, : ' : , , : , • ., ,1 ''. ; ·~., I· ; '. :.. ·' • ,I •. ,• • f · ' .-• " •• ,: : ' ', '"\ • • "' •• • • ·' ,. ' : ' _. .. : . 
,, .. '':: ~.~;ss~. i~,eriJ~~~~i ~~;: ~~-e ._ ~~f ,fOB,?\t~M~~· 1~~~ '.'11.-8~~ :~ r~~l .simpli-
., .:(ic~tion of formali:ties _,Wh_igh .. Jllf.1.Y a.c~ a$'.- .a _.stimulus for intra-
• • , , _' • " .: ... ~ ', ,•: ,: , • ', • ~ ,,,' ,· ,', ~ • · _', ", \, • : , , ,• ",•, ,, . ' " , ._ ,J ., • ! J •.",; • , • J, / I,.,, . •, • ,. • ,- • , . • • ' ' , , • 
:: qP~n~:~iY:: --·~~~~~on • . :, ,.: ; , ; .. " ~ ,:· 1 :::. ·,:., ·.:; , . . . . ,. 
" ,J. -.: •• • • , •• ~- • ~ , ... .... . t.. . ( . '' •j• • •••• •• ·.·. ·, :· •• ·.,· i .. '.•.·.,."•, .·., .. · .. :., _; _  ·. . • ..· .·. ' · . '. . . . .. .... , . ' 
·.: ... : .. :,~:. ~.: ,.-. ..... :' ./: !_;·,.,. ;., i ·.:·.:';.,• ... ,:~.: .. ·~ .. . ·;~::': J.·-~ ....... . i.(, . ": . . , .1,.· 
. . 
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Looking at free movement of Jr{Orkers as .an important means 
• •• .'1 : . ' • . ~\ •• , .·· -·•, . :~ _j•' • ; .,·' ': : · ·, • •· ' • •, I • 
for balancing the Community labour market, _the C~1:11Illission could 
'. . . .• , . . ·· .. '.; ' . ' ' . 
not disregard. the oth~r- ·face of the coin. For specific measures 
. ,.. ' . . . ' . : . .-: . . . ' ~- . . . .: ; ' ' . . . '.. . . 
may be necessary to avoid an aggravation of disequi_~i bria in 
certain regions. In other words, it would be irresponsible if 
, the · Member States··- and.·: the · Commiss'ion just sto'od· ·aside and watched 
w-hile' the > standard of . living and 'the employmEmt si tua.'tion in suoh 
' , an area deterlora ted. i" 
; • .J' 
"'.Right of 
e"' tablishmertt 
for self-
employed 
persons 
In our opinion, th~ ideal solution would be if the 
European Office which was . set up 'to coordinate th~ clea,ring 
' . ' . . . . . ·, . : . ~ ; . - . ' ,·': -. . -~ . ' ' ' i .' . . ' : .. . : . . . . . . . .: . 
of job vacancies and applications not only helped to give 
. . 
effect . to the provisions concerning the implementation of 
' tree -movement. a.s 'it i~ : doing '. now, ·but if it also elaborated., 
in ' cooperation with the Member States, forecasts of manpower 
·requirements and ·resources, and' gave guida.nce · to workers, in 
order to obt~in optimum "bal~ce~ . 
The T~ipartite Consultative Committee on Free Movement -
its members are representatives of the Governments, employers 
and trade unions..;. and . the :Teohnioa.l Cominittee, manned by 
experts from national employment .. departments' cooperate in 
all activities concerning free movement of ·1abour and o:ould also 
provide help in el~borating such :forecasts. · 
. .. 
For farmers, _ c~aft~men, industrialists or tro.ders. and 
members of the professions, the _right of ;esta~ishment for 
, . . 
the self-employed, as laid down in the Rome Treaty, is the 
counterpart to free'dom of movement for persons in paid em-
ployment. · It means that· at law and in practice they oan pursue 
their occupr,, tion or "~foss10h i~ another Comnnmi ty . country under 
.. 
the . same c9nditions as those for nationals of that country. 
. . 
For companies, equivalent facilities· will be given to set up 
agencies, subsidiaries or branches. And the right to s~pply 
services without restriction will enable them to operate in 
another Member State without needing to set up there on a per-
manent basis. 
./. 
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In accordance with the General Programme adopted by the 
Council 011 1.8 D.eQember 1966, these rights are being introduced 
'• , .·. ·. . 
pro_gressively, aocor,d.t~g _to trade· or profession, so as to 
. . _ ,· .b_ecome .fully effective by 197·0, whe'~ the transitional period 
ends. 
. •• ,i 
··., 6. ' Social :The abolition of . discrimination based on nationality 
· .. secw;-i ty ~ .. ·, be·twe.en Me~ber States_ as regards employm.ent, remuneration for , 
, mrgrant 
workers 
·:~: ~ .. ~- . :
I • ' , ' ', - • • • ~ ,' -: '' ' .' .,· :' •. , ,': ·.: ' ; I, , ,, ' 
. · or:· othe.r working condJ. tions also called for the solution of 
. • . . . . . ' ', .. • ~ . .. . '. ~f . . . . ' . 
, ' the . problem .of soci_al s~curi ty tor , mi.'gr'ant workers. 
In fact, th.:ls problem a.~~~~ in 't~e six Community countries 
., : ' 
even e~rlier than the question of true freedom of movement. 
.. .. . 
Thus b~~w~-~~ 1946 arid ' f958 -'·the7··con-0luded between them 80 
bi~ateral and a. few... multilateral :agreements ; but the scope 
of th~s~ ~greein~nts 'wii~ Iini.i ted{' b'eirig based on differing 
, . 
. . 
• }' : • 
.... '/.t 
'., 
' , •I • 
. · .. f ·, ·~, ."' 
.... .. 
. national ' iegislati~ri,' and' the provi'sion.:.they made for the 
' wo~k~r~ conc~rn~d was ' inadequate. ' ', 
.'. . .,:_. · .. ,' ... 
· . Th.e Euro_pean Coal. and Steel Comnnirii ty did the prepa.ra-
. . . ; '• ·'· ... . . ' : . . . . 
tory work for the coordination of .the ·-Jarious national laws • 
~. . ' r· 
Th~!e ·are ·;,_ot six of :thEis'epm:t nearly fifty, since miners, 
fa;m~;~' ···;~iiwzj" '"wotkers·~ etc:. 'ha:ve .: special systems. ' 
·.'.· 
. ' ~- . . . . . 
• ArtioJ.e 51 of . th~ Ro~~ T~~a.ty ~~ovid~a.'· the legal basis for 
. . ' • I• . .,. ,,._ , ' ! • :.· • : ' • : • ' ~ ~ • · ~ . • " 1 I • , ' 
, ' : =.: ~E.9 ~~gulE:J.tions N°s. 3 and- 4, which were adopted unanimously 
··by . ~h~: .-Qou~cj,i . o/ Mini ~te~~· ' ~n{ e~tered into force on 
.: :- : J .Janu~ry 1.959 • . ~ · • . :. . . . ·f,,: 
.. . .... ~ . ,• ·. ·'-• . 
. ..... ,. 
I :• .\ 
.. . . 
In general, thes,~. J;'6_~la t:ione .. are more favourable than 
J • • •• • ·• • ~ 
the ,bil~teral or .mo.l:1iilate'ra1 ,conventj,ons • 
. . .. 
. . ·· · · •••··· · ·• .. ·. ·. ':1 ...... 
. • :·. :·· . . . . : .. ·. ; l -~ ~ .•: . ; .. : :: 
: ·Thi-a~ 'i>S:~ic :prihcfpies ilie 1 bf3hind Regulations 3 and 4 • 
. · -- .. 
.. ,. 
. ~ } .. ,. .. .. •, . ~ 
' ' 
. . "(;. .. . \ · ..:- .. ... : .= ··_: f :: ,·:··.,:.,: 
• • I ; - ~ ,1 
.-:1:..:.. ; .. ; -:~.: J·;-.:r;.~~-:: ;. ! ·· . . ··· • 
~F~s;tly, . e.q'l:<.a+ity of . ~ight·s as between nationals of 
. ' ( , """ ' . ' " : '' > .·i· ,'. ) .:. :. :- ;· ~ '~ : .' ," .• ' 
... ·the country .. con-Jerned and nationals ·or other Community oountries • 
. ~ ., . . . · . .-:; ... ~· ~:. ·:i ·.:.:.'-:" ·:~; .;, . .L .:: .. 
. :. ·~ . ::~ 
. ·. : ,·· Next, · .. the: ,:adding. ,,tQge:t4_e17, !~~ .~}1e right to benefits 
:,!,.·· : ,'and ,:thefi ca.lou,lationi, ;.-o:I} al:~ •. :R~;t;~_~ds of employment and :-;::." 
insurance: for example, for purposes of retirement, account 
will be taken of years of work in more than one country. 
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. Lastly, this same Article 51 of the . Treaty allows the 
"export of benefits" t .o any other Member State • 
. Accordingly, family a.llowanoes w:ill be. paid in , Italy to the 
wife of a worker employed - say - in Germany, if she has not 
been able t~ join him wi t .h. her children. In t~is case, the 
. . ~ . 
rate of benefit does not exceed that of the oountry of resi~ 
. ~ . . . ., . 
dance of the worke.r's family!' . Otherwise, the principle is 
" 
that the legislati.on of the country in which the worker is 
employed govern~ the benefits. 
· Of course, the basio. r .egulat.ions had to . provide for 
,h.eal th pare: fo~ wo.rker~ and their families who fall sick 
during re.sidenoe in, a Comimmi ty c,ount..ry other than · their own • 
. . uater this ~dv~tagew~sextended to non-migrant workers and 
. thei~ families 9n h<;>liday ip the other . Community ,countries. 
Considerable improv13ments hav.e bee~.· mad.a · since the. implemen-
. tation of the basic regulat~ons by means of amendments. 
The regulations ,have also · been supplemented in . the case 
of oertainca-tegories pf ¥age-earners for whom special rules 
seem desirable. S.pecial regµlati-ons for .. s .e~s~nal workers and 
frontier commuters were ~dopted .in 1963. A. regu_lat~on extending 
the basic provi_sions of Regulati?ns 3 and 4 to seafarers was 
adopted this year, Similar solutions are being sought for 
. . . . . .. . : . ' ' . 
self-employed persons in order to promote the realization 
of two other important principles of the Treaty: the right 
of establishment and freedom to su'pply s'ervices. Because of 
the great number 'of amendments·~. 'legi'si.ation on social seouri ty 
for migrant wo.rkers has become ra.ther unwieldy. In order to 
facilitate its application, a revision of the texts of Regu-
.' .- . .,, '. .. . . ~ .. . . . 
lations 3 and 4 incorporating all changes incurred is cer-
. . / . ' .. 
tainly desirable. A proposal for a new regulation superseding 
Regulation N° 3 has alrea.<1$ been' submitted to ' the Coun,cil. 
~1. 
7. Social Ser-
vices and 
~.,1neing for 
migrant workers 
- 2C • 
The interpretation and praotioal application of the regu-
lations are in the hands of an Administrative Committee, which 
has certain powers of decision. Its members are the heads of 
social security departments in the six countries and represen-
tatives of the 1uropean Communities ; meetings are also held 
periodically with workers', employers' and farmers' representa-
tives. 
It is estimated that there are about 2 million beneficiariec 
of these social security provisions, if we add to approximately 
900 000 insured migrant workers their families, incapacitated 
persons, old-age pensioners and, for sickness insurance, people 
on holiday abroad~ 
Under the regulations a sum e~uivalent to nearly US i 10n 
million is being transferred each year between the Member Stat ~. 
As I have tried to i11ustrate, EEC workers are gradually 
being placed on an equal footing with nationals of the country 
to which they move. Nevertheless, the fact remains that they 
encounter greater practical difficulties than those who stay 
at home. Differences of language, climate, religion, customs 
and occupational or administrative practices are the main causeso 
The Commission has tried to encourage the efforts already being 
made to combat the isolation of the migrant worker and to fa-
cilitate his adaptation, and even his assimilation, if he 
wishes to remain in his new country of employment. A recommenda-
tion of July 1962 to the Member States concerns the work of 
public or voluntary social services on behalf of Community , 
nationals working abroad in the Community. It urges that the 
expansion or establishment of such services should be promot-
ed, and that they should have the necessary trained staff to 
assist workers before they leave and on their arrival. It 
calls for cooperation between the various departments concerned, 
and between the authorities in the country of origin and the 
host country. 
./. 
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Another problem, which is fundamental for the life of the 
migrant worker and on the solution. of which depends the unity 
,, . 
of .his family, is obviously that of finding a suitable home. 
Accordingly~ in· July 1965, the Commission sent a recommendation 
to the Memb~r States proposi~g various m~a.sures · to improve the 
housing situation of 'this group_, of workers. 
In contrast to regulations, directives and decisions 
approved by the Coup.oil of Ministers, a recommendation issued 
by 'the Commission :(s not legal.ly bi~ding for the Member States. 
· It- is, therefore, a d.evice at the: disposal ·of the Commission 
for stimulati~g action at· national level. 
8, Vocational Vocational training and guid.anc~ for young people and 
training for adults are not only of val~e ·from tha human point of 
. view, but constitute. alf!J~ _ as I have .maintained earlier, _ - -
important instruments to ensure the balance of the labour market. 
It goes without saying that such training and guidance must be 
constantly ' adapted to technical advances and the changing need~ . 
of the economy. 
' 
It has been found that similar ~eeds are felt in all six 
countries, despite the diversity of structures and of methods 
in some areas the schools D1BJ play a more important role, in 
others the .firms may predominate. When speaking of a common 
training policy, we do not have the intention of creating a 
uniform system of training in the memb.er countries. We aim 
at making vocational training wide enough to encourage a 
harmonious development of the individual and ·to meet the 
. ' 
requiroments of rapid progress and of innovations in ~he 
organization of production. 
' ?n future only relatively few workers and emP.loy,ees will be 
able to pursue their initial trade or profession throughout 
their whole working life. All the others will have · to ohange at 
least once or twice, and thus multi-craft trairiing _- has become a 
necessity. The versatility acquired by: the wo:tkers tb.i-ough ,multi-
, . . ' '' ~ .. 
craft training will be bound to -incrcnse occ~pationt!.l mobility • 
• I_. 
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.: ,: . ! . 
·. , .,· .; . . . . .. •.. . 
. Taking the : "Generai ·Principl~s'' of a .· common tMining 
..... p0licy . adopted · by · the · C01'.inc:ti' ·i~ .1.963: as . a basis, • the · • i 
••. ·l· • . 
. ' . . CommissiiOn ·has worked out 'a general act:i;<m :programnie; and also 
• :. ..: a. ~pecial progi'~me :for agi\~lt~~e·.:·¥.e:. a.;re ; :at . present 
_p;reparing iniplementi~' mea'sure~. - .. .. ' 
·. n/ ~~o~e~~t~~; w.i;~~·:-the ,M~iq~~r ;~tates '·lia ~;e . esta.blishing 
·.·,· fln 'iriVeht'~cy \;i :~r~inillg faoil,J.;:ties·~, We are 't:rjirig to 'fi~p. 
' . •. .... .• ', : .= : ; ··: ::·. : :~ - ,. ; : · .. ...• > ,, • • • ••• • ' ,, .• •. ~- ·. •) :.:·: _· .;. ·,· :- -
.,,.:. wa;ys 'arid means of. impfoving .. the ·-;training··of· ·t ·eachers and 
irist;tict~;·~-~· :~~d;;:~~·e · ~xam;n~~~ . y4~ rPO.J?~.- fQ:r llliil ·ti ... craft 
·~· : . ' ; . . 
~.:pa:j.n,ing~ :~-.. ~:, ~-:~· :·: .. , : ·-·~- : · la:,::::(! ·~·  i:· ,·r .,: -.. , .. ~· ...... 
',j, ·-. .:". 
. : , · . • : . ;: f ~ . ... • : ·~ . :. i .·.·.: :: >' ' ' ' ... , ,•I': .": t·.: : :J ·. • ·, • "'..t 
· Closer alignmen~ of . l~v:el:$' :of,.: tra.:ihirig, ·which require.s 
· . . . : .:. .· .·· ... ~. /. ': ;_: ·.:. ~··:·,:. :;· .. :: ',· .) . ., ·. .. . . . ; .. · > F • , · .• : .• ·., .: .. ' ~ ..•. · 
the "definition of neg~s.sary~ qu.~lifica tibni:f; is · another fieJ.d 
..• ,·~n .\.hie~}+\~ ~~~r lfo;}'• • •• ;: ·. ,) ·: ,. ; .· .. . ·.' .: 
A~ .~ ri.rst il;'~su1t,: : the;1Consultati ve CoIDI)lit.te<:1 S?r Vc;,.o.ationa:.. 
.• ~~ .. : .. : •. .-~·· ·• ; . ! : ,. . . . . . ' . • ... " ; . : . ": •. • .: .. : • ; \ '.:.: :. \ ' . : ·.• • . • . .. .• 
Traini~g, which Js, >like ,tlie Cdnsultative Qom~~ ~t~.e ,on :Free 
:::~· ·.'.··:· . ·,· 4~·:.·:·.·-'··=········· · · . . · ..... ,} .. :.-,~ ~·~.: ·.: .. r · .. ·::~ . ,-.· ... , 
Movem~~\ :of,: W~!~\3~;s,:=. a; :tiipartit'e ~oo~~.~-:e_~' .. ·: ap...y~·py~: _;last ~ 
February a firs7'!; ,9otrunon., lifit ·o'f" -''ttiiriimum· ;qualifications . and ,. .. .... .. "' . ,. 
skills required for, 1;:qr?le;s . i ·~. ,the m'atal~wofkiri{ trade·. . '·' 
.. ,:~. :;:··.~:.::· .. :-- ·: :: . _ _.r , , .·.~ ·:· ·?. . .. 1~· •· • ..,._ ~ t :·-.. ! : :.:.·· ·····. _. . .-... ~--.. . .. , . .., ... · ~· .. 
. .. . . . .,. . .· .. , . . A Commission 
,:··-rifoo~~lrtditio~"~;gi'~ · · ~~~- ~;m~~~ ·.s.tate's: to :{ak~ ' -this:: lis~ _··: . 
,. ..•.. ·:· ··. ' :: ·:· ~ ... ,.,,,,:.:- .. .. ... . .. . .. • .... , : . ' 1. . • ' . 
of mirtimuni"' qual~fio~t;l.on~ an,d. skiJ.ls, 'asf ·a · ba:sis . for training 
leve:s ts ·1n\)~eparati'~~·~:: lii~:ts .for · othei- trad~·~, ~~-oh ~s . 
mi1ling2m~~hl~~\p;1'~;~;~·,., ~o,9JJnak&.rs, :: electtidal '· fitt~~.s:, 
~ . ., ·· ~ · • , • I'..._ I I .• \ · ! \ •. , , . 
drau:ghts,i oA~ bra~a. o~~ra~"to.rs, .;<~pe:irato.:rs~ ot coiis.tru~t1on_. . 
. ' .' ... . ,·, ,; . ..-... ·'· , . \ :., ' .',. . . ... . ·• . . " ' . ~ ' .... 
mao:~: :.nih-y, 'bricklayers, tilesetters, and lorry drive~~·, are 
being established. !;',,.'<!'; !•:·.;: .. ·· ,·; ·. · ·· 
. . ... .\ .• 1.' .. :: : : :"",. ; . ~ "(-;:,. · .. , ~ ' .•... .- . . ., . • 
' ,.- Tne Cbmrn{s~ibt1 iS. .a:J..~.o e.+i,cl~avoui"iil:g :to 'proiliote cooperatto.n 
~-· · •J. · : ~:'. \".·_. ~·.:· ·, .. •.,·~ .. :~ ,.' ... • . .. : • • - •• : ~· .. : ·:. ;· •• ·:.. .: ... , 
betwe en the approp;t'iate govern;mE!'n:t ;dep~:tititieritso 'In July 196~ , 
it s erit id'' the '14~~\)~; · s~,~~~~ .· ~:, J'~c.ornme.hcl·titi'on ;.6oii6~;~i~g -t~e .. 
. . i . ....; ·~ . .. , ~: '. ·; _!'~ . ' : 11 ., ., ;.. .. ~ ·-
i m prc ·, ern: S"n t ' ·of vocational guidance, ur~ing cooperation between 
national services. 
... ~. " 
./. 
.• -~ t. ~ 
.. . .. 
9.European 
Social 
Fund 
( 
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Another aspect of training policy at Community level is 
the exchange of young wo:rkers provided for in Article 50 of the 
. Treaty. A fii:st :pro:¥1'amme was adopted in 1964 by the representa-
tives of the Member States to increase the number of exchanges 
. 
already organized under bila.teral and 'multilateral agreements. 
' . . 
Information services; scholarships,a.nd other facilities are 
beii:ig placed' at tlie disposal of young· workers, ,:.with the help 
of youth movements and employer's t artd . worker,$ 1 prganizations, 
to ena.bie ' themt; 'reach a· higher standard of , skill, to improve 
their la?.owledge of languages and to broaden their .outlook. 
. The ·only fina.ncf~l · instrument at pre.sent available to 
the EEC in · the sooial·: field is the ·European Social Fund ; it 
constitutes an adjunct ' to · the free movement and vocational 
training policies, ., since ,w:ider the .1,erms of the Treaty it has 
the . task . 6f promoting; within . the .. Conununi ty e~ployment facilities 
and the geographical ·and 009upational mobili'ty of workers. 
l ' .. . ·'··'. 
The·· primary object here was to deal w:i t _h arr;[ detrimental effects 
on -' firms and their worker.a whioh~i~ht .arise. from the 
functioning of a wider and more competitive market. 
At present there are three· cases in res·peot of which the 
:Fund ma.y make a,,r~t~: (i) in the · retre.inine of unemployed workers 
or workers in a situation of prolonged under-employment; 
.. (ii) _in re~ettling workers who must move to find new jobs ; 
· (iii) where a firm undergoing fundamental .structural changes 
mu.st · :retrain or suspend its workers, to ensure tha.t workers 
receive 90 % of their previous· wage during the period of 
conv'ljlrsion •.. 
After the expaliditure has been incurred, the Fund repays 
h~lf ·of tlie Stims applied for these purposes . by a. Member Sta.ta 
or a public body~ provided thit the workers have since been 
employed or re-employed for · a.t least six months. In the 
./ •. 
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third case, the conversion scheme must have been approved in advance 
by the Commission. In its examination of refund applications, the 
CommiB$ion is a.ga.i~ ass~st~d by a tripartite committee. 
.. . . . : .·: . :, ' ;. : .. ' . ·.. ·:·' .. 
Tlle: Fup.d _is ·irtaintaine:,,d :by ... annual contributions from the Hember States, 
·. though, t~e .... ~pp,o;tionment is no~ .the same as tha;t for the Community's 
general . b;udget •. · 
.. :: .· . 
By the end of 1966 the Fund had contributed a· sum equivalent to nearly 
· .. . lJS. ,¢ 4a, ,roilltqn .-to th~ r .e~ra~ning of more than 200 000 workers and the 
res~ttl~ment · of n.early 300 000 . work.era, this means that about 500 000 
wage-earners . ~ve .. benefi t .ed; from .). t. 
, .. No payment has so·· far been· made for structural changes iri industry. 
lve :have' ·reeE3ived only one application soliciting the Fund's participation 
in the firuihcing of ~ :conversion scheme, and this had to be turned down. 
, We ha.v'c · had' to conclude that structural changes in industry are made under 
01,r_c~s~~ce~ . .-,diJ fe.rent : from those provided for in the Treaty, and that 
the :very strict .. c.ondit-ions imposed .by the Treaty .and. the Fund regula.-
• ,• I • , .• ' " • •,. - •,,. ,. ' . • 
t~on. haye ;i.n :man;;r 5;as.es. prevented firms from apl)lying for a.i4 from the 
~rop~az.1 . S(?ciaj. :·FJJ.nd~ . .. : .. 
~ · Fo~ .example·, thb3:,stiptih.tiori 'imposed by present regulations that funds 
must go to the eonversion· of .. :01d · ftrms, not to the establishment of new 
ones, is not realistic, and excludes mos:t of the. operations .which are of 
such vall).e J;.~.}he . q.W'!'m~ni ty Q.S to ju_stify an. intervention of the 
E:ur.opeai;i . ~Q9ial . F:und .• . 1'h.ese ope.r~tions most often take place in single-
. . I· •.• ,. ... • ., . ' • • • . . . 
in<iu~try . regto;n~,, ,or .,re_g~.ons with c)X1 . obsolete industrial structu:e, or in 
. -· ... " . . •·: . .. .. .. . . . . . 
economic sectors which have run into serious difficulties. In all these 
•:• · :·.~· · ·.: ... ; ·: , ~ · · ·.:, r': ·. ,.· '. : · ' t · . ·. ' , _, . ' , 
cases tb.,~ P.~b~ic .authori::ties e:qdeavour to forestall social repercussions 
·:· ,, .: .' . . · ' .... . ' .· . . . . 
d11,e . t<;> . clos.\U'efl. by .. en.c<;>ura.gi.:r:ig. J;lew firms to set up and provioe jobs for 
. . .. ' . - ... ' - . .. . . . . . . ~ ; . . . ~ . ; , . : . ' . . . 
the work,e.rs .thr~aten~d 9y ~edundancy • 
. ,,: .. ' :. . . . . . . ·'· . . . 
, " . ' . ·. ;• ~ · .. t. - '' . 
./. 
.' ' . ' 
i .; : . . : ·· 
· : ... 
·, .· 
,: .. ,- . ".· : 
· .. ·, .. · ···:··· ) ' I " 
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Therefore, it seems to be advisable to abandon the notion 
of structural change of a industrial firm introduced by the 
Treaty and to authorize the Fund instead to intervene in cases 
where new firms are being set up with the encouragement of 
public authorities • 
. We have seen that the results of the Social Fund 1s operations 
have in general been satisfactory as far as its interventions 
in favour of measures of readaptation and resettlement of 
workers are concerned, but have been less favourable with 
regard to promoting structural changes in industry. Considering 
all ~spects of the operation of the Fund, it has been 
increasingly evident for some time that changes are necessary. 
As I have said before, the Fund was founded at a time 
when many :Europeans feared that the gradual establishment of 
the Common Market would have a marked effect on the level of 
employment by eliminating less-competitive undertakings, and 
so it was given the primary aim of tackling unemployment, 
mainly by means of retraining Land the placing 
of workers in new jobs. 
It is true, there are several hard-core areas of 
unemployment, but on the other hand we have the problem of a 
shortage of skilled manpower in the llhropean Community. The. 
growth of the economy and technological developments have 
meant that the main problem in the employment field has 
switched from the elimination .of unemployment to. the maintenance 
of a high level of employment• The main concern now is, . 
·therefore, to meet skilled manpower requirements and to 
provide retraining tor special ·. groups within the labour 
force - for instance, farm workers faced with structural 
changes - so that these workers will be in a position to take 
up new jobs in industry and services. 
The Commission has therefore proposed that the Social 
Fund should in future take part in the retraining of workers 
actually at work - and not just of the workless and the 
./. 
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underemployed - with the aim· of enabling them to acquire 
qualifications corresponding to the new demands for manpower. 
In this way, unskilled workers or workers with inade·qua te 
skills - and therefore threatened with redundancy and 
unemployment at some future date - oould take up work at a 
higher level and with a good prospect of stable employment. 
On the other hand, the Community economy is still 
subject to a measure of regional disequilibrium, which it 
becomes all the more vital to rectify the closer the Community 
approaches conditions of free movement for workers, services, 
goods and capitals. A fundamental solution of the unemployment 
problem is linked to the development of underdeveloped or 
I 
declining areas, and the Commission has~therefore; submitted 
proposals to the Council with a view to extending the Social 
Fund 1 s activities in regional matters. 
These proposals would allow .the .F\.md to contribute towards 
the cost of guaranteeing the income level of workers in 
declining regions made redundant by closures and re-engaged by 
another company setting itself up in the area. Furthermore, the 
proposals pro-vide that the Sooial · Fund should contribute towards th~ 
cost of building vocational retraining centres in areas where 
they are at present lacking.Finally, the Fund would have the 
power to make advance payments towards the cost of retraining pro-
grammes aimed at stimulating regional growth or for migrant 
workers; instead of, as at present making reimbursements after 
such costs have been incurred. 
Unfortunately, I have to report that these proposals have 
been received with great reserve within the Council of 
Ministers, and at the moment it would be a mietake ·-to. be. unduly -
optimistic as to the outcQme of the .dieouDsions ~n -this ·subject • 
. /. 
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II. IEPROV:Elffi'NT OF LIVTNG AND WORKING CONDI'11ION..§ 
My second main theme is the improvement of living and working 
condi tions - alongside the maintenance of a high level of employment 
. . . 
the other great social objective of the Rome Treaty. 
I shall first deal with the small number of specific provisions 
which are laid down in the Treaty with regard to workin~ condi tions. 
In fact, there are three rules which reflect a desire to prevent 
social legislation .from affecting production costs in such a way a.s 
to bring about unequal tenns of competition. 
10. F.qu.al pay The first rule is the principle of equal pay for men a.nd women. 
Recommended by !LO Convention No. 100, equal pay was already a 
principle enshrined in the laws or even the constitutions of the 
. . . 
EEC countries, pa!ticularly in Italy, the Federal Republic of 
Genna.ny, and France. However, in practice · there· were still great 
dispari ties1 in the l3ene.lux countries the gap has in some industries 
been as wide as, 30 %. On the basis of Article 119 of the Treaty, the 
Commission addrees_ed a. recommendation to the Member States in July 
1960, callingo11 th~m.~to -~liminate all discrimination in pay between 
men and women work~rs by June 1961. At the end of that year, the 
,. 
Member States found that _it had been impossible to comply with the 
. . . . . . 
ti~e-lin)it ,and _they agreed. on progressive equalization measures in 
.t.h!'.ee· stages • 
.:rust a few. weeks ago the Commission has submitted to the Council 
its latest report on the state of application of Article 119 in the 
.. . . .. . . . . . 
six _II)ember COW?-,~r~e.s •. In essence, its findings are that progress has 
been made, but th~~ •. dispal'.i ties habe not yet been completely 
eliminated. The .d~sp~ri ti.es are less pronounced in jobs done by 
bott .sexes th~ in indu~tries where more women than men are employed, 
for example, textiles. Even if the principle of equal pay is being 
followed theoretically, discrimination still exists in practice, 
mainly due to inadequate job descriptions which are taken as criteria 
for collective bargaining agreements. 
./. 
11. Paid 
holidays 
12. Overtime 
13. A major 
task: collec-
ting data 
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The second rule laid down- in the ·.Treaty concerns holiday with 
pay. Article 120 says with forceful brevity: "Member States shall 
endeavour to maintain· the existing equivalence of paid holid.ny 
schemes". A Commission survey confirmed in 1960 that, while a.rur:sl 
holidays were longer in some countries, the total of national 
holidays spread out through the year was greater in other countries, 
and together they came to about 20 to 30 working days a year. 
Since 1958, the law9 or collective agreements, have generally 
made progress: the number of annual holidays - including the 
national holidays - has now reached or is very close to the average 
of 30 days in all Community countries. 
With regard to overtime, the authors of the Treaty had provided 
for some degree of alignment during the first stage, which ended in 
1961. There has been no real difficulty on this point. 
All the .other subjects which I am going to cover now are part 
of what we call "general social policy", which is governed by 
Articles 117 und 118. These articles lay down broad guidelines on 
the social progress to be achieved both through the working of the 
Common Market and the alignment of legislation, and entrust to the 
Commission the task of promoting "close collaboration between 
Member States". They comprise such important questions as working-
conditions, social security, and industrial health and safety. 
Having mentioned in the introduction to my lecture the legal 
and political disputes over the interpretation of these articles, 
I should like to add that there is no question of standardizing 
arbitrarily social regulations. The aim is to bring them closer 
together progressively so as to achieve situations at the point 
of feasibility between the ideal and the present conditions • 
. /. 
; ..... 
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.. .... ' · ,·· 
•• J ••• 
In pra.c~ice, ~~e . qo~iBf;i.OI1: .~B ;',9ons~dered i,t as .one of its ,main · 
'ta~lci ""to -~~llect . ·d~t,~iled· i~f~~1;ion, . OJ:). wagee ,a.nd t ,he QOS.t of SOCia.l . 
. '·' '··. ·. . ·. : . _,. :. ' ,; . ' ... ·' .·. . . . . . 
.·_.· :····.;i_':'•, .. .. ... ' 
security services in order to establish the r~l:a.\i~e .level.a of Jg.b.ou.r . 
costs a.nd the trends of liviI?-g s_ta.ndards _ and pur.c~stng power • . When 
•_ ••• •. ·~,,. : • I ~ ,,,,,,,.-•· , •. .: ;_, •. '", 1,." , _·• ·."" ·I:,·~· ;'':..,.-:1··' ; , , , • ,1 • \,.. : • : ' · . 
. t?is '' jo~ -~~s .. t.a:c.~i~d:~·- <me ,ir~~l~~-'. qro.ppe~:)~~:, i~~4:i;a_t.~:1Y.· : the . 
. . . .. . ... . . 
que!;ltio~. 9C~he_ cp~ral?i~i_:ty P:~··:B~t,i.e1iice •• In;-i:,oopera;t.ion:. with 
experts·. from,_th,~ ·S·:iX··: COuritries. ·.- ext·ensive ~r8S'6arch. ·:has·· b'een . carried . 
out. 
':This work has· be·e~ }ti;al&{b{e fbi ·;J/~~s·~~;in~~t ~f t -h~ situation 
• • I • ' ,. I " ' \. ' ' , , • : -: : • · •' t;: ' ;_ \ t ;,' :'•, • . : , t- ~.", : ' ;,__ • \•' •• : ' • • • • ,: !'. ' ; 
in· the ;i'ndi-vidual '·countries; · and ..:. · going one step further - for 
.. :,· 
. . - . . . . ,. ... . • , .. ' ; ... . ... . ... . . t: -: ~ • ··: :", .:· '. ..... : :. ·... . .-_. :· :· . . r. ,; !· .-: · •. 
the ·establishment· of art · overa.11 ·p1cture of the situation. at Community_ level. 
' ~ • • ' • I • • •, ! • I ' ,,,, • ' • ',I ' • ' ·• • ' ' ;' ;-. , .... :·,~ : ; ~ .. ., '. • • •. ; ' ,. • ',,' ' ' • • .' • • , • •• • 
All the- ·infdrmatiori'· obt'ain:ed is · constantly being brought up . t o dat.e, 
and mu.oh ·bf-- the dati{;-01:ittiihefd is . ~e~la;ii ,.made -~vaila.bl~ i:~ " . ., . " . 
• l. •• ', :··. .: f' : t • ' ·: ,. :~ 
... Community; publica.if6ns / : . · . _;:: . · <,: • ... 
• • .1• "\ '• · : ·' ,' r•' 
. ::.- ; ... ;, .·: •' ... . . );;~:. ·.: ( . ;:: : . •' ~-·· ':> •: . : ,-:·, -. . : . 
. . . . Ho~~v~·r, if'. a lot ija.B be(:)~ §1.Ch,:i,,eye,d., ,?U3., :fa.I' ?l,S_ \the ;_. COl!l.P.i~~~t:i.On , .. 
' ': ... · . : ·;· ·.. . ·~ :·· .-:-:. •;, !. ":; 'l.:.,, ,' ·. .,f• .: ... . •. . '\., • '.' •• •. .. • 
of data i~ concerned, more . e_flor.~ . A~ .. er\;;U1 . reqµi~ed . to ~-~ c:i,:J..y::1e _the 
,• • I '• • ' • 1~ ,•,' •:'j . ; ' ',,. · '• '~ • ' "; i ~ -;:• I I .• J • ' ,',\ '• • • • 
trends a.~· tli;roughly as possible. In a.ddi tion, we consider i t 
nepe~.13a:cy _, ~P ·:. S.'t·M<dJr: ,qu.~1;1ti_ons;:·· 111uch ·a;s .:the:· wage drift'f ·arid sl:i.'cling·: 
. . . '• . . . . . 
1 ' - ' . . . . J • • ,•;,;, • • ·.· ,~~~- B9eJ~B•:t: ';:,' ·;·,, ··.,·:: -·,•.·<:.~·: ... ·., :: ·,,-, ··,:. :·.:··· 
· ·.: P•:r~:i:st1.rtg · '.in:f:lat't'on> b1mtit1~~\~ ~;~t 0t1ro~t 1;;\h~: .-~;o~~m·i~s of th~ 
;~,~ corruininity cotintrf~s:;'1s -' a'tiitf3'(fii·''th'.:{ · first ~'~di~te'rin. e~ono~ic ·p;o~~e, 
an ;a_dequate:· incoih'~:s · pohc{y'; coliJ\i· h~i~ tc(~~b ·t~~-- ~e~an·s~6~ . of : {nconie.s_ ~.s 
. • 1. • • .• •. '• '·' . . .. ... 1' ,•1- , •. , ·~ ( . .. ·' •. ··::; . r,~.. ~ > ... 1. ,· •• ~ • • •• ' • • •• 
. · a -i wh0le arid !',to · ·~risure · t'ha.t the· pattern· of incomes develops along lines . . 
. . .. •. .. • . .. : •• , •• ,.•,· _, r, . : ··, •• . 
that-·:wi11 :a116w ·of suff:i.c:forrt ·'{li~es·tXt~nt ; In · p'lirsu:i..ng· the.se· economic ... 
objeotfves; · scicial: · cons'.ftfatt:J'.tfori~'t sticih . ~s; the: gen~r~{~~p;o;emen·; -.~f · .. 
I • • •• • ·• ... • • ·,_" !. ' " . •. ·· • , .... " ·':, ~I, ... ' ·:· '."\':', .•. : . '. .... [ . ~ . . .. . . , .. : . .. :. ... I ....... '; ' • : .•. 
lower,:rnc·ome ·groups ,<-'·must ·not· be left a.sfde. It is obvious that income13 
pdlic;y<must ;_ n6t ; oniy .::d:eaf -~ith w~ge~, . '"but·; ~I:i. th: -~ii'. iti6~mes -.~hat~v~/ .. ' . 
.!; :their na.tur-e ritay ': oe. ,.: .. -:·!:-:.'.''..'.,.':: .'/.,:--' (, _: :.,:,: .•. ·.·.:,.:·:-i: .::.·'-·· 
Other factors to be examined with a view to an incomes policy a.re 
capital formation a.nd property ownership ~or workers. All these problems 
are not only important but also very delicate, because Governments, 
employers' and workers' organizations are concerned with them in 
I '• ./. 
.. 
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varying degrees, and there is no general consensus of opinion. It is, 
therefore, understandable that :·the Commission ·considers it most important 
to have at its disposal a.n objective overall pictu:reof the situaUon .in 
view of eventual measures • 
Ago.in, in tho r~alm of labour relations, tho Commission sees its role 
as thc.t ,of 0. stimulating force intha.t "it acts as a coordinator for tha 
collo·etion of ·worma.ition-. It ·has oomm1ssionod ~'tu.dies from experts to 
. - . . . ~ . 
Certain aspects of labour relations have already been or will be 
dealt with in separate ,.studies, s~ch a.a 'the rules of procedure for the 
settlement of industrial disputes, th:e participation of workers in 
management decisions, legai and practical arrangements for collective 
bargaining in the . Membe; . States, l~~al problems posed by the te~ri torial 
scope of collective agreements, exercise ~f the right t~ strike and the 
various measure• ta.ken in the case of men being laid off. The Commission 
has also proposed the .establishment of a kind ' of central archives, where 
the key clauses in' coll·ective agreements wo.uld be registered.. . 
In order to see the CoJI1mis.sion's work, in ,proper perspective, it 
. . . .. . . . . 
must be viewed against the historical background of the dev~l~pment of 
collective bargaining. ~ all Community countries collective bargaining 
has developed spo:r:itan~~~~{; a~ a co~~~~u~ri6e ~:e· · th~ ·:gradual · recognition 
of workers' organizations; tl:iough ·the adoption of .su~h a. negotiating 
system had nt:>t been welcomed whol~hea.rtedly by either s:i.de of industry. 
' . . . . . 
The legislation governing collective· bargaining. was dra.wh up after 
. . , r 
collective bargaining itself had become' a common practice.· ·rn three 
Community countries the P~rli-~ents int~rvened very early (in the 
Netherlands in 1907, · in Ger~a.ny in 1918, i~ Franoe in 1919), while in 
the other countries comprehensive legal provisions a.re of a more recent 
date. 
.. ·, . 
. , l •• 
./. 
' 
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The legal provisions and the practices of coliective bargaining 
, •' ; . 
in the different countries are by no means identical iri definitions and 
d~~ees~ ·p;~ci~io~, b~t . they ha;e iinp~rtant elements in ~oriunon so that 
. . ' 
' 1• ,. 
the search for solutions at Conitnunity level is. not a hopeless undertaking. 
It . ~s qµi.te c;:le~r "j;ha~ the initiatives for this search have to be 
• , , '• ·' • •, • • ' I! ,c ' • - • • . 
taken by the employers' and workers' organizations themselves, their 
autonomy has also to.: be strictly respected at Community level. All 
•: important emp,1oyers' ·and workers' organisations of ·the six countries 
have set ,·up '!European: offices" iri Brussels,· hold .regular meetings and 
general \ iissembli'es. · However, if there is a certain degree of .coordina-
ti'oll ·Of policy, at Community level, their action and strategies still 
appear to be designed within a rather narrow natio~al framework. The 
more . pro~ressive representatives of both sides of industry are, of course, 
-. ~ .:.· ' . ,. . ' . . . " 
awar'e ·or the fact that growing economic and political integration in 
. . Eu~pe ca~l~ . for an ada~tation of their structures. . The Commission hopes 
th~t by p~viding the n~cessary ,technical information it mey promote a 
~ t: . ·\ . ... . ,,. · . . 
developme'nt which ultimately niey lead to .some form of coi.lective 
bargaining at the European· level. 
14. Social ···-!~· ·~rder to give a balanced view of the Conununi:ty'' s social objec-
securi ty . .. tiv~s~ ' I ~hotild ' lik~ to add. a fe;, worde ' about . the· work done irf the field 
of so.cfal security. 
' • I• . •, : . ~ 
t ·have already .mentioned the progress made in 
social ;~~ciu~ityfo:r ~i~ant wo.rkers·. At the sam~ time, however, the 
··c·o~iss10~ h~s ~n6otira~ed the: harmonizati'on of social· security systems 
in the Community, thereby insistingon· the fulfilnient of the ·provisions 
.. Q.f j;he. Treaty wq.ich call for harmonization "in an upward direction". 
. . .. . . :·, . ' . . : ' 
In every ,. member -e.0u:ntry they __ Br'O being extended . to. cover additional 
groups .'· o-f the population, t _h,e · -trend being t.oward~ gradual .h~rmonization 
of --· the ·sco·pe ·of social s-ecurity sohem~E!· -,-:--
. ! :' : .. , . ~- ·, : ; 
' \ • 
. .... . .. . 
... t '. .. 
. •' ' . ' . : ~ . 
1,• ,-, •: ; :••·.I : •'; • ' 
' ' , -. ' ' • ·I • .~• ' 
; ~ ·- . 
; : ··: ./ . 
.•,·· . !' . ' ' ' 
' . 
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In general it may be said that because of a wide variety 
of insurance schemes in the Six, there is a wide range of 
organizational structures. Social security ins.ti tutions may be 
public or semi-public, and may concern themselves only with 
particular occupational groups or with particular classes of 
benefit, for instance, pensions, or family allowances. 
, There can be no question of completely unifying~ocial 
security schemes. For the moment, complete uniformity does not 
seem necessary or fundamental to European unity. What is 
required is that countries which have set out together on the 
road to integration should reduce their differences as much 
as · possible. 
In pursuit of the objective of long-term harmonization of 
the Member States'social security provisions, the Commission 
drew up comparative studies of th.a schemes in the six countries 
and specific studies of problems, such as the financial and 
economic impact of social security. 
Increasingly, the six Gouve~nments inform each other in 
advance of proposed changes in their legislation. A start has 
also been made on harmonization in the methods used for solving 
financing problems, and a number of reforms. or innovations 
introduced into certain national legal systems reflect expe-
riments in other Community countries. 
Notwithstanding the variety of schemes and the differences 
in the relative value of benefits, there is already one common 
ele~ent in the financing structures of the ·Common Market 
cou~triess social security in the Six has always been tied 
closely to the insurance principle, its financing depending 
more on specific social security contributions than on 
appropriations from general taxation. 
./. 
. , . . 
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. ! , ·1 ~" A ~;'·".'7 s, 
· I · -' : I "t ~ · '- : : - .. : 
In the field of eocial security, too, the Commission h~s 
adopted a pra.gma.tio a.pproa.ch, a.s I have tried t o ill m:: +,r a.~. A • 
. : Oniy in cases wh~re we can see no justificatior.1. for diff0r 0c.ces 
in: national legislation has a Community solution been proposed. 
· .Thus a list . was compiled of occupational diseases in r<:rspect of 
· which workers ml'..y file claims; i n 1962 r,, recommendation on this 
. sub,ject w~s sent to the Member States. For it is wrong that a 
worker who contracts an occupational disease should 
rc'oei ve 'compensation in some Cauo.mi ty countries c..nd not 
in others. · 
15. Industrial 
health . and 
safety · 
Industrial health and safety is another field in which tho 
. . . . ' ;, 
Commission encourages harmonization of legislation. 
. . ·· :,,, .. 
':: ·-, ; .. ' . 
.... . :: ._. 
. .' ,.: 
However, here harmonization is to go farther, the ultimate 
aim being the establishment of a European system of industrial 
heal tb 'anl safety • 
To give jou an idea of, the range of aspects of industrial 
safety whic.h is to be covered by Community regulations, may I 
. . just report _that a regulation ;on the ~andling of dangerous 
' . . . ' ' : ~ ' ' . 
substances h~ this year been approved_ by, tho Council and that 
.·· work ·1s· under way or pi'e.nned in connection with a whole range 
. '. . ,. . . 
of aspects of industrial safety-cartridge-operated stud drivers, 
steel scaffolding, conveyor belts, cranes, .. hoists, dangerous 
. . . . . ; ' ~'. I . • ' A 
agricultural oa.chineri.r, nnc.1. n rnn~.c of oq\lipmcnt a.nd tools. : Hi th 
.. i'no~ing aU:t~~t~~ .end the introd11ctio~ of new techniques .,, 
. ' i)f· : : • , .. 
. _ ~c~~~~t prevention is becoming more and more important. 
More ,, than a. . hundred · experts delegated by the Governments, 
_employers J __ and *orkers I orgariizitidns · and ·other interested 
.·,· ·. '.bodies participated in · a semfnar on the educational and 
.:·, ·,. 
psychological aspects of -accident·.-·p:revention which was orga-
nized by_ the Commission in, June ,19~6. 
I - • t :'• : .•. ' . •. ; '. ~ :.~ ., • ; t' ' • r ' ; .•.-
. , : : . w:~: ~~e~,· ~1'.{}i:-the .lea.ding . ~~p~r~s i~ accid~nt prevention 
I . • ' • • , " · • • ' 
' : 'who p•~int'ed out ~at . the s~~i-~~ that the standardization, 
~ : '. . ·r :· . -~ j • • • • • 
inspecti'oi:i and te'sting of . personal pro.tect~v~ devices as well 
' "· ., . . ' ' . ·. . ; , . .. .. ·~· . ,, .. ' · ·., . ./. 
.·, : J ' ' ·-~:' 
/ 
16. Other 
social 
problems 
as the standardization of danger notices should receive 
special attention. 
In addition, our technical age calls for adequate medical 
, care in cases · of emergency and for _a systematic application 
of preventive medicine ·in industry, The Commission has issued 
two recommendations concerning industrial .medical services 
and medical supervision of workers exposed to special hazards. 
Our work in this field has. been greatly facilitated by the 
ILO' s 9 pioneerin~· Recommendc..tion lfo. 112 (1959) • 
Another problem w:hich we are trying to solve is that o.f . 
organizing cooperation between Member States in the event of 
industrial disasters~ 
We also attach importance to better ~rotection of young 
people and working women. A recommendation aiming at better 
protection of young workers was issued at the beginning of 
this year, antl the protection of workin[ mothers must also be 
improved in certain cases.In a wider sense, we plan to exa-
mine the problem faced by the growing number of women in 
reconciling their work with family responsibilities, 
Of course, tho iast problem mentioned is one of family 
policy. Al though the term '~family policy"' a rather 
vague one, . does not app~a.r in the Rome Tre~ty; : the Commission 
has taken the view that such a policy is essential to the im-
provement of living conditions. It believes that by collecting 
information on the Member States' policies and by promoting 
exchanges of opinion, it will be able to .give .constructive 
advice ·on these matters. 
In addition to family allowances within the framework of 
social security arrangements, measures of family policy include 
tax reliefs and educati~n grants • . In order to facilitate the 
assessment qf f~ily allowances, a survey of family budgets, 
covering 40000 households, has been c~ried ~ut. 
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•":· ,: ·· .. . Rousing. poJ,.icy :is a.n..~th~~-- fi_E;1;J.9- for . which the Commission has 
, • • • , • I • , ' • • ~ • - • • ; : < • ' ' , : ' , •, • 
n9t -b~en given,: a. .mandate JJY. tp.e Tr~a,1;y._ )l:owever, it is undeniable 
•..•• -· • .. . . . ' ! .• ,· • • ' ' .. 
. , that a. housing . shortage still <3:X.:i~.ts . in the Community. This is 
. . . . : •, . 
particularly . true. of .. publJo.ly-?,Ssis,t~4 ho1;1s~ng, . and as a result we are facec. 
. . '• . .... .. •' ,, ·..,. . . . . 
. . ~ith social .problem~~ .. The g~ner.a.l standard . of hcmsing is to be 
. - . . . . . '• . . . . - . '.' . ! : ... . -~ ... ·. . ' . (' ·_ .•. ::·~ . . . ' . : ,. 
, :improved, , and . spectnc m~p,f?u~es ,ar~. to ?O a,dopted to creo,te 
. . . ., . . .... · ·.· ~ ,; . : .- ' . ' . . . .. . . . ' . 
-.. ·.·.· better Cc;>!],dihons .i~ .~ra~ are~~-~·: ~ct, _me. ~~calt t _hat the 
Commission has 1;1.lso submitted .a recommendation to the :Member 
; . . .' :· - ' : . .. . . ~' :·. :. ~. ~- . '~ . . : ~ . . . -~· ' . . : ~ 
States in .which it b.a.s _propo.sed certain mei;!.sures to alleviate 
• : , , - '. .'." .' . • . ::~ • • ' :·; • ;· .. • I ~ , .•.r , '. • • ' .. , , • : '. 
. the difficulties ~~erienc~~ by ~i~ant workers in finding 
s.ui table ac.comm;:)(:l~t~on. 
' . . ; . ·. , · ·-. ' 
· .. Ariother aspect of the irnprov_ement . of~ -'.j.iving conditions is the 
ne~d · for ·better social. serviQes. lj~, ~ll)cp$w tha~ . group~ of our 
···-:-- · population, such as··p1d and ,handipapped people,oft~n·· 'fa&e 
. ', ~ . 
.. , :'material'"har.dship, : lack care, or just feel isolated ih our 
·modern· society~ With increQ.sing life .expectanc;y :the problems 
• of the aged are likely tp ~ecom~ -even :{!10r<3 · acute in the future, 
and practical solutions must be sought. 
. . . ~. ·~ .... . ' ' 
.. _ .. , .9_er~.9?S. _at~e~~i~n ~h.ould alpo . be gi°ven to publ~c heal th 
• 'I- ,,., , . '• ,,'< • •, • <J ,•• •' . 0 • ,•' , , ... _.,,,. I ' ' 
, ~:: ., ... :: .. , .. ,prol:!Je.ms co~on i°o all . Comm~11.ity c6ii.ntr'ies··,· especially those 
., . .. · .. :. . r. . . ~ ; ,:" . : . .' , '. .. .. , :· _.. .. ·.. . .· ., ; r : . :; • :. • • ~. 
of hospital services and air and water pollution. 
.,, ·., ... '.. 
_., . : Family ·p.0:licy.- ·h9us.~ng, E3ocial . sery;i,cea,, . .P.~l?l,.i.c h.~alth -
.. • •• . .. • 1 # ~ • • •• • ' . 
· in .these·,;fields we_. consider it .a_s Oll.:;' .d1:1ty. to .find. out .the 
.'faPts . and to,-draw the Jfomber .States' attention t9. existing 
, . ~ . 
proble_ms. . . .. . . ~. . ,' .. . . 
17. Some . . I have been talking a lot about how we see future dovelop-
·: ':rigures '·~e~~-s and' h~w .;.,e · thi~ ~~- c~ cont~-i~~te in a c;onstructive and 
•"\7-':' tr."'/'.'~! .. :. '.r:·~. , ··· i·' · ·• :'": ;' _.• ·::.·~.:r· .:, <:• • ,. ,,:; ····.:· · : •.,•·•. ·~··: ... ,, ....... ·. , I',;. 
, .. , . poJi~:tive way._,This does not mean th.at I am·a.tt!emptirig to shirk 
~:·· .. :.· . ...... , ~-· .. ;· ·;~·1;.·. : t":/:· "\//'.·":: .. ~ ... :.; ·~ ~ • . : -, /'.;, .. .. ~.t·· .. " ..... ,.-;~ ,. ·.· ·.· .... ~::.:: · '• ~ 
two questions_. : 'wh~t ho.s . been . achieved in the past ?. Has the 
• · ·:: ·~ .• : ~·~·· · ' .:."··. • ·1 ~ • .. :: ·. - • • ::,~.· ~.:· . · .~ .~ ·-.::: : · ... ·.: .,'. t·:·< :·· .~·.~:·. ~~~. c ::.;:i. .. _ .. • :. ,- . ,;" ... · ~.t ... 
Community y1orker benefited from the establisbJncn·f of 'the Common 
:.t. :·:.· ..... . :· .. , .. . ~ .... · : ~.r:·>: ~: ..,:~.: ... .-·· .. :··· .. ·: . · ·:· ···; --t· · .. ;.I 
Market? Detailed answers to thes~ vital questfons· were given in 
the Int;~du~f~o~ · t~ th.e 
1
Nint~ R~port -~n the Sociaf ;ituation in 
the Community, published jin 1966. You will find this Introduction 
a~tached to the text of my lecture. 
./ •, 
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Since we have .cele.bra.ted .the tenth anni vers_ary of EEC this 
year, we have another good rea~on to take . s.tock. From the 
wealth of available figures, .r. will ju~t give you a few which 
may serve as examples. In terms .of real income the position of 
workers has improved sha.r~ly, despite increases in consumer 
pricos, which in some countries have been considerable. 
Since 1957 .the real income has . ris~n on average .by n'3arly 
50 % •. .lt t _he same . time dispa.ri tie~ between the different 
categories of workers .and between the different economic 
sectors have become smaller. T.his increase in real incomes 
was accompan~ed by a reduction in the number of hours worked 
per week, longer holidays and other improved working conditions • 
.1 normal working week of 4~ hours a.nd sometimes less has beon 
established, for the most pa.rt spread ever five Qr five-and-a-
half days. I view of the unions 1claim to a 40-hour, five-days 
week, the trend towards shorter working hours is likely to 
persist in the next few year~. 
18. A comparison Even considering the tremendous progress ma.de, ' there a.re no 
grounds, howe-vor complacency. We know that in some r~apec:ts 
we can do bett~r as the performance of the United States shows. 
' 
The "technological gap" has become famili.ar to everyone, and-
compa.risons a.re not only drawn up by us Europeans, but also by 
Americans themselves - very often in relation to their own 
efforts to expand their business overseas. 
It is most difficult ·. to compare unit labour ·costs between 
the different. countries, and there are no statistical data 
a.vailable. However, a recent · .survey on European labour costs 
conducted by the American company Birn Management Consultants 
·. has received fairly wide publicity, and· its results may 
perhaps offer some food -for thought to Europeans • 
. /, 
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In order to complete my survey of the Community's social policy, 
I have to add a few words on social policy in the framework of the 
Collllon agrictil'tural aria transport policies. In· · these two sectors a 
conscious effort" has been made t;o s·o1 ve social probleins. 
. ,.. 
' . ·:·· :~ \;" ~· . . ;. ,. ~ ,.:, ::.  
As ·early as in JulJ- 1958 ,_ when, a conf~rence. on _the basic guidelinP-:.i 
. . . - ~-· 
of the common agricul tura.l poli.oy. .was held in Stresa, the Member State 
.... . .. ' · . . . . .' ,, . . 
p~id"-~pacial· :a~t.en.tio.n --· t<>· eoc.~al\ p7t~b0.emtr imll -~1a:1.d ~ the tundtlr1~r 
objectives for so·cial policy in agrioul i;ure. In particular, they cal1 e 
for measures with a view to achieving social parity of farmers and 
farm workers" with persons employed . in . other 'industries, and to bringi 
about social integration of fhe rural ·population. The final resolution 
urged that agriculture be considered ·. an ' import·ant part of the economy 
. ~d :an essent.:i.al factor ''.in" social life, a:nd :" that·· ·soc·ial legislation 
b'e aligned; 
-It is clear tna~ these objectives are, by.tqf#ir complex nature, 
l'ong-term ones; and -that :they can onlY, .be .achieved by well-defined 
measures. Whenever it has been able . to,the Commission has endeavoured 
. ' . . . . 
t.o stimulate · and eoordina.t~ . action for social . pi':11i?Y in agriculture. 
When in 1960 -and 1962 the .Commi~sion frame~ .i ts ... proposals for measures 
implementing< the · common 881'icul:tura.l J.)Oliqy,. it explicitly included 
social considerations. The Commissi9p has ~lso remained constantly 
aw.are o:f the need. to coll~ct . basic info:rmation or;t the social si tuatio 
in ·agriculture and, therefore, studie~ concerning -questions such as 
' . 
employment* vocation,il trai~ing . and gu~dance:, work~ng hours, wages, 
health ano. safety, social security have _ been carrie4 out. Most of 
the questions which ~e part-. of European social policy in general 
a.re of particular relevance to agriculture. In order to obtain 
·~dditionai inform~tion a.nd ' to "provide -a. platform for the organizations 
concerned, the Commission ~convened in.~Rome ·intS&ptamb&r-·1961 a 
'oonfarenoe on'· s~cial ' aspects of" agriculture, at which it consulted 
the farmers' and farm workers' organizations. 
Thus, when the Commission drew up in 1963 its action programme fol 
social policy in agriculture, it had detailed information at its 
disposal. This is not the place to discuss these questions at length, 
but I would like simply to add that one of the primary aims of the 
programme is to bring about social parity of agriculture with other 
economic sectors. 
./. 
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. In transport the social problem to be solved are mainly in connect: 
with the harmo.nizat.ioti of certain pl'.'o:visiohs -affeotfng oompeti tion in 
rail, r~ad and ihland: water trans'port:., If the poirit ,:<.Qf· departure for 
work in this fieia.· is essentially an ec6nomio one,: .. this.~. does not mean 
that the sodial p·r~blems in.vol ved are not importa-nt ·1~ themselves. In 
many oases'positive soi~tions will not , only be of ~enofit to transport 
workers, but will also contribute to transport safety. 
! - . . ·. ·• ·.... lh, .,. 
':'.. . 
.. . ~ ............. ... ~ ~ .. ~ .. 4 . ...... . 
A.s far as the practical approach is concerned,. ·a proposal for a 
regulation harmonizfng certain social provis.ions in· r .o~d. transport was 
. ' 
submitted to · the Cotincil in '. July 1966. Iri" -accords.nee with a Council 
decision of May 1965 '· whi~,h pr~vides·· for harll"Orti.~a.tionvantl upward ali~nr,: 
of working conditions, it contains provisions concertii.t:tg the minimum ag6 
of drivers, the composition o:f crews, time at .. the wheel and daily rest 
periods, personal log-books, and the question of verific:atton of 
compliance with the regulatio.ns~ We are at present i':nvo:Lvea. in work on 
the establishment of lists of ninimum qualifieat:tons .:for drivers, 
•, 
physical aptitude tests, conditions for the issue of driving licences, 
technical specifications for recording tachometers :which are to replace 
the log-books,and official inspections of ·these monitoring devices. 
Comprehensive studies are also being carried ·out of working conditic 
in inland water transport and rail ··· transport in the Member States, wi t:n 
,) . 
a view to drafting pr'opo·~als foi- Courtcil regtlla.tions harmonizing social 
prov~sio.ns in :these transport sectors. 
In the s.gri cul tura.l and · traµs.p_ort s es,tors, the employers ' and worker 
organizations are closely assooiateq with the Commissi_o.n 1s work. They 
a.re represented in several joint advisory boards, where they are consultf 
by- the Commissfoh on all major issues .• . 
.. l' ·-~ ..... .. 
, .. 
These are ,standi_l'.lg. co_mmi ttee!=I. The other standing ·advisory comrni tteen 
in whicp: the em.ployera 1 .a~d _. workers' or~aniza.t~o1:s : ~r~.· represented have 
been mentioned when; I ,descr_i bod our ~ork with regard to free movement of 
.labour, vocati~tµ3.l . trai.ning and th~ Europe~~ S.66'1~1 P\irid. The latter 
... .·,, .. , ' 
committees work on a. ~riparti.te .. oo.si.s, i.e .• employers, trade unions, and 
Governments. 
... . ,tl·, . 
. \ .. ... .,, 
./. 
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However,: our contacts with employers'· and workers' representatives 
a.re not limited to cooperation in this institutional framework. Many a1 
ma.de in ad hoc meetings, unofficial working groups and personal talks. 
I ·am happy to tell you that our cooperation with both sides of indust-r 
has definitely been constructive and fruitful. 
BY WAY OF APPIU.I~AL 
If one compares the Commission's social measures to those of the 
·national governments, the Commission, undoubtedly, is the losers 
there are fields, in which its action. is weak or even inexistent. 
·However; in a. just appraisal it must be vorne in. mind that, although 
: the Commission for ina.ny people presents the image of supra-nationality, 
it has by no means the powers of a national government. A distinction 
' ·has · to be made between the fields in which the Commission has a 
· defined mission by virtue of the Treaty - for instance, with regard 
, ' 
to free movement of labour, social security for migrant workers and 
the .European Social Fund - and those fields covered by Article 118, 
where its task is restricted to promoting collaboration between 
Member States. 
'Trade unions representatives and(•hough by the nature of things, to 
lesser degree) employers' r,presentatives have somet~mes come round 
to conceding that they are aware of the Commission's basic predicament 
' in ~ertain fields of social policy, and we have even of late received 
most gra.tify!.n,8 compliments acknowledging the Commission's goodwill 
and. readiness to cooperate with both sides of indust~y with regard 
to ~ocial questions. 
Thus the European Organization of the International Federation 
of 9hristian Trade Unions recognized in the last General Report on 
. its act.ivi ties the good cooperation established between them and the 
... Commission in the social sphere, but complained, at the s~e time 
that they had not been associated to the same extent to the Commission' 
work in other importan~ fields. Similar observations were made in the 
' . 
~a.st report of the European Secretariat of the Jgricultura.l Workers of 
ICF'1'1J (Internati~~ai Confederation ~f Free Tr~de Unions) • 
. /. 
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While striving t~ extend its own powers for · ~ocial 
/ i : ' .; ~ . '" :: . 
· intervention to other fields of Community policy, the Commission 
is· well aware of the need. to associate employers' an'd. · ·'' 
workers' organizations even more closely ' in th~se fields .in 
which the;ir intere_sts .are . i.nvo_l ved. 
··-
We agree· that there is still roo·m · for improving our 
relations with both sides of·industry1 but we have nevertheless 
developed some thoughts about the approach of employers' and 
' . .. ' 
workers' organiz~tio~ to European integration. 
'.' ··:··:· 
22. Envir.on- Thus Vice-President Levi Sandri, the C--otllmission.· memb~:t; ·responsible 
mental forces . ' . . ' 
-: 
for social affair~/ addressing a European· trade" union .: ' .. ·. 
congress' once diagnosed the ailment of ·i;he ·European· .O-!ga]'.l.i-
zations of trade unions and employers. He s·a1d·; that ,the:· .: .-
machine_ry of .. th~ Rome Treaty, took account exclusively of the 
pow,ers of th_e .-.$tates an.d did not lay 'a.cy "6bliga1i~·n:s · 0~ the 
. ' ' ' . . . ' ' ' . ( ' .. ,, ' '. ,' ' . 
Un.ions and .. em;plqye,rs '. fed~rations. In his view, ·the ·autonomy 
Of the WOrkerS I and .employe_rS I Organizations. 
0
WOU.l:d hOt 0 8V8n 
a.llow ,· of any otller. solution. Re. :f'el t, howe~er, that . this· : ' : 
• ' I • , • • 
disequilibri.um .. in the text of the Treaty s'ho~1d not :be .-.ac:cfompan-
• • I .; 
ied by a factual distottion, and that European integrl!itfdn 
would be j~opardized _if the co~certed ~tion o:ti°' th·e St'a.t·es was 
. not . a,ccompani,ed o~ .E!ven preceded by a conce~t~d ·a6tion ·· d{ the 
. . , . ' . : ' ... 
workers' organizations in their fields of respo~a':ibili ty~ :, In social 
' 
policy, he said, this field was vast • : : , t :-.~ ~ • ·., 
. . . .. 
. As is · th~ir due :role, th,e members of the · ~r~p~-~i{Parliament 
· have followed the ... w:o:rk o_f . the Commission v:ery': ~16sely '':O:. 'and 
critically. _ The Comm_ission val_ues the a.dvi6e. ~f ~h~ · Phl'li.~ent 
· and takes it i _nto account as much as po~-~1t1e\ · 0u:r' · e~pe~iknce of 
parliamentary. cri ti.ci,sm illu~trate~ ,; I thi·nk·, . the· -~6mpiei1~' relation-
. . : . . 
ship bet.ween Europ13an social pol,icy-making' a~d :~at'io;h~ i'abour 
' ' . . . . . . ,-,~· . • · .. • r · . • ' 
legislation. The r~COJll!)lendations issue<f by th·e Co\~uniisidrt' on social 
• • , ' I ' , !, .... ,·. ' ' •. J ', :. :· ·, -,'' · ;··:· . - :,, 
questions are a good .1c-a,mple of this • 
• . ,<, :_. .. : ,.-·. ; ·:· ··. ~-
. './ . 
.. i ,'". ', :- .: ~ ; . ,f ' • ' J! ' . 
. . .. . : · .. ;-: , .. , ' 
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The Commission is ~ometimes criticized for failing to issue 
recommendations on certain questions. On the other hand, 
however, it sometimes seems to be forgotten that if certain points of 
Commission recommendations have been followed at all in some countries, 
this has been due to governmental initiative - for recommendations are 
not legally binding _for the Jember States. The introduction of draft 
laws incor~orating the contents of Commission recommendations has not 
yet become a comm~n occurrence. 
The difficul~ task of European social policy is to achieve progress 
according to nee~ - gradually and simultaneously throughout the 
Comm).lni ty. The present .,ifficul ties are reflected in the differing 
' . . . . 
attitudes of the Communities' institutions. To give you an idea of 
. the general atmosphere in which social policy has to be shaped, I 
must resort once again to examples. 
I have already mentioned the Council's constructive decision to 
hold regular exchanges of views on labour market trends ., which was 
taken at its last meeting on social affairs in June 1967. One of the 
other points on the agenda was the work undertaken in the framework 
of Article 118, and the official press release issued after the meeting 
stated that "an important working programme" had been established. The 
press, on the contrary, in assessing the results of the Council meeting, 
drew up a balance-sheet which looked - without exception worth speaking 
of - rather poor for the Council in general, and for certain Member 
States · in particular. 
During the last plenary session of the European Parliament, two 
reports on social matters submitted by its Social Committee were 
discussed. The first report, by Mr. Bergmann, dealt with the Commission's 
report on the development of the social situation in the Community in 
1966. The :res·olution which was adopted by the Parliament at the end 
of the debate ·criticized the insufficient action of the Council and 
invited ~lithe European institutions to &vail themselves more of the 
opportunities offered by the European treaties. The second report, 
by Mr. Gerlach, examined the Commission's social guidelines. The 
· resolution on this subject invited the Commission to undertake a series 
of measures in addition to those provided for in its working programme • 
. /. 
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In his reply on behalf .of the Commiss~on, Vic~-President 
. ~ . ' ~ . . . 
Levi-Sandri pqin~ed out that ce~tain dela~ _in the implementation 
of ~ropea.n social policy were _not due to -~ ia.~k of · ini ti.a ti ve 
• ; • I ' • I • • ~ ; • , • ' • 
of the Commission, but were to be attributed to the treaties' vague 
provisions and also to the reserYed attitude of. .the Council. 
Moreover, in spite of this -situation, there had .been .cot:1siderable 
social progress, especially with regard to wages, employment and 
social.security, over the pa$t ten years. He -assur~d the House that 
the unified Commission, which bore the responsi-bil-i ty for the applioa· 
of the social provisions of the three t-:-eaties, would make use of 
all the instruments which these treaties put at its disposal. Fin~llT~ 
he annou:rtc.ed '' tha.t in view of the . merger the riew··cominission would be 
adopting a 'single oomprehe'nsi ve· approach to . the sooia.I' policy of the 
three Communities. : ....... ·, . 
My· outlook on the future of European social ·pQl-icy. at this 
moment, with the Communities undergoing radical re-organization 
under the merger and facing the · his+"'ri'~·-·.issue of · extension to 
.· ... -~ 
include new c'ountries, is, in _ spite of ·som·e reser\ratio'ris; one of 
conf1dence . in ·1 ts potential. 
As -far · as 'the development of European social policy -depends on 
· the Commission; there is room for optimism •. ,·The ·.Commis_-si.on 's energy 
· and vision are a. permanent and firm asset. Howev:81!·, European social 
policy is .. the respons.i bil i ty not only of the Gommii:fs-ion··-1 · there are 
also the Council of Ministers, the Member ·statee-., ·tha·'European 
Parliament, and the two sidel:J of industry. 
· .. ~;; 
Cooperation with and between these forces has now and than raised 
problems - some legal,- some poli tica.l, s·ome emerging from the labyrintl: 
of a certain 'i.nsti tutional.· psychology "'I"' these have usually been solved 
or at least a workable understanding has .. been. reached. ·-The Commission 
:has expressed · repeatedly its -gratitude· for . t .he -Co?1St!'Uc-ti ve coorerati 
it has.- ·reoei ved, al though' its .trelatio·ns .. wi:th f.th& Co,uncil- -:regarding 
social policy have be·en of a· special ·ns.t.ure,. :'I1his ·. problem· is of an 
insti t:utional kind an<l- ha13, to be eeen :i:n . t-he -wh-ol.e oonte.xt of 
./. 
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Community prooedures. You will therefore readily understand that it 
. . 
is . not for me to deal with it here. Let me merely add that cooperation 
hampered by difficulties is cooperation nevertheless, which is a 
constructive conclusion - .and I say this without irony. 
European social policy ~eflects the positive approach and the 
sense ·of timing which· are to be found in the Rome Treaty. Quotation 
and interpretation of the Treaty alone are not ·enough, ;analysis and 
implementation count more. Thingei t ·aken as they .are, w~at are the good 
omens .warranting an optimistic view of the future? 
Firstly, there has been renewed activity in the Council of Ministers 
with regard to social problems. We have had a Council session in 
December 1966, a second one in June 1967, and can expect a third 
meeting for December this year. Considering that the Council had not 
discussed social affairs between October 1964 and December 1966, i.e. 
for more than two years, this is a very hopeful sign indeed. 
Secondly, there are also signs that the "awareness ·_ of Europe" 
which has been strong among trade unionists and also among employers' 
representatives since 1958, i~ taking on more concrete ·forms, that it 
no longer remains restricted to their European Secretariats, but is 
spreading more than before to their national federations. OijbtA,o'8 
between the Secretariats of the· two sides of industry have become more 
regular, and national officials of employers' and workers' organizations 
are taking an increased interest in European cooperation. I have just 
learnt that a European meeting of employers' and workers' representatives 
will be organized in a few weeks' time, and that the leaders of the 
national organizations will be present. 
The Commission has noted with great satisfaction that in the 
general framework of this cooperation the guidelines on its future 
' ' 
work in the social field - which, as I have mentioned before, were 
established in cooperation with the Member States and both sides of 
industry - serve if not as a basis, at least as a permanent background. 
We are most pleased to see that the guidelines are in fact accepted 
as suc:h .. , the Council has established a series of points of collaboration 
'./. 
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not only by taking account of proposals put forward by Ministers, but 
also on the basis of the Commission's guidelines. And the real interest 
which employers' and workers' organizations have taken in the guide-
lines is demonstrated by the way they follow carefully the 
implementation of such measures. 
I fear that by describing our work and our various problems at 
some length - the contradictions between the legal situation created 
by the Rome Treaty and the political pros and cons - I may, now at 
the end of my talk, be leaving you in some doubt as to the essential 
function of the European Commission. Therefore, as a conclusion, I 
should like to summarize in an ultimate nutshell the Commission's 
role in shaping the Community's social policy s 
The Commission's fundamental tasks in the elaboration of all 
Common Market policies are to be the initiator of Community action, 
to be the mediator between the Governments, and to be the guardian 
of the Treaty. In social policy, its powors as an initiator are 
limited and are sometimes even challenged, som·e Governments are not 
always willing to have it as the "honest broker", social policy 
being regarded as chiefly, if not exclusively, a national affair-
Thus, in promoting close cooperation between the Member States the 
Commission has to content itself very often with its role as guardian 
of the Treaty in order to ensure the harmonious development of the 
Community. This development necessarily entails action to achieve 
progress in the social field. 
-----....----- . 
I 
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Second ChaEte~ Annexes 
/ 
24·. FREE MOVEMENT OF WORKERS· 
... --·-··· --· - --
a) Legal .considerations 
··, 
The provisions made to .liberate the movement of workers between 
the six oountries .of the ·commuriity are baeied on th~ artioles 48·a.nd 49 
of the Treaty. 
. ', .• . ... .. 
Acco_rding to these dispos! tions, · .the Cov.ncil adopted up to· now 
two regulations, respectiv.ely regulation .n°. 15 and reguJ.ation ·no 38/64 ; 
.the first .one has been in. oper~tion between 1s\ September 196t and 1st 
May 1964and has been replaced by .regµlation :ri0 . 3&/64 Which iS prese11tly 
str°il in force~ "Article 49 . has oeein taken into :oonsidera.ti_o;n, i.:,ro:viding 
that free 'movement 'is to be introduced progres~fvely' thus ·.·avoiding _risks 
o,f ·-unbalance ··within the Co'mriiuni.ty. Me,ariwhi).e; .on 5 April' 1"9 67 ,' tne Cofll-
mission has submitted. to the Council . a d:i:a:ft . regu1atio.n .proposing complete 
freedom of movement for workers from 1st July 1968 "a.rid ' so' achieving the 
aims _of ithe ~roat;r. :These new proposals rounQ. o;(_f th~. l~al . arrangement s 
ma.de by the. preceding regula ti ans · by, eliminating ·'-~hif ·remafni.jig ~e.s:t;rictions 
and est~blfsh.ing : the ·~chinery and :procedure'.:' t~( b.rfng. ii?,:fo .cont~ct··/ t hi3_be 
s.eekir.ig a.n,d tho_se .offering emplqyme~t ~rid' ·~frisµrip,g:; :rapid . l:!.~d ._af!~~J.ent: 
vacancy clearance. :.· ' .. . ', .... .",, . .. . ., 
. . ~ . . '. . . ·.,. : . 
. , .. 
. ,. ',::: . 
/ • • :· . • • ~ • t 
. · The. p:t>ovisions .~apply .::t~ ·a11 · ~ag~~~a~nei:s·/ · c;oveir,ing···no't ;~~rely 
permane.Iit wor~e:rs~ -but also frontier rrorkers .an.a.: ~~e.asonal wo:;r~ers.;. ', . . 
wage'.""8a.l'ner,s ·a·ccompacying 'a per~on ,,supplying s~rv.icetl;. a.nd .o1;h~r. _catjagories. 
' I • • • ' ' ~ • . ' ' • ' ' ' • • • • ' ' • 
. . _ .The_ regu.1~tion ~bolish~s, .i~ ·princ~p_1a·; . the '~ationai priority" 
in ac,o.ess .· :to·. employment, 'c.ontaining however cer.t ~ain saf egua:rd . c1a.iises , 
~nab'i)ng each,· Member··.st·ate to ·restore :i,t t~mporarily iri ' cert~~r{ a.rer(s .·or 
tra,des :"where· ·surplus .nianpowar··1s large,ly availa,pla.· This. pr{ori:ty is . ii-
mited in ' that,° at ,the end. of 15 days, ne:ed~d: ._te> 1ook {or· s.U:i-table \'fOrkers 
ori ·the nationa~ labour. ina.r.~et; . the . labiur p~rmLt has to. :b . e· .. 1s~.u~d- to the 
worker who is a national of a ·Member ' St'ato~ ,. . . ·. . ·. . .,, ,, .. 
f · ·, · ~· • • .. !,• 
2quality of treatment with national workers is to bo granted as 
far as access to employment, workin~ qondi tions, . e_ ,_s_p_ec_ i_a __ ·,l ·J.y··· -.. -'~.~~~.: .. an.'.' . . d . .. :/'_ : ., discharge conditions, are concerned •.. :.·,· ..... ··.: · .:· - - ·. - · -
• : ~ • f .. • • ; • • • ; • .: • • • • . : • • • • • •.• . • • • • • .' •• :.: • : • ' ; · • ! ·.r. . . : : . 
. , The worker ts right . to b~ .join,ed by. hi~ family. .has , .  peen-. ~cknow-
' )~i3:gad.., ·Condi tion,ai on' the WOl;ker. haying _·a · n_o,i-m~l . d.Wf,l_).a.ng .~v.aila/bl.e ,f-Or 
h:i.~ .: :famil! , .. , he nic;cy' 1'et . Of>;tne 1:1).s;~ 
0
spous9:1 :!lifl ':cllt,ldij.en1; ,~n,d;~:( t~!3 , ~_f)- :~f 
. ?,~ . ~ .no .~ .~ limi t . ~s. r~tar0:s , dep~nden~ :ohJldr~n .~; hi~ .. ~~~-~nd:p.n~~-' and .... . 
· de·so~nd~t-~. p.,ependent on- the . :wo~~er: Of.~! .. ,sp?~s-~. . . .. , .. i ,, . . . . . :.'.. _ ,. .. . 
,, 
..... / ... 
• "I Ill' '\, • · 
-~-
An. essential provision of th~ regulation doserves particular 
attention. This is the priority accorded to the Community labour market. 
Tho Council considered that the principle of .l'.lon~fscrimina.tion.writton 
into the Treaty means that in each Member State workers from Member 
States must have the same prior right to the available jobs as nationals 
of the country concerned. This provision will encourage, wherever possible, 
the roabsorption of labour surpluses, and therefore to foster a more 
balanced level of employment throughout the various rogion!:J · of the Com-
munity. The proa~dure laid down .for implementing this priority is intended 
to respect the principle of non-discrimination without impairing, by 
time-consuming formalities, the rapid supply of the labour required by 
industry in the member States. Member States in close collaboration with 
the Commission ma.ke each year a review of the situation on the Communi-
ty's labour market and establish, , in the light of manpower nee4s and the 
foreseeable availabilities, which measures can be taken to ensure clea-
ring arrangements within the Community. In this way, Community workers 
- will have, within the Community, a privileged position when they apply 
. for available jobs without the e.conomy, which has manpower ,need$ that 
tho Community .is unable to satisfy, being hampered by an unnecessarily 
cumbersome administrative pro_codure • 
. Th~ regulation contains a _series of provi~ions establishing 
an appropriate machinery :to put into effoct an efficient compensation 
system. Td improve and accelerate. the cooperation between the ~abour 
Offices ot the six Member States, a co-ordinating Office ,at the Community 
level has .boen set up to clear offers of and applica~ions for -employment. 
The whole system of the regulation is essentially based on the 
principle of close coe>peration with national .government administrations _ 
and with the organized productive forces (i.e. ·the representat"ivas of · 
the employers' and wor~ers' organizations at Community level). This 
'principle ·is being realised in the form of two Committees, namely a 
Consultive Committee (on a tripartite basis .;.equal representation .of 
Governments, workers and employers· representatives) and a Technical Com-
mittee (cqmposed .. of Government representatives and destined to assist 
the Commieision in the :solving of technical problems). These Committees 
will especially have a lea.ding role to play and will assis~ the _furopean 
Commission in its quests of solving the problems raised by :_freedom of . 
movement. Owing to their structure, the member countries will also .be 
able to cooperate in putting into shape an overall employment policy at 
Community level. . . 
o} Draft regulation for the final stage 
On 5 April 1967, the Commission has submitted to the Council 
of If.d.nist~rs new provisions in order to realiso the aims of the Troa.ty. 
In vie! of'. the fact that .customs union will be achieved on .1st July 1968 
· and in _ordqr t<:> ensure .. that the essenti'al foundations ,of the .· Cornrnuni ty 
a.re laid at the same time., .the Co~ission has proposed that the complete 
freedom o~ movenien t for workers wi.11 b·e . an sured from 1 s 1; J:11ly 1968 • 
. . . / ... 
The Council will then have achieved tho.free moyomant of 
workers by stages in accordance with the Treaty. 
Ther main provision and the most important advances ~ade by the 
draft· regulation concern the willingries~ to lay aside all practices gran-
ting 11~tional priority" in access to 0f!!ployment. Safeguard.clauses, 
enabling Member States to restore temporarily a priority of tho labour 
market in axeas or trades where surplus manpower exists, will no longer 
be ~ossible. Mutual information and cooperation between the Member States 
· administr:.a:tive departments will be strengthened. In the event of serious 
threats to living and working conditions .a Member State may seize the 
Commission which will, at the request of ' the Member State concerned, 
render a formal opinion on the situation created in a particular area or 
trade, and, if serious threads are found to oxist, the Me~ber States 
employment services and the Th.lropean Office of Co-ordination will be re-
quired to disseminate information to discourage workers form socking to 
enter the area or trade concerned. · · 1: 
Nationals of the Member States will have henceforth, access 
to employment under the same conditions as nationals, as work permits 
will be done away with. 
The now proposals concerning "Community priority" retain the 
legal solution provided by Regulation n° 38/64 and are designed to apply 
it in a way that will be sufficiently flexible and precise to ensure that 
tho smooth running of firms is not impeded and that any worker who wishes 
to talce a job in a Member State and uses tho machinery for contacts and 
vacancy clearance may be sure that employers will give his application 
the same consideration as those of nationals who are seeking work before 
offering jobs to workers from non-member countries. 
Tho provisions of the present regulation are talcen over as far 
as the two Committees and the European Office for Co-ordination are con-
cerned. They are sufficiontly broad and flexible to permit the two Com-
mittees to assist the Commission and to enable the Office to malce an ef-
fective contribution to the smooth working of vacancy clearance in the 
future as in the past. 
The Commission is of the opinion that herewith has beon achieved 
the final abondonment of the traditional concept of emigration, whose 
system was based on bilateral and multilateral agreement and whose system 
inevitably tended to sacrifice the ideal of non-discrimination of migrant 
manpower to the varying neads of the receiving country. 
To complete this brief survey of tho main provisions forming 
the legal structure for the free movement of workers within the CoLlIIlunity 
it will be of interest to give an impression of the actual situation of the 
movement of workers of the Member States since the entry into force of the 
Comnrunity regulations and to present some statistics concerning the number 
of labour permits issued to workers of Member States and non-member States 
within the Community over the first five months of 1967. 
~~ ... / ... 
:B'irst work permits issued to workers of the Member States ·moving from ono 
Community country to another. 
~ ~ of which Italy 
1961 .. 292 494 233 249 
1962 281 549 221 173 
1963 231 701 177 572 
1964 . 240 390 180 137 
1.965 317 927 254 185 
1966 260 619 216 357 
Yearly average: 
1961 - 1966 270 600 ·' 213 700 
- 49 .: ... 
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25, SO~IAI, SF.CURITY· ·FrR MIGRANT liORICm·s ., . 
. { . ~ . ' . · :·· . ; . 
'. . ~ . ... . ~ ,• 
: __ .... : ·: 
" . · . . 
. . ( " .... ·,· 
a) 'Conflict of laws in ·the social security sect9r, .use.d to con~-:ti~ 
·., . .. .. . ..... \ ·, . 
tute an· obstacle to the free :. movement of :w¢rk~:t:'9. 1 . wh~~~;,i~ .. p17~ : C>~., : .. · 
' the fundamentals of the Treaty of Rome. : 'l'h.:i.s aon!-1..1:c:f; of lc1.Vfs., had ... 
.. . 
positive consequences for the wor.ker who mpyed ,,w~;~:i;,n the Comm~1;1ity, 
• . .. '..J . , •• 
as · he could find · himself subject to .. several.· national . systems : at th! . 
same time· and, therefore~ liable with his employer for several 
contributions; or it could have negative . consequences for the 
worker who ~ight not come under any legielation or who, on account 
of his ,nat_i~n~lity, his plac·e of 'residence, or' the .' shor'tness of the 
periods du~ing which ~ontributio~:s ~ere paid under· the · le·gislation 
. . 
of . one State, could find himself unab1e · to fulfil the conditions 
' 
for .receivin~ benefits. Th
0
is c·onfli~'t vias liable to inake a worker 
heeitate to· e!xercise his· right of. free·· movement· ~~d, by leadin·g to 
. . . 
disparities in the so7ial charges 'falling on ente'rprises 1 ·could · 
distort . ~ompetition in t 'he Com~ori° M"arket·~ 
b) · :Bilat'e'ral agree·men:ts :oh :ao·cia1· security :q;op.c-luded between most 
of the Member States o,.ffere.d 1 · it .is true, a · partia,l solut:to~ to 
these probl·ems, but the terms of · these. 'agreements ·were .~npt, .h~rmonized 
anci' were unable ·t ·o ··solve :case;s · ·whe-re more tha~ two Memb,~;- State~ were 
concerned, if a migrant worker had been employed in more than .~wo . · 
Member .States, or if the worker was a national of a Member State 
(or was ;~si~~rit ~ithiif the; te~rito'ry of ··~ ::Me.mber State} :other than 
. . . . . . . . . ~ ~ _,. : . ..: .. , .. : : : r . . . . . . . . ~· ,. ... .. • ... 
those where he had been employe·d. That is · why Article ·· 51 ·of ·the 
Trea~y . of Rome em;ower~d th~ :C6~rici.1'' 6f :Mihi~ters '. to make,'· \,n··a: ; 
p;~~os~i. ~f the ~·c~~mi~si~n, .. doiiirilu~ity ~e~uiitioris which take · the 
·. '. -. • :_ ... " ,._ .· .. '" . . . : ·- ' . . . :. . .. :: : :., ~ -~ i. . ' . . . . ' . . . . . ' . . ( ~ . .. . • :.. . :· ·. • ... . '. 
plaoe of the earlier bilateral agreements~ ' that ' is ' ther :purpose : 
.. . ··; · • ,.,'· . ..,..... .. •. : .•.• · , •• !' . ·• :· . 
served by Regulations" No~ ·3 and,:N"·o. ··4"on · ~oo'iai ·se·c·urity f-6r ,- migrant 
work~~s~ Regui.~ii~~-~-, _wh1c1/ c~~e·'.: ilit"o · r~·t·c"~ ·a·ti· 1 Januhry ·195~ ··and 
' ·: • ••• ·"·. ·._,. :, .. .. •• • ~(· ,. ~- .. .. ~ . : • •• f • ... t ··· .. , \ • 14 
have been modified and co·mp1e·~e·d · at· various t'i.rnes·· ·sfnce· tnen-~ · · ,.-, 
... ; ... 
;. 
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·~) These Regulations, which apply to all workers in paid employment 
and any others assimilated to them, including frontier workers, 
seasonal workers and seafaring persons, abolish all discrimination 
on grounds of nationality among nationals of Member States, as far 
as the application of municipal. law is concerned. They lay down the 
principle .that workers are subject to the legislation of 'the country 
where they are employed (or of the flag in the case of s~ilors), 
except t 'hat this iegislation continues to apply in the case of a 
temporary detachnieht to .work on the territory of another Member State. 
In the case of work carried out on the territory of several Member 
States (international transport wo·rkers are a case in point), it is 
the law either of the worker's place of residence or of the head 
office of , the enterprise which 'is applied·. 
When the right to a benefit is subject to a qualifying period, 
the Regulations stipulate that previous periods during which insurance 
contributions were paid under the legislation of any Memoer State 
should be taken into consideration to the extent necessary. For cases 
of sickness benefit, maternity allowance, death grant, unemployment 
relief and family allowances, the conditions to be fulfilled are 
those stipulated under the legislation applicable at the time when 
the entitlement is approved. Owing to the length of · the periods 
during which contributions must be paid in order to qualify for a 
pension, and the differences between pension levels, the total 
benefit under ~this head consists of several .pensions calculated 
' . 
in propor:tion to the period of contributions paid under each legisla-
tion. 
Pensions for disability, old age pensions and S1?,rvivors' 
benefits as well as industrial injury benefit are paid on whatever 
Member State the beneficiary is resident. Payments during temporary 
disability, also b~nefits for medical treatment in case of sickness 
or -industrial injury .may be granted on the terri.tory of a Member State 
other than the one .whose legislation is -applied, in the case of 
temporar;y: residence ,(for work ·or 1eisure), of travelling abroad 
for suitable -treatment and on return· to. the worker's countl!y of 
... / ... 
I 
--51 • 
residence. Medioal treatment is given, by the appropriate institu-
tion in the place where the worker finds himself or where he is 
resident, in accordance with the terms and conditions in force in 
the oountry concerned (subject to reimbursement between medical 
institutions). 
Family allowances are granted in accordance with the legislation 
applicable to the worker, whatever the place of residence of the child 
in the Community, but they are limited to the rates in force in the 
place of residence. Unemployment benefits may be paid, in certain 
cases and within certain limits, to an unemployed person who transfers 
his place of residence . from the co~ntry where he was last employed or 
who returns to his country of residence. 
d) A general revision of Regulations No. 3 and No. 4 is at present 
in process, to improve and simpli£y the terms now in force. 
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26. EUROPE.AN SOCIAL FUND 
( .. ode of operation) 
0 ) Basic provisions 
In accordance with the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community 
(articles 123 - 127) and the provisions defining the specific tasks incumbent 
on it (1), the Fund covers following an application submitted by a Member 
State 50 per cent of . expenses incurred by a Member State or by a body governed 
by public law for the occupational retraining and resettlement of workers 
or in order to maintain wage levels of workers affected by- the conversion 
of their enterprise. The Fund is administered by the Commission assisteJ 
by a consultative Committee composed of representatives of governments, 
trade unions and employers' associations. . 1 · 
l'U Conditions under which assistance from the Fund is granted 
Assistance from the Fund may be granted only to operations for the bene~it 
of unemployed workers or of workers in a situation of evident undereillp1oyment 
within the meaning of the regulations. To be considered as unemplo:rod, it is 
enough to be registered at a labour exchange as an applicant for employment 
regardless of whether the person concgrned has previously filled a post as 
a paid worker or was self-employed. 
Wage-earning and independent workers in a situation of evident underemployment 
are assimilated to unemployed workers. The concept of underemployment has been 
defined by a special regulation (2)~ However, according to the regulations in 
force reinstallation and retraining operations in respect of a self-employed 
person who changes to a new independent job do not attract assistance from the 
Fund .. 
To avoid retraining operations which offer no guarantee that they are of . 
social ·interest, the Fund only participates if the social aim of the operations 
has been attained, that is to say if they have resulted in the relatively 
stable reemployment of the trainees. The workers must therefore a.s a general 
rule have been in new productive employment for at least six months - in the 
case of retraining, in the occupation taught - during the twelve months 
following the end of training operations. 
_c)Financial structure .of the Fund 
The financial provisions of the Treaty (articles 199 - 209) lay down that the 
expanditure of the Fund must be covered by financial contributions from the 
Member Stat~efixed according to a special scale, which is different from the 
scale applying for the general expenditure of the European Community. However, 
the Fund is an integral part of the Community's budget-amounts are credited 
or debited to the accounts of the Member States in accordance with the decisions, 
taken about the applications of Member States and at the end of the year 
adjustcBnts are made in relation with the special scale of contributions. 
In other words, a kind of clearing system i .s applied. 
(1) Regulation No. 9 of the Council concerning the European Social Fund, of 25th 
August, 1960, as amended by regulation No. 47/63/CEE of 31st May, 1963, publishr· 
in the Official Gazette of the European Communities, No. 56 of 31st August, 196G 
P• 1189 and following pages and No. 86 of 10th June, 1963, page 1605 and 
following pages. 
(2) Regulation No. 12/64/CEE of the Commission of 14th February, 1964, Official 
Gazette of the European Communities, No •. 32 of 22nd February, 1964, p. 537, 
and following pages. 
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THE ACTIVITY OF THE FUND 
20. 9. 1960 - 30. 6. 1967 
I I 
l!I!l:::JDRSTATE Kind of operation Applications presented 'Applications examined Allo"1ances granted !Number of workers 
(in unit of account) (in unit of account) (in unit of account 1iconcerned 
Germany Retraining 42.734.166 8. 558. 917 7. 728. 263 38.838 
Resettlement ~-119. 222 3~908.894 616.111 64.371 
Total 2-.453.388 12.468.811 8.344.434 103.215 
. . . . 
Belgium Retraining 3. 576.030 ~- 582. 293 2.492. 356 5.869 
Resettlement 2,236 1.479 . · 1.~11 
5.S7~ Total 3.578.266 2. ~3. 772 2.493.-33 
France Retraining 18.064.017 10. 768. 346 10. 628.124 I 20. 588 . 
; Resettlement 1.801. 530 538.673 412.854 ! _5.8.836 
Total 19..865.547 11.307.019 11.043.978 ! 79.424 
V 
Italy Retraining 22.707.340 14.576.304 13.428.586 148.586 
Resettlement 4.188. 519 2.036.~~6 1.9:10.182 167.652 
Total 26.895.919 16.612.--0 15.368.768 , 316. 238 
Iuxembourg Retraining 31.908 12.896 12.896 96 
Resettlement 
-- -- -- ---
Total 31.908 12.896 12.896 96 
N'etherlands Retraining 6. 795~ 745 5.559.734 5.012. 562 9. 597 
Resettlement 16. 324 15. 572 12,!223 211 
Total l 6. 812.069 5.575.306 5.028.085 9.814 
EEC Retraining 73.909. 206 42.058.490 39. 302. 787 223. 574 
Resettlement 11.127.891 6. 592.1~4 . 2.989. !01 291.091 
I Total 85. 637. 097 
48.560.6-4 42. 291.994 514.665 
u..1 i t of account= US$ 
I 
( 
\ 
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27. LIST OF PRINCIPAL DOCUMENTS AND RJ~I,ICATIONS 
.. issued .bl' .. th.e Director.ate-General for : $oc ial Affai.re 
;., .. 
1) FREE MOVEMENT OF WORKERS 
Q,larterly and annual reports, dr-awn up in application of Regulation No.15 
and, subsequently, Regulation No. 38. 
~ . . . '! / .~ ~ . 
Comparative glossary of trades in which migration is most frequent in 
the EEC countries (2nd edition, 1965)° 
Reports which have been drawn up in connection with 
- study sessions on the clearing of job vacancies 
' · ,(May 1963 and March 1964) · ·' 
- a study session o.n the definition of the term "public- order" (Ma,.y 1966) 
2) EMPLOYMENT 
Annua:1 · reports on· manpower problems .in the Communiiy 
The development of employment in the Member States 1954-1958 
1 , , ·. · 
Employment in agriculture in the EEC countries (1964) 
Part I: Structure 
Part II ·.: .· Development and. prospects 
Unemployment and underemployment - Implementation of a research method -
:' ·· Belf5i~m : .( 196.5) ; 
Employment services in the Community countries· ,;_ .. A general. survey,. (1967) 
,' 
3) WORKING HOURS . ~ •' . 
Legislation on holidays with pay i:r:i .. the Community ·· countries '. (1962) .. · · 
Daily, weekly and annual working hours definitions - analyses of 
certain national situations (1962) 
./. 
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Comparative tables concerning working hours (1.965) 
Working hours in the EEC countries, with special reference to tlie fol-
lowing industries: automobiles, electrical engineering, textiles, 
man-made fibres, rubber, chemicals (1967) 
Sunday working in the EEC countries (.1967) 
Regulations governing holidays with pay in the EEC countries · (1967) 
4) W.A.QES 
a) Male and female workers• · wages · 
------------------------------
Reports o~ the state of application of .Article 119 (1962-1963-1964-1967) 
Equal pay for men and women - legal situation in the EEC-countries . ( 1961) 
Case studies in the six countries (series of reports) 
Reports on male and female wo·rkers' wages in the framework of col lee- · 
tive bargaining agreements for certain branches of industry of the 
different _countries (1961) 
Statistics of male and female workers' wages in the EEC countries (1961) 
b) Wage_~nd_inoome_levels_- labour_costs 
Wages in branches of_ industry: cotton, rubber, shipbuilding and 
repairs ( 19 6 5) 
Wages in branches of industry : steel erection, printing, clo;thing ( 1966) 
· Incomes of workers in· EEC industries in 19 59 ( 1962) 
EEC labour costs (1959 - 1961 - 1962 - 1963 - 1964) 
EEC wages· ( 1960 1961 - .1963 1964) 
./. 
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Harmoriized statistics of wages (April l964· ... October 1964 
- April 1965 - October 1965) 
: . . . ·· .. ' .: . . .. . : :· -... ' ... . ' 
5) LABOUR RELATIONS 
Law and practice of collective bargaining in the EEC countries 
(1963) 
. . 
The settlement of industrial disputes in the EEC countries (1963) 
6) LABOUR LA.W - PROTECTION OF WORKERS 
. ~omp84'ative s.tudy_ of s_tatutory provis!i-ons for the· protection of 
young workers in EEC member countries (1966) 
Welfare of the working mother in the EEC countries (1966) 
.. ~ ,. 
.·-·· · 
Ratification and implementation of international agreements 
on labour ~±6bi~ms ·by the EEC countries (1959)-
7 )_, .~qcA~I9NA;L ~INING 
.. · ' (. •·. ' ' '. .. . ' ' ., . . " , . 
Vocational training of skilled workers in the EEC countrie.s ( 196 3) 
Vocat.ional training of juveniles in industry, sma:tl industry 
and ~·omme·r .ce in' the EEC' coun:tries ( 1963 )' 
' ·. ,-,. .Glossary of vo·cational training (G~rm~~ glo~~ary :published in 
1964 - first part of a glossary in the fo~r Community languages) 
Two ac'tJori p;ogra~es for a common trai~ing pol1cy~(1965)z 
- general programme 
- sp~cial pro~a.mme f ~r"a.gr1cul ture .. 
. ~/ . ' 
. c,, · :;,;. )~oceedings of the :symposium on· ·vocatioiial ti'aining, 
Brussels, November 1964 (1967) · · 
. :· ' . i . I . ~ 
8) SOCIAL SECURITY 
Study on the current situation in social ~.ecu:d ty_ in . tl;le 
EEC countries ( 1962) ··· · · · 
• · . , ; r ' ; ; • _; ~ ' ( ' ~·. '.: . :·· ;~ ,• : ~:,i '. ' ·, :: •, : .. • •: 
Comparative study of· soc'ia;{ se6!:ri ty ·bene'fits · in .the EEC countries 
( 1962) 
. .•. · ,:. :· .. i.:'···. 
~ · .. 
rr•• ... 
./. 
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Financing -of,...-eecia.J.-.secw:i.ty--i.n the EEC countries ( 1962) 
Social securi.ty systems iIL the ·~ CemmuDi:q __ ~_.S,ys1;ems, :· 
other than those applicable to coal and steel workers - (19621 
loose-leaf edition) 
Comparative tables of social security systems in the 
Member States of the European Communities 
- General (last edition: 1966) 
- Agriculture (last edition: 1967) 
Comparative tables of social security systems in Scandinavia (1962) 
Supplementary social security systems in the building industry (1963) 
Supplementary social security systems in mhe EEC countries (1967) 
Analysi~ of the Luxembourg law of 13 Kay 1964 (loi unique) on 
the improvement and harmonization.10! pension schemes ( 1964) 
Analysis of the Italian law Uo. 903: of 21 July . 19.~5 on the 
improvement of pension schemes (1965) 
Comparative glossary of social security (1962) 
Proceedings of the European Conference on Social Security, 
Brussels, December 1962 (1964) 
Social security statistics 1955 - 1960 (1962) 
9) SOCIAL SECURITY OF MIGRANT WORKERS 
Annual reports on the implemention of the regulations concern-
ing the social security of n:ugrant workers (the latest · report 
covers the year 1965) · 
Series of guides on the rights of migrant workers 
10) SOCIAL. SERVICES 
Report on the current Situation concerning social ·services 
for migrant workers .in the EEC countries (1960) 
Social security and social services in the EEC countries (1962) 
.;. 
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11) FAMILY PROBLEMS 
Tax relief for families and family allow8Jlces - comparative 
table (1962) 
Enquiry into family pudgets 1963 - 1964 
12) HOUSING 
.Financing of ·low"".costhousing in the EEC countries (1963) 
Ruril dweilings .iir ,the EEC count:des ( 196J) 
Report on the housing conditions . ,of migrant workers in three 
Community countries· {1963) 
'.rhe cost of loans ·for the coristruction of low-cost housing (1966) 
. ·.. '. 
R~ports ' presented· at the symposium on low-cost housing policy, 
Brussels, December 1963 ' (1964) 
13) INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
, ,Reports pre sente.d a.t t_he . ~ymposi um on il'ldu~ tJ;"ial: heal th ( 1964) 
;-::c,:;orts ·1·,! .,enteci. at. 
Reports presented at· the seminal' on accident prevention (1966) 
14) SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN AGRICULTURE 
' ' ' 
.... \•. ,, ' 
Reports pnesented at the Consultative Conference on the social 
aspects of common' agr1'ciiiitur13;l policy, '( 19'61 y 
. ·, .. . ..: . : '.· .. 
15) SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORT 
Reports presented at the Round Table Conference on social 
problems in transport (1963) · t,,., 
16) AUTOMATION, TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
Reports presented at the European Conference on Technical 
Progress and the Common Market, Brussels, December 1960 (1962) 
Reports presented at the seminaf on automation in offices (1963) 
177)ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE SOCIAL SITUATION IN THE COMMUNITY, 
appended to the General Reports on the Acitivities of the 
Community in pursuance of Article 122 of the Treaty 
(the latest report covers the year 19e6~) 
************ 
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28. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING SOCIAL MATTERS 
which have been addressed to the Member States by the EEC Commission 
1) Equal Pay for Men and Women, dated 20 July 1960 · · -- · 
(not published· in the Official Gazette of the European Communities) 
2) Activities of Social Services in favour of miqra.nt workers, dated 
20 July 1962 (Official Gazette No. 75 of 16/8/62) · 
3) Adoption of a List on Occupational Diseases, dated 23 July 1962 
(Official Gazette No. 80 ot 31/8/62) 
4) Industrial Medical Services, dated 20 July 1962 
· · (Official Gazette No. 8o' of 31/8/62) · 
5) Housing of -Migrant Workers and their Families, dated 7 July 1965 
. (Official Gazette No. 137 of 27/7/65) · 
6) Development of Vocational Guidance, dated 18 July 1966 
(Official Gazette ~o, 154 of 24/8/66) 
7) Condition~ for the Payment of Indemnities to Victims of Occupational 
Dise~ses, dated 20 July 1966 . 
(Official Gazette No. 147 of 9/8/66) 
8) Medical Supervision of Workers Exposed to Special Hazards, 
dated 27 July 1966 
(Official Gazette' No. '151 6f 17/8/66) · 
9) Protection of Young Workers, dated 31 January 1967 
(Official Gazette No. 25 of 13/2/67). 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE EEC ·cOMMISSIONS'S WORK 
· ·· ,. · , · IN· THE'. SOC.UL ·SECTOR . -· 
. ~ " 1 • • "' 
(Memorfl:?ldum ·submi tt~d by_ the d~~i·s~i.~n ,.to . 
the Council ··on 22 December 1966) . 
· .. iS· ·' ,, 
. ·.r . . ·.: • ~ . ·1 ..... i 
INTRODUCTION 
The Treaty of Rome w~ manif~stly designt\'d with not only economic 
so social considerations in mind • . No othel,' c,onception w.ould in any-
. . .. . . ,•. . ' _, . •, 
have been possible because of the ~lose interdependence of economic 
ocial problems and developments. Therefore the .Commission, in pre-
. . . . . . .. : 
i .\~. acti?~ pi;ogr~e for J~t-.9..ecqnt.;st~e., ~!.ed. _. t .hat the_ · ..· .. '-~ 
i ty_ should hav~ . a s9cial poi icy . of . itr3 _ ~wr1, . e11!phasizing _ .that the .. 
·.. . . ' ' . :, : . . . ·. 
aims of the . Treaty c.ould not be fulfilled simply by the .. establis~exit 
•1 •• ., , , \. : • 'l -· • • ... ' • ., '".: ' , .. , .' 't -~ -.: =. ' ·- •• , . · ' ' • .· • 1 • ' 
Commqn Market but_ wo_uld also req~i;-~ ,spec.ial ,so9ial . measures,~ The_. 
'·' ' ~.. . . . " . ' . . . . .. '. .•. . . ; . : ' ) ~ . ' : .. -· . . , 
_on still af:firms ~his ne~d . and is mak;ng , 8: . . o~:mipl'.~hensive _and . 
' • ., . . . . . I - · . ' . • • ' ' ~ -· •. . . • , 
stic approach to it, placing the economic and social aspects of 
opment _in the .general framework of Community actiyity. 
' : . : • ··:_ ·· • . .. ': ... . • • . :. ; ,,, ·.,.~ . .. ~ t ·.· •.: ~ ~·.'· ..• ·.. · . • • 
... .. /' ' . 
o~;r ~o consider the developments .in the _M$I!l'qei: States,. .... 
. ' . . : ,·'-: .. ~ (; .. .. . . ., ... ·"' : . ,, ~-. ~ . .. . 
"al considerations have played a decisive part in the determination 
lines of ~olicy~ _to real~z~ that the ... ~o:ml!l~~,~y ~oo must.; identi~y 
ansic;m with social prc;,g~eeJs and rega,rd t~em as QI,le. ~4..s:, the 
• 
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2. This is the spirit, , Jtt ~lfl+:J.9;h:·. the . resuJ; ~-~ · o.f. .. Qpmm11.r.ifty.:. :~~Pla.l 
. ..._ . .. ~-.. . . .. ~ . " . .. . .. ·~· . . .. .. '• . ~ . .. ... ' . . . " . . •' -~ .. 
policy to date should be judged and .. t\1.rtl'!.e'r t'~.E!Y~lop!Il~nt. conceived. The 
. . . ' ·'· ;... . ... .. 
lessons to be learned from the work done so far, as well as the innovatio 
resulting from the establishment _of. a firs~ ·qi~d,iwnterm economic programme 
should be borne in mind, particularly in their social implications. 
X 
X X 
3. The Commission's work is .naturally based on the Treaty of Rome 
and Ori the rteeds which beco~e :~pp.a.rent as it ' is progressively applied. 
. . , . ·~: . 
4. The Treaty contains a number of specific social provisions, 
concerning in particular th·e free movement of · workers, social security 
for migrant workers\ ' th~ -- Europ~~-So~ia.l Fund, paid holidays 
pay for men · and women. The emphasis na.tur,ally had to be la.id 
essential obligations .• The Commission gave priority to this work in 
first and ·second stages -and int~nds to continue and develop it· 
5. At the same tim~, the c~mmon policy on vocational . t;a.in:i..ng cal, 
for by Article 128 · of the Treaty must assume a more pra.ot'ical . aspect 
under the general _prinoiples and action programmes already 
6. But other Treaty pro~isions have a general bearing 
aims of economic integration. Apart .from the objects stated int 
I 
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preamble a.nd in Article 2, they :· rest ' mainly on Articles 117 ·and 118 
on the harmonization ·of social . systems. Since the ·v~e- wordi~ of 
the very exacting articles on this subject has led to differing 
interpretations, the joint efforts of Member Sta.tea and the Commission 
to make : them clearer and ~more effica.cious'·· need to be :intensified. On 
t .he basis of the results · already· obtained, which may be considered 
as largely satisfactory, there must riow be definite decisions on further 
measures. to , be taken f o·r general guidance jointly by the Member Sta.tee 
.• . 
and the Commission, with due raga.rd to the views of both sides of 
industry. ::-·, 
,• , :. 
7. ... .il though the studies made on the· various subjects -~entioned 
in Article 118 of the Treaty.- clearly represent i .n <themse1~~-~ a certain 
progress, some of them must nevertheless be taken further by Community 
. . 
acti~n to enable the Commission-to fulfil its· task of promoting close 
collaboratio.n between . the Member ·state·s ·· in order that the essential 
. "·convergence" of national ·· social· p~licies may be progressively achieved. 
8. · .- It .· should finally" ·be noted tlia.t; ~id.a from certain T~eaty 
: . •, -~ticles which require - the·· ~doption 6f . ~pecific' social m~a.~~e~ ~- th; 
Community's social : policy is 1-n·ferwo;,.en iri '·the body ~f the Tre~ty. 
. . ,, .: 
. -T,his· means that ··the Corrini·fs-sion ·1s · oblige·d ' to talc~ so~ial fac'tors . 
into '.ac<)ount. iri:':al~dst :·:all ':aspects 'of : c'ommuni ti .po'iicy' ~hether comm'on 
or o"th~:t' .'J>olicy a.rid :,t.hat' "it 'cfan 'find• the legal . justifi~ati~n -f;r . ·- · .. 
. . . . . 
. ·Community ·int:erver{ti:on -in 's<foia.1· .. ma.tterr{ ih oth;r. b~~id~s th.o~e. 
strictly applicabl'e; 
. . · . 
. . : . ( 
It is by the foregoing considerations that . the Commission's 
activity during the first and second stages oan be evaluated a.nd a 
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clear idea can 'be obtained of the work which remains to be done before 
the end of the transition period if the requirements of the Treaty are 
to be met. 
This means tha:t the specific social obligations will have to 
be fully satisfied - .whioh is unquestiona\le ~ but also that further 
efforts .will have to be made by Member States and by the Commission to 
ensure that no excessive social dispar;tties ;remain which may affect 
the establishment of the Common Market a,nd that the progress made 
with the harmonization of social systems, as a whole is satisfactory, 
bearing in mind legitimate natiohal peculiarities. The results eo far 
obtained a.nd the measures requir~d for t _he fulfilment of the programme 
for the second stage should be qonsidered in this context. 
10. In this light too, · particular importa,nce should be attached 
to the Community's first draft medium-term economic programme, w_hich 
is expected to be adopted by the Council. after reference to the European 
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee. The establishment of 
this programme, which will permit the co-ordination of the genera;I. 
economic policies of Member States, has brought to the forefront aspects 
of social policy which will be decisive in the next fi~e yea.rs, such 
as problems of empoloyment, vooa.tional training, working 1!,ours, wages, 
social security, social institutions and regional _differences, for 
example. The studies made and lines of action approved provide the 
general ' framework for -national and Community social policies, with due 
regard of course to other social considerationei which are .equally 
important but which for various reasons have not been touched upon in 
the· first programme. 
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11. Moreover, the Commission needs to be constantly informed, for 
the satisfactory discharge of its tasks, of the social priorities 
affirmed at the national level both by the governments and by management 
and labour. Such regular information on the trends of social policy 
in the Member States can be obtained partly by studying the main points 
in government programmes, the items included in national budgets for 
social purposes and the views of employers and workers, and partly 
by organizing periodical duscussions at Community level with government 
representatives and representatives of European employers' and workers' 
organizations. By such meetings, taking as their point of departure the 
progressive extension of and changes in social legislation during recent 
years in each of the six Member States, the broad trends in the medium 
term can be observed. 
12. Since management and labour, because of the independence they 
enjoy in all the Member States, play an important part in social progress, 
it is essential. that their representation, when Community activities 
are being decided, should be suitably strengthened ..so -that-the- objectives 
described above m~ be satisfactorily fulfilled. 
13. rt is, however, clear that in proceeding with its main tasks 
in the social field up to the end of the transition period the Commission 
must have regard to the adjustments necessitated by any changes which 
may occur in national -0r Community requirements or priorities. 
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· 14. Further a.nd more effective work must first · of all be done to 
obtain as much knowledge as poeaible of employment trends. This ca.n 
be .done ·by ·periodical surveys of the ·situation~ studying with the 
co-operation of national governments ' a.nd ·both sides .of industry 
recent ·.: developments . and the short-term outlook; and submitting proposals 
for appropriate measures or suggesting lines of approachto :meet the 
situations observed or anticipated. Every effort will be ma.de to 
··. rationalize · and '·fmprdve the annual report 'ori manpower pr6blems in the 
Commuriity ·as , 'W'ell · a.s the other reports ·touching upon emplc7!1lent problems. 
15. ' These·: a-tu.dies· of the si tua.tion must mor·eover be supplemented 
by longer-term forecasts so that measures to balance ·1abour supply and 
demand may be taken in good time. 
,•,. •' . ·~ . : 
16 . , · ·· · Hence, in a.ddi tion· t ·o general and qu~nti tati ve studies, it is 
essential. . for detailed ,structural and' qualitative' analyses "i~ be made 
., • . ' . ·., •• , . 1. ·. 
to. show,. the trend of : employment 'by sector class of worker, 'standard of 
skill :-ahdregion. The first'· studies ·by ·sector undertaken by the Commission, 
on, the: .SiJ.bjeot ·of agriculture and building, will be extended to the main 
branch&a of· aoti vi t;y' in· which there -will' iri the next · i'ew ye'ars be· a large 
inorea.se · or reduction · in manpower·. · Together · with·: the . ·regional·.· asp'~ct, the 
•. :• !' 
.. • ... 
.-~ 
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trend shown will permit ,the ,,p:t'epzu-ati,on of . UHl.~~~B .. on ·.occup~tiona.1 
and geographical mobility which already appear to be one of the 
fundamental aspects of medium-term empoloyment policy, -in·-Yiew- ·of ' ,. 
the significant etruct'l:lI'al changes which will take place in a labour 
market characterized in most member countries by shortages of manpower. 
'.!'.! 
M~reover·, the employment trends according to skills . a.re es~ential 
background for vocational training poli~iee! since they .. al.low . a nie'dium-, 
and long-term comparison of training facilities arid skilled labour 
requirements. 
Aspects of the employment problem concerned with ,ciasees of 
workers must also be clarified by special studies. In addition to the 
employment of women, at present under investigation, other groups 
such as the handicapped, the aged and young workers must also be 
investigated, 
17. Finally, the role and efficacity of national employment services 
must be seen against the exigencies of the present day economy, 
notably with regard to information on the number and location of 
vacancies, to permit rapid clearance of offers and applications, 
and with regard to the deveiopment of vocational guidance for 
adolescents and adults. The Commission will furtherrriore continu~ 
the preparation of a programme for collaboration between Member 
·states embodying exchange of experience, joint action, training 
and information facilities a.nd the joint discussion of the further 
development of employment services. 
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18. ' .. In' order to take all these :t~t~re ,i~to . a.oc~unt, there should 
- l" , , ": • • . ~ ·.•. . . ' 
be a j6-:int periodical review of ·the situation arid development of 
. . 
the various aspects of emplo:,ment problems occurring .at the national 
or Community level. 
II~ FREEJ·MO~ OF WORKERS 
. ; .,, 
19. · : 'Legal · obstacles to the free movement of workers have to a large 
' . 
extent' beeri overcome by the Council's decisio.ns in the first and second 
stages. They must be completely overcome. This is . the obje_ct of the new 
mea.sur~s pr~posed to the Council purs~~rit to Articl~·-49 of ~he Treaty 
.and the m'eaattre~ . ~<iopt;ad-·by the com~iasion· pursuant ~o .Art1c1e 4a on 
the worker's . right to remain in the country where he ha.a been employed. 
20. But ' the Commiss'ion w·ill have to see that Community provisions, 
• · .,'.·,t: 
whether in the form of regulations or directives, are applied in 
practice in the Member States. Hence it will be necessary to arrange 
' . .. ' . . . . .. ; . . ! . . . . . . . . ' 
closer co.:.Operation with ,the- nationai' ·a.uthori ti'es·~nd: -to: see that those 
authorities whose duty it is to ensure through their subsidiary offices 
:· that Comiin~.ni ty :r~qui;ements i!u-e ·correctly . carri·e·d. ~ut, are more fully 
. . ·. . ~ . . ... ··. - :~ .: •. . . . . . . ' 
inf o·rmed~ -- The · interpretation of these requirements should also be watched 
to see that they a.re n6t ' to J6me· extent ;obbed of their substance • 
. ~.. .. . . .. . . . 
-:·In . seeking to make the regulations and drec.ti ves . of the Community 
· more effective in pr~tice, - the primary objective of the Commi~sion and 
Member States mus-I{ be to ensure th</widest ;~ssibl~ e~p16yment pro~pects. 
More efforts must be ma.de to improve the machinery for clearance of 
vacancies and applications. Furthermore, the Community must make more 
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• effort to arrange compressed training cours.es for workers . who wish 
to emigrate but cannot do so because they· ha.ve not the skills 
required to fill the jobs available. 
22. Finally, since the decline in available manpower in the 
Community has already led to recruitment of labour from assqciated 
or non-member states and since this trend wili ···continue in the 
coming yea.rs, .the Member Stat.es should in :the~r mutual interest 
harmonize their policies on recruitment from these countries • 
. . 23. The social . a?ld human. a.."!pects of :free movement of workers 
will of course be the su~ject of further work by the Commission, 
with a view to overcoming problems, of adjustment to la.."lgUage customs, 
administrative and trade practices, etc., as will the human aspect 
of family unity and the need to promote more stability among migrant 
workers. 
III. SOCIAL SECURITY FOR MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE CCMMtJNITY 
; 24. ' In this very technical .and complex field the Commission will 
. continue its work of simplification and improvement of :procedures 
and their extension t~ other classes of wor~ers. 
25. The revision will supplement the various regulations made_ since 
1958. A proposal has been made. to the Council for a new regulation with 
annexes concerning special maternity benefits, the provisions of 
• 10 ~ 
bilateral agreements which are to remain in force, the classification 
of cHsablement pensions, minimum pensions, etc. 
Besides this basic regulation the implementing regulation is 
· also to be ·revised · and: proposed to the Council as a · new regulation. 
26. It must be stated here that a simplificati6n· of the machinery 
. . . 
:ror o·o-ordination of national social security schemes . can only be 
attained if at the same time, at least in certain respects, the 
national insurance schemes themselves are also harmonized. 
. . 
27. In connection with the widening of freedom of establishment 
. ~ : ' .. 
and freedom to supply services, the problem of co-ordinating social 
. ... .. . ,• . . .. 
sec~i.~y . schema~ . for the se~f-eml)loy~d . must also be ~ol y~d. 
·, 
IV. VOCATION.AL TRAINING 
'·· : ·. ~. . . . . 
. , ~ . . 
28. S:inc·e · the training of manpower is a ~rim~ factor in e~onomic 
... · .. .. ; : . . ':. ' . . . . . ·• 
growth and social progress, the Commi.ssi,on will act in accordance with 
. .. . ~ 
the already approved general principles and programmes to establish a 
oqmmpn . sy~ tern for .. vocational train1ng·. For .the .. Community' f::! · ·work . to be 
· reali.stio , ,, it II)us.t . be .diraot~d towards . the .m~in · N"Oblems oo.n;fronting 
the Member . S:t;ates in varying degrees ·.·and· h1;3lp to solve these problems. 
Hence a joint periodical examination of the situation .and development 
-0:f . :the. various aspects of national . vocational training· policies .. is 
essential. 
' '• .. 
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1°) Vocational training of young people 
29. One of the most urgent tasks is to complete a.n invent_ory of 
the existing training resources in the Community and see whether they 
meet, the ~xisting or estimated demand in industry f'.or skilled manpower 
in different sectors and at different levels. A confrontation of the 
medium- and long-term forecasts or thinking of the Member States at 
Co!llrm.mi ty level is therefore essential to enable Member States to 
learn mutually from their experience and find the best methods of 
assessing demand. 
This confrontation should also involve the renovation of cer-
tain institutions and their adaptation to economic, technical, social 
and cultural development~ Problems also need to be investigated which 
arise from certain disparities in the accessibility of training cen-
tres, particularly in rural areas. Girls should have greater oppor-
tunities for vocational training. Particular attention should be 
paid to the raising of the school-leaving age · and ·its effect ·on 
technical education and apprenticeship facilities, in order to ox-
plor·e the possibilities of · preliminary vocational training or an in-
troductory vocational course. 
30. There is an acknow1edged need for multi-craft training, and 
consideration must .be given to the knowladgo and skills it is neces-
sary to impart in order to fit a man .for a variety of trades and oc-
c.upations. The studies at present in progress regarding the .ali_gnment 
Q;f qualifications, with the object of facilitating the free move-
ment of workers, will also be helpful here. 
. .. / ... 
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31. Wb.on an inventory has been made of the mai_n .training methods 
used in the Community, the ~oat useful methods c~. be gener~lized, 
possibly by means of Community courses or pilot centres. 
32. As one of the obstacles to satisfactory vocational training 
is .shortage of instructors, means must be sought of· remedying' this 
situation. 
2°). Vocational training of adults . 
. 
33. Since the vocational training of young people is a lengthy 
undertaking, more effort should :Oe made in the vocational training 
of adults, which can serve short- or medium-term. needs. Training 
of adults, which was origina;Lly intonde~ fol; redunq.~:t worlcers, ,. was 
gradually 0Xtended to workers •u~eatenad with r edundancy in the short 
or longer term by reason of developments in p?,rticular bra.nches .or 
•• •• • • ' •• • ,1. • • · , •' •• • - · : .. . . , 
of technical advances. A recent extension in the training of adults 
gave all the adult workers involved opportunities for upgrading as 
pa:~t of a general . po],icy of social betterment • 
.. .. · :·,, ' .· . • ·. 
34} .·, The existing facilities for rapid/;training or retra.in.ing .of 
adults IIR1St b3 viewed at Community level in relation to the foresee-
able d9.~a.n_d for. . J...~bour, having .~ua re~~rd to the swift changes. which 
a.r,3 taldng place in the .economy • .. 
• • • • • . • • t • • •• J 
The gaogra;phical and oooupational distrib\.ltion of t~a.i..ning 
t • • • 
faciiitias should accord .with tho . an~icipated migrations from sector 
to sector; special efforts should be made for workers moving from 
underdav0loped areas, those leaving agriculture, and women, for 
whom this type of training is particularly suitable, to fit them for 
work again after a long or short break. 
. •. I •.• 
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· Finally :d.iscussions can be arranged a;t Community level on 
. upgrading courses and social advancement. 
3°) :IDxcha.nges of young workers 
35. In accordance with the first programme for the vromotion of 
exchanges of young workers in the Community, discussions are held 
each year with Government representatives to decide the number of 
workers to be exchanged and the aid to be given by the Mo~bor States, 
and to assess the results achieved in the previous year. 
In pursuance of this programme, the Commission will distribute 
information to tho relevant associations and organizations with a 
view to stimulating interest in these exchanges. 
V. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
36. The vocational training of young people is considered to be 
socially and economically beneficial the more facilities for voca-
tional guidance are expanded, taking into account econo~ic require-
ments, employment prospects and individual skills • . 
37. As vocational guidance for adults is important ·for occupational 
and geographical mobility, employment offices will improve their 
advisory services, particularly by supplying full information on 
the type, number and location of vacancies and on the opportunities 
offered for vocational training, retraining and higher training • 
. . ' ... / ... 
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38. Hence .the Commission is proceeding with the agreed programme for 
co-operation amoi:>g the Member States on matters of vocational guidance; 
there will be exchanges of experience, joint action and joint discus-
sion of the development and efficiency of vooa.tional guidance services. 
VI. THE EUROPE.AN SOCIAL :FUND 
39. Widening tho scope of tho Social Fund is a reflection of the 
above-mentioned developments in the Member States as regards voca-
tional training and retraining, geographical and occupational mobi-
lity, and regional policy. 
Activities in this field will of course flow very largely from 
decisions of the Council already taken, on Commission proposals, to 
broaden the Fund's sphere of competence. 
40. Also, in accordance with Article 126 of tho Tfeaty it will 
be necessary in the coming years to study in detail the practical 
lines on which tho activity of tha Fund should be developed in order 
to achieve the objectives of Community policy beyond the third 
sta.ge. 
• •• I •• • 
· • ··· ., ... ~ .. ·~- ......... ; , .. ·.: .. ~ ~ ~~ 
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I 
,, B- LIVIlm ANl) · WORKilW ·coNDITIONS 
:! . 
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
41~ Among the tasks allottod to the Commission those concerning 
living and working condi t"ions are e.morig the most important ·'and 1;he 
. 'mos't .· d~ii'cate. The Commission .' has used every. means in its pow.er to 
,·: fa.dili tate and broa.cien 'the essential "closfi ···collaboration betw~el) 
Mamber St~tes" i~oquired · by .Arti·olo · 118 of th~ Treaty· ; otherwise 
iinp~tative ·~ s~cial. needs cannot be truly satisfied in the new Ilurope.· 
For this purpose those 'ti th whom the Commission.: is· first. engaged e.ra 
of course the Governments of the Member States, which aro responsible 
for ·.-,th~ - sb'ofal poli~y of their countrie~·, but -also omployers t and 
workers' organizations, which aro indep~ndontly responsible in the 
Six c·ountrios 'for oollecti'va bargaining. · . 
..... . 
..... ·) · 
. r•, 
. ...... 
42.- So far the Commission's ·prime· concern . has been . to .:raa.ke the do-
veihpm0:nt· of c·ertcti.n · aspeots of living =and. working cond.i tions · 
.. : . :: ... ·.,t;~S:parent", tha~'e ·11 so1cial surveya.n oft.en rosul ting in· Community 
....... : . . ,:· 
.·,1 
. . . . • . . ' \ .<i ' .. :. ~ '. 
measti.ros, usually l'aco1ninendat1ons •. ·. ·!. · 
'. 
-' 43. · As has already boen said · in the introduction, • however, .the fin-
ding~ made 'while ·the stud.iGs hav-e ·be~n in progress and . the :pr.epara-
tion · of the first mGdium-term eoononrlio pr·ogra.mnie have .led to a.r1: ad-
justment of the Commission rs approach, since thQ .need beoa.i:no ·. clear to 
investigate many problems in thoir general setting, for instance tho 
... prbblem of work· for 'the:'.'l:i.a.ndica~pod'~ the aged, ·. women·, young p~oplo, 
ate. ' This new ' 'a.pptoa.oh 'of the Commission" in its work . undor :.thfl . terms 
of Articl·es 117' and 1'18" of the 'i'reaty is c0nfirmed . by one of :the 
•: .... :. 
... ; ... ~ . 
• I•• 
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general aims sot out in tha .dra.ft madium~term economic programme; 
f ,:ir the Common Market to evolve into an economic union it is essential 
that regular information be supplied on social developments and the 
social policies of tho Member States and that there should bo. cioso 
.. . ........ 
collaboration between them in social matters. 
44. One of the Commission I s first tasks, and ono that it ha.El al-
ready begun, is indeed to assemble information and docum.~ntat!on on 
. ' . . 
all the legislative, administrative and . colloctiv::e agree.~ent ~spects 
of the Member States• social policieE:J. These es.sentia.l compar,ative 
' . 
surveys must be kept up to .date and supplemented as far as po_ssiblo 
by short- and medium-term trend forecasts. . , 
Moreover, detailed investigations a.re to be made. of certain problems 
which, because they are .very technical or because .they have high 
priority in the Member States and are importa .. 1t for the neede of 
Community policy, a.re of particular interest. As examples the follow-
. ·ing subjGcts of detailed social studies may be cited: wages, wortc-
ing h.ours, working conditions, economic effects of social insurance, 
. ., ,,·· 
supplomentar-.r insurance, etc, This concern with "transparency", bring-
1ng to light disparities and even inconsistencies in the general 
social situation in the Member States and serving as a basis for com-
parisons a.t Community level, cannot be under- estimated a.s a factor 
of harmonization and a~ a starting point for "spontaneous''.. reforms 
. . 
by wa:y of regulations or .collective agreements with any formal action 
by the Community. 
45. On certain points the Commission ma:y be able to act on these 
surveys simply by rendering formal opinions. Cloarly however the 
• , t •, I ,. ' I • . 
use of other Community instruments ma:y be appropriate and at times 
even necessary if it is desired ·to obtain an approximation of national 
. . . . . . 
. .. I .... 
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provisions for the botter functioning and development of t~o Coplillon 
11arket. For this :purpose the recoramendation appoars most · su:i. table 
because of .its flexibility; it is an ~nstruraent to whioh the Com-
. ' ' I. . 
mission has already repoatodly ha.d recourse in such matters as sqcial 
assistance. and housing .fpr wo~kers moving within the Community, in-
dustrial medicine, occupational . diseases, e-:tc. This does not l)revent 
. . ·" 
· some proposals of the Co~ission .from ta.king the form of direQtives 
as soon .as all the conditions w~r~ting action on those lines are 
. sati.~.fiec., as for instance i,i industrial safety •. ·· Justification for 
.,; 
Community legislation can also _be found i~ the circumstances arising 
in the execution of common policies, in particular t .~o common agri-
-
cultural policy and th~ c.ornmon transport_ poli~y, .. as. well as in the 
. . . . . . .. . . . 
needs which m~ be felt in giving effect to the.roedium-te~m economic 
,, . . ' . . . . : ' . 
policy. Th~ ch~ioe of . sectors for . hannoniza.tion mus.t natu.rally bo 
" 
ma.de.. after consultation with the Goverzunents and both sides of indus-
. ' . .. • . : ' , ' ' . . . , '. .I . . .. . . . ." . ' .. • : 
try., in close collaboration as. stipulated in Ar:!;icle 118. · 
. . :.-: 
' ., 
,,, 
46. Furthermore, each problem investigated must be seen as part of 
a general concept in order to obtain the necossal"J overall view. 
T~us .for instance problems of ol!i age pensi.ons must bo viewed i~ tho 
• ' , • • • ~ I • ' •; 
light of tho ge.neral problems of· the aged anq. in studies of. heal th 
insu;ranca due ro~ard must 1be_ -had to .all. the othor aspects of public 
health, in parttcul~r the. hospi~al faci~itios avail~ble. The Commission 
. . . . ~ . . . • . . .- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·: 
will., :then .. be able to. for~late it~ propo'ilal,s J:i;i .such ,a wey as to show 
. . . ' .· · . .. . .. . . . ' . 
tho ,cormac,tion ~ th th0 . otho7: aspec,t_ij of. ~ooial .Pol.icy a.n,d genoral 
economic policy •.... 
·., ... • . 
. . . / ... 
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II. WAGES 
·47. An important task for the Commission is to keep itself fully 
infcirined on the wage 'situation in the six countries both form· the 
cost a:ngle and the income angle, more ··particularly ori the basis· of 
· the statistical surveys carried -out by .the Statistical offices of tho 
--Member States. It should be mentioned that, firstly, a coL1prehens:i.ve 
survey ·on wage patterns has ascertained 'the gross hourly earnings 
of industrial workers ·in Ootobett 1966 arid .. secondly, that, the ·surveys 
on··1abour costs and worker's incomes cove~fng 1959· to 1964 for 14, 
-a· or -13 branches· will henceforth be in the form of a single survey 
carried out every .. three or ·tour years and covering all branches of 
industry. This survey will ·be brought up to date by applying ·the re-
sults of the collecteq. statistics on gross hourly earnings of industrial 
workers appearing in April and· October each year. Fi'nally, the work 
currently- in progress on a survey of wages ·in ro'ad transport will 
probably be extended to other types of transport: inland waterwccys 
and rai 1 way·s. 
48. It will in addition have to· be .ascertained whether the sta-
tistics obtained by the survey on wage patterns of Octobor 1966 and 
· from those on labour costs and workers' incomes need to be investigated 
in more de-tai-1 in the joint working groups, as was dono with the 
results of the fi-rst surveys, in order to exJlain the considerable 
differences and anomalies occurring. More extensive investigations might; 
cover the influence of various structural factors, such as industrial 
status (wage-earner or salaried employee), qualification, sex ·and 
seniority of the worker, size of the firm, region, etc • 
. . . / ... 
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49. Close study must also be . gi ~en to ·oer;ta.in oth~r ·matters .( which 
moreover a.rise in other aspects of the community I s · work), ·such as the 
varying policies 'on capital fo~ma.tion arid' ;property ownership for 11':>r.:.. 
kor's' sliding-seal a wage system~,·· the lovol a.rid oomposi tion of non-
wage inoomes . and.wage drift. 
III. :'fORKING HOURS 
50. Tha surveys· carried out in collaboration::-with.- exp.arts from the 
govornments:· a.hd. with both· sides of. industl"y!·· aa..ve ;provided a -.better 
comparative knowledge of ' the legal provisi'Ons -..and·, co.llec.tive agreements 
anci <Gf the .. actue.i '. Situation · regarding .:working ·· hours in :the most widely · 
differing sectors·.. But the synoptic iabl es·· prepared,. if. -1:ihey, a.re . to . be 
of tlia fullest pra.cti'cal use, . will· ·ziaaa··, ·to ba ,·kspj;. up to· .date regularly, 
particularly- by tha inclusionoi' ·new l,egal and a.d.ministra~tve provisions 
and collective agreements.: · .. '. i .. '\ 
..: · ;. 
·.· ~ ... . •' . . ... ~ : . ' .. , 
' , t.. 
, .Furthar efforts should also · be :made to obtain,, sta.tistics provi-
ding more information and therefore permitting a better comparison of 
: . ·· .. ; . . ~·.. . :., ~: :'.' '. '' "",· . . . 
actual working hours in the six· countries ·. · ·· 
: .~ . :. . · .. 
', . ~ . 
·,,.·, ·. "!: . i ·.. . : . . . ' . 
51. . It should be possible, after a ··still inbre detailed investi~ation 
of the ·· 1aw :a.ri.ii :~:ra~tice ·in . the Membef ;St~tes ~nd 'the econoin:i.o effects 
, ,. ·. .• . .-! . ,, : .' . ' 
and s<foial objectives, to harmoniz·e soirie .· of the more ·especially "pro tee-
tive•i"'a.spects of "the . iaw on ' working h~iir-~·, for instrui'ce · night work, 
Su~day·: work ·and· m~imu~ daily -.~d : we~kiy . wo'~kiri~ hout~ • . 
·· ; 1 
Further investigation might 'aiso b'~ u'safhl on ''the ' ra:ther ·:· rriore 
technical subj::.cts of exceptions to . and flexi'bili ty cs'! rici~nial ·w~~ki.ng 
weeks in different branches, ~to. (1) 
I 
•. • ·• I ••• 
(1) This is for the purpose of a.ppl7ing over-time rates. In some occupa-
tions, o.g. shop-assistant, cook in a. restaurant, etc., the working week 
may be 40 hours, but it is known that such employeos do not in fact work 
all these hours, as in industry. So it may be agreed that in these trades 
over-time rates do not begin to apply until, say, 43 hours have been work-
;ed ; i.e. a. 43-hour working week is said to be "eg_uivalent" to a 40-hour 
week in industry. (Translator's note). 
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52. Other matters .too m~y have . a particular interest from th~ point of 
view of -developments in this fi.eld in the recent past and t}J.e near future, 
• ' • • • J • 
for instance the _proble~ of _part-time working, particul~flY for f~male 
labour, the relationship between working hours and productivity, the effects 
, ... 
of reduction in agreed working hours ?n -effective working hou,7s, relation-
ship between working hours and industrial safety, etc. 
IV. LABOUR RELATIONS 
53. The Commission must be able to present to interested parties a 
general vi'ew of the situation and development of .the law on individual 
and collective labour relations in the · six countfres. To this end, 
arrangements must be, made. for rc1gular information on new laws and:' regula-
tions and the most important clauses in collective agreements. · In the 
last .case the basic figures for regular. comparisons at -Community level 
must be provided by an appropriate, adequately selective but also repre-
sentative system. These confrontations.between representatives of the 
Govern:r~~ts and both sides of industry would serve to clarify the most 
important recent features and the short- and mediumtenn trends shown • 
. . 
54. . This regular information may also serve for a clqser exl;I.Dlination 
of labour relations according to industry by joint committees or working 
_parties representing both sides, the creation of which ~t the European 
, . ,. . . .. 
level for the most important branches .or fo.r those presenting ~pacific 
problems would meet a particular need felt both by workers and by employers. 
The Commission views with favour the_ setting up of such Committees and 
has declared itself ready, while respecting the complete independence of 
. . 
the two .sides of industry, to give them all the technical assistance 
ne~~ssary within the means at its disposal. In doing so it merely is 
continuing action already undertaken~ 
./. 
Discl,lssion i:R the Committees would · cert-a.inly: have a constructive 
influ~ce~on the development of social policy at ·Community level, whether 
or not it led to fonnal or infonnal agreements • . · However, if Bil.ch agree-
pients -should prove possible for certain aspects of working· conditions and 
labou:r relations which ~re ripe for agreement, .they might . serve · to give 
a lead to professi1nal associations and trade unions when joint negotia-
tions ~re being undertaken at the national or regional level, th~q helping 
to achieve pz:ogreesive :·soc.ia.1 · hannonization in the sphere of collective 
bargaining. · .··. ··· •1 
55. Certain aspects of labour relations have already been or will 
shortly be investigated, such as the rules of procedure for the settle-
ment of industrial disputes; the sharing of workers in management deci-
sions, legal and practical arrangements for collective bargaining in the 
Member .. S.t.ates1 legal . pl'Qblems presented by the territorial scope'.-of 
collee:'t;ive; ~"'~ments, : sxercise· ot' 'the right to strike · and the various 
measures. :tlµCen in . the ca.so of ·men:'bein'.g \aid off. · 
;.: 
V. INDUSTRIAL SAFEn'Y AND HEALTH 
'l 
.; 
56. : With, the co-ope.ration of the national departments concerned with 
industrial safety and health, commu"nity. regulations hay~ been drafted 
• • J ,/ ' ,, ( ~ d, i I • f .r. • 
concerning cartridge-operated stud drivers and dangerous substances. 
Similarly it is intended to examine other ·aspects of in4ustrial safety 
-· t . ·:' '. • • • • • : • .., ' . • • " ~ ' • . ~ • 
in connection. with steel scaffolding, conveyoT belts, cr.~e~, h9ists, \··.:· " . . : ·: . . . .. ' . . . . . . 
dangerous agricultural machines and variou~ equipment a.pd to?ls, and 
:· . ' . . . ,· 
.. . . 
to m~e .. proposals where appropriate. 
•' ', , 
:~ . . 
'!., 
' · 
./. 
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57. . . In industTial ·health·, on which the Commissidn has · already 
issued two r.e~ommendat.iohs concerning industrial medical services 
and medical ·supervision of workers exposed to special hazards, 
attention is being paid to certain · specific problems such as work 
in compressed air (caissons, diving-bells, etc.) and work on 
building si:tes, aptitude tests at the vocational guidance and 
placing stages, medical examination on recruitment and engagement 
of workers .from non-member countries, physical fitness in trans-
po~, noise abatement in industry and certain .~0 oects of the 
physical protection of women and young persons engaged in agri-
culture. 
58. The results achieved by the seminar organized by the 
Commission. in J.Q.ne 1966 on the educational and p-·ycholo.gical 
aspects of accident prta~rC'ntion must be treated as the basis 
~or . co-operation at Connnunity level to obtain a better under-
standing of industrial safety problems froin the management and 
labour po.ints of view. Among the many suggestions ma.de at ~hi~ 
seminar, those which concerned the standardizition arid 'the inspec-
tion and testing of personal protective devices as well ae the 
standardization of danger notices must certainly .be pursued. 
The Commission intends to find means of action upon them. 
1'., 
59. The Commission will therefore continue this action concer-
ning industrial health and medicine and on industrial safety; 
in this latter field <the Commissi;n' s work may have repercussions 
beyond its real social importance and be instrumental in the ~erno- · 
val of abstacles to free movement, freedom to sr-~~v services and 
free movement of goods arising from the many differences in 
national regulations. 
./. 
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ln addition steps will be- taken to organi-ze .co-operation 
between Member States in the ·event of ,industrial disasters. 
VI. SOC !AL SF ... ffiITY 
'60. rrhe following aspects should be considered in studying problems 
of social security at Comnru.nity level : the part played by social 
security in each country in removing the social inequalities left 
in the 'wake of· or i~t~sified by econ~mic growth, the possibilities 
of developing social security at national level having regard to 
economic progress and balance, the special aspects connected with 
the ach.!evement of a common market (f.ree movement, common policies, 
etc.). 
1 • ~ 
·· If these factors are considered, it should be possible to 
decide what aims the systems of social security in the EEC should 
attain in the light of developments within the Community. 
61. Inequalities mS3 manifest themselves in two ways: by an increase 
in,_ .differepces. qf income., and hence unequal opportunities to satisfy 
.. ,.. . 
indivi~~~ . needs, ,. c!lld. by the gap ·petween .degrees of satisfaction of 
individual and of collective nee~s. These are problems arising from 
the ~evelopment of public amenities, in particular ·social amenities, 
which a.re in their turn dependent on investm'ent possibilities. 
These facts suggest that the contribution of social security 
towards ~atisfying ~hese needs should .be .studied with due regard to 
these t _w9 kinds .of inequality, .the weys. in which they- are ma.nifest'ed, 
~ . . . ,, 
and the _prioriti_es that_ should apply •. 
,J '. 
,* '• 
. ·:·. .J •' . 
: :·.: ..... ·. 
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At Community ~evel aspects ~ommon to some or all of the 
Member States. which may require the introduction of minimum stand-
ards need to be determined. 
62. The first task of the Commission in· d·etermin'fug these general 
lines of action is to complete the work begun during the second 
stage, in accordance with the national and Community orders of 
priority decided in coµsultation with Government representatives 
and both sid"" ·' of industry. 
The Commission will also try to find weys and means 9f 
mitigating the obstacles arising from differing national legis-
lations in order to bring about a better application of reg1,1.la-
tions on social security for workers moving within the Community. 
The Commission will of course continue also the studies 
already begun of the social security aspects of common policies, 
notably ~~e common agricultural policy. 
63. To establish orders of priority it will be ncessary to study 
the past and future development of the main branches of social 
security such as sick benefits, family allowances and old age 
pensions, with particular reference to national budgets and for 
some countries the sections of the budgets devoted to social 
purposes. 
The studies should include the trend of social security 
costs and the benefits provided. Up-to-date statistics would 
need to be kept to follow the trend of certain essential data, 
broken douwn by country and within each country, in order to 
evaluate exactly the social situation and to place the so.cial 
security phenomenon in its general context total wages .and 
salaries, total public expenditure, etc. 
./. 
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·64. . A study should also be ma.de of 'va.rious factual and iegaf 
S.ituati6ns having particular ·Pega-Fd- -to:1 the ~O~k begun On medium~ 
t'erm economic policy'. 
Thus for instance social security aspects can be studied under 
· general headings/ such· as-· the han_dicapped ( :in particuia.r the problem 
· of proc~dur~s for medical treatm'~t · of victims of 'industrial accident) 
' ,, 
the aged and young people - to}~therwith other aspects of the same 
problem. In °thi~·: w~y the · effect of th~ series of inee.sures to be 
. '. : . ( : . . ::: . J: . . . 
· adopted· for the' b'enefi t ·or these groups throubhout the ·social security 
field could be determined, for instance matters of cumulatibn o~ non-
cwnulation gf _old ag~ pensions , ~ ea~~d incgme, part-time work 
fpr wom~n, etc·. . 
Particular attention w111 ·'be pa.id · to -': ecific pointii'a.ccording 
to their financial and economic repercussions, for instance deficits 
in social insurance funds and their financing, administrative costs, 
etc., keeping up to date -~:1e relevant }igures for constant evaluation. 
·•:; 
Matters . cl:-.. seiy cormect-ed ' with' 'socfai'" ~~cur':i:ty, '' sue~ as expen-
,:',;· diture t·on: medical services, drugs and hospital treatment, will be 
studied. .. ~ 
. : .:· .. 
6~~ '. . F.~~~ly . the Qol!lIIlission wi).l keep th~ pu,blic infonned by the 
regular p~blication .. of compa,~at:i,.ve. _tables .of social security schemes 
.. :• ~ ' . . . . . . . -. . . . \ . . . . . . . .. '. . 
in industry, commerce and agriculture. 
VII. PROBLEMS OF HOUSING, SOCIAL SERVICES, FAMILY POLICY AND PUBLIC 
HEALTH 
66. Work relating to housing policy will be continued. , Special 
attention will be paid to the regional aspects and to the limits 
of ~bility to pay of the lowest-income categories. Measures will 
also be proposed for the improvement of rural housing. 
./. 
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67. Special effort .~11 be made to improve)cnowledge at Community 
level of the activi-t;ies _of social. .1gervices on the problems arising in 
this connection, notably with regard to certain categories such as the 
hendioapped, the aged, women and young people. 
68. Exchanges of information on family policies of Member States 
will -co~tinue; studies on standards of living and on family budgets 
will permit . a better asses~ment to be m~e of policy regarding family 
allol-fances • . The prob~ems faced by a :_growing number of women in recon-
cili?lg their work ; with ~heir family ._responsibili tie_s will also be 
examined. 
69. The most important public health problems common to the 
Community countries, in particular those of hospital services and 
air and water pollution, will receive attention. , 
X 
X X 
C - THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF COMMON AND OTHER POLICIES 
70. As already stated in the introduction, the·commission intends 
to devote even more attention than in the past to the inclusion of 
social considerations in Community policies. The Community's social 
policy cannot be restricted to the specific social mesures mentioned 
in the foregoing paragraphs but II1Us·t be extended to Cornmuni ty 
./. 
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policy as a whole, in order to fulfil one of the chief aims of the 
Treat;yi. of Rome, · namely the improvement of living and working conditions 
··.--····· 
of the people· and their levelling in an up, g,rd. direc'tion. 
Hence the development of all Community policies, including common 
.... · \ . : . ' ·, ' . . .· . 
policies ( for insta.nc·e in ~icul ture and .tran~port), as well as other 
policies (short-term economic policy, regional policy, ~licy on iec-
toral structures, etc.) need to be constantly watche~. The Commission 
must be particularly mindful of the imp~ications for social .policy 
of the definition, general lines and execution of medium-term economic 
policy. .. .• : . , .• . ·· .: :: · ·'.'I' 
I. THE .COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
.. 
71. In : agriculture, acc~l;'ding t,o the programm~ wqrked out from the 
results of the Conference on social aspects. of .the common agricult~ral 
policy, special attention is .to be .paid .to attaining social.pa,rity 
. · ) ~ ·. . . . ·. : . . . ., ~·· . . . . . . ·. : ·. 
with the otf'er seotoi:s.. Fo~ . ~his purpose it is essen~ial th~t agr~-
cul tur~ should . be . includeQ. in . the scope of general meaBUres., account 
•, (i , , :. .: .. ; ... .. ,, . . . . . ·~ { . . : '• ' ' ' . . . •'. 
being talc~n, h~wever, of the special requirements of this sector • 
• ·.· . • . ,, "i . ·.•.• . : ' . : , . 1" • • .. 
When planning economic measures, 3.ttcntioti needs to be. paid tp struc-
., 
tural matters to ensure that these measures serve to improve living 
and working conditions. 
Works should first be done on priority matt~rs: working hours, 
minimum wages, social security, e~ability in employment, vocational 
.. .... 
training and housing of seasonal and penna.nent agricultural workers. 
l .... . 
,.:' ... -:• 
..- . 
. /. 
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72. In a common _pol\cy on the fishing industry the Commission 
must also exert j, tse~f to eliminat.e socially inadmis1:1~ble condi-
tions and to bring a.bout social parity with other industries. 
The effo_rts of the Commission will be particularly direct·~d to 
the intensification of vocational training, greater stability' · 
of employment and earnings, the harmonization of laws on _compo-
sition of crews, signing-on conditions, worki:rig hours and health, 
and safety at work. on board. 
II. COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY 
73. In transport, the Commission's activity will be mainly 
. . 
concerned with the preparation of measures to implet1ent the 
Council decision of 13 May 1965 on the harmonization of certain 
pl:'('.)visions affecting competition in rail, road and inland water ' 
transport. These provisions will concern more particularly ,the 
composition of crews, working hours, time off .and overtime. : 
Other providons concern vocational training,' medical examination, 
. , 
health and safety. All three types of transport ·will be included 
in the wage surveys. 
X 
X X 
D - SOCIAL STATISTICS 
74. The Statistical Office of the European Communities intends 
to continue and develop its efforts to harmonize social statistics 
in the coming years. This is essentially a. matter of solving the 
./. 
"\ / .. 
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many complex problems connected with the comparability of national 
social statistics aris;.ng from the differing laws, inst_;i. tut ions and 
administrative practices and from differences of a purely statistical 
nature in concepts, methods, and even the presentation of the figures. 
Work already done towards agreement on a ·cmmon statistical 
plan on the basis of national source material will be extended to 
other subjects according to a system of priorities in a general 
programme. It will conceni wages, standard of living, employment, 
social security and industrial accidents. 
75. Since the harmonization process will take a long time while 
the Statistical Office must meet urgent needs, certain Community 
surveys will be carried out with a view ~o providing comparable 
data in the shortest possible time, notably on the cost of living, 
wage strt1ctures and the extent of risk of industrial ac-oLi~~s. 
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II. 
SOCIAL DEVELOP.MENT IN THE CC FROM ITS INCEPTION TO 
THE END OF THE SECOND STAGE (1958-1965) 
(Introduction to the Ninth Report on the .Social Situation in 
the Community) 
. . . .·. ·· .. ;r . . . .. 
I. In acoordanoe with the usual practice, this survey refers to 
the year just past, but as . this' 'was the ·1ast ~ea; ·: ~f the s~o:~nd 
stage of the tr~si tional period, :it ca~ ~erve .· a~··· the' occasion 
. . 
for a review of developments in the sooial .field between the date 
. 
when the Treaty came into force - 1 January 1958 ·- and the end 
of the second stage on 31 December 1965. 
.. ... ··. ..· . . . 
T~i's · intr,o·du~tion oonsti tutes a balance-sh.eat intended to 
' 
show what has been achieved in the social field, and on the basis of 
this balance-sheet it will of course be possible for us to judge 
• • ·:: ' • ' . •! I ' ' • , • • > " • I ., • • • •• • 
how_ far the policies being followed _in the s~x Member S_tates 
correspond to the objectives of the Treaty - · among which constant 
improvement in the living and working conditions of their peoples 
is the most important. 1h~ remarks ~elow will show the extent 
: , . ~ • . • • ,, : . '. • • • • . •. l ! ·.: . .. . ,. . . . f ; 1 ' . • • • . .' • • •• ~ • • . 
to which the social element and the economic elemen·t are 
. , , ' . ,' . . 
contributing to each o.ther' s advance. 
r, ~ , ' ,. .. .. 
. . 
. . 
II. Du~ing the period 1958-1965 th~re was __ 9onsiderabl:e eoonomio 
expansion in the EEC countries. The reel gross product increased 
• : .' ' i . : t • • :· : ·; : ~ 
by 44%. This was primarily the result of satisfactory improvements 
in produc_ti v;i. t;n these . ip. 1 turn . w,~r.e .. in part . due to the establishment 
. . . . . .. 
qf t~e common .m~rke~ ma9pj,llery ~- The ... ~u~+ :in~?e~~~ in ,i:i:-odu~ti ~ ty 
(gross .. domestic prQd~ct : ptr ;pers,.on . ~ainf~:l)-~ ~~pl~;Y_~d) wa.s mor~ than 
€P/o in Italy and . a.bout 4!~ ip Ge;r:maey -~d Fz:~ce_; ___ i \~ .~h~ N,~ther_lands 
and Belgium it was about 4%, with a clear tendency to speed up in 
Belgium. 
• \ . 
Wh,i_.l~ ~h:i,s _econo_mi9 e~pansion ~a.s ge_nera;I., . J_t .. was not of course 
. . ·. ' ·• . ~. . . ' . . ... . . :. -:. .. ' . )' 
equa}~Y .in .evid~nc~ : in ,all regio?fs pf , th_e pommuni ty .• .A:l. though . 
" - . ., .... .. . . . .... . .. . . ' ... 
~ compara.tive ,study of rl3giqnal A~Ye+QPm.~mt.~ i .n _tp.e 13µ[ .m~mber 
· • • ;: ', - ' , · , ' • . . . · ~ ' , .., , 'l : , ! I . . : ! .t. · · 
countries is not yet available, it seems that the gaps between 
... I . .• 
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' . ~· •·. 
some of the less developed regions of the Community and certain 
of its industrialized regions may be as wide as before. 
In addition, Cernmunity action since 1958 in the field of 
regional development -'and industrial conversion has already produced· 
a considerable number of "initiatives, such as the study made in 
Germany of the method of development' through mal0i of concentration 
and the study in Italy on · the creation of a "development pole". 
These efferts will have to be continued and expanded with an 
eye to matters such as the changes occurring in certain agricultural 
regions and in other regions which have long been -industrialized. 
. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that these efferts can only 
show results gradually; regional policy is by definition a long-
term policy. 
III. In 19-65 ~"t& ccamnption per aead ia ihe Ct>lllll'Uaity was .i• terms of 
volume one third .higher .than in 1958; this is equivalent to an annual 
increase of 4.2%. If 1959 is taken as the base yea:r, the annual 
average rate of increase in the volume of private consumption per 
head was 5.4% in Italy, 5% in the Netherlands, 4.6% in Germany, 
4% in France and 3.8% in :Belgium. 
IV. This rise · in ,livingstanda.rds is all the more striking as the 
lal?our ferce increased by enly 4% during the period. In relation 
to total populatien, . which grew mere than lo%, the labour force 
declined, f~ling from 43.3% in 1958 to 40.1% in 1965. 
Fairly considerable changes occurred simultaneously in the · 
structure of the labour force and the structure •f employment • 
. There was, f•r instance, a shift towards the high-productivity sectors: 
the labour force in a.grioulture fell by 22% between· 1958 and 1965, 
while ·numbers employed in industry rose by' l3%, and in the services 
... /~ .. 
sector by 15%. . . Th.is shift was one of the causes of improved 
product:i..•n in the econouzy- as a whole. 
. ·, 
Anether significant change in the structur~ of the labour force 
was the relatively strong ir?,creas~ in the numb,er of women workers in 
. . . . . ' ' . 
certain countries. Manpower shottage~ and technical progre~s in 
. . . . . ' . 
particular led t• many mote m'f'~ied women -~aking up work~ in view 
of the improvement in tbeir general education and vocational training, 
. . . 
it may be assumed that this process will continue in the near future • 
. • .. .. 
V. The qommunity's labour force increased from 72.4 million tn 1958 
to 74.6 million in 1965. Unemployment fell considerably, the 
.. . . . . . . . 
percentage declinin~ fro111 3.6% in .1958 to 1_.7% in ~9i5. The monthly 
average of persons unemployed fell from about 2.75 million in 1958 
., l ,\ .· • ' . • • 
to 1.5 million in 1965. In one country alone - Italy - the average 
. . .. .. •. ' .. 
declined by some threequartera ef a millien to a million. Most of 
. . . . . . . . '. •. ' . . . 
~ho~e at present out of ~ork are not, at least immediately, available 
. . . . . . ~. . ' 
for integration intp the producti.on process. Of those who have 
' . 
found fresh work, 454 0.00 had benefited from vocatienal re-training 
. . . . . 
er resettlement financed by the European _Social Fund. 
VI~ . Since 1958 the decline in the size of aational manpower reserves 
has for.cad certain member .countries to make greater calls on foreign 
' . . . .·· 
la:Pour. The percen~age .<:>( _for.eign manpowe;r .. employed in the total 
'i~e-e~n.i~ pop~l.at,io~ :z:o.se.: f;o~· 9.•7%. :~n. 1958 ~-q 5,.4%. _in 1965 in 
. . . . . ' . . . .. " l .. . . 
Germ~ and from 0.9% t() 1.4%.in ~he,_ Ne,.t~erlands~ . Duri~g _this 
. . . ..,. .. . . i ; . 
per~od~ too, the number Of f_or~~~WtS :e'!IJ?,+Ored :~n 't;hese _q.ountries 
h~s, b.ee.ri. ~owing_/a.s,t~~ th~ ~he .tot.~ numqer_s in, paid_ Elfl!Pl:oyment. 
A_s .. regards the ~rigin of fo~eign manpow,:er r~:c·~ ~ ~ed .in ~-~e Co~ni ty 
' ... 
,. 1.'• 
/,, .. 
t.·',' 
:.·;: \'·, 1 The enly Community countries for which statistical series on the 
numbers of foreigrt workers are available. 
. . ' ' ~;. . f , :: •\ • "., , I·~: 
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since 1958,1 it mavr be noted that the number of workers drawn from 
Member States - the great majority of them from Italy~ rose from 
155 000 in 1958 to 268 000 in 1965. Until 1963 these workers 
accounted. fer a greater proportion of the foreign labour force than 
workers from non-member countries; the pattern of recruitment then 
changed in favour of nen-member countries up to the end of 1964; 
In 1965 recruitment from within the Community again picked ~P fairly 
sharply. Placement of workers wh• are nationals of i·non-member 
countries increased from 84 000 in 1958 to 578 000 in 1965. 
VII. The constant rise in the number ef persons in paid employment 
and the decline in the number of the self-employed. is the last 
structural change which needs to be Jointed eut here; this decline 
is closely li-1ced with the fall in total numbers employed. in 
agriculture, to which· reference ha.e already been ma,i"e. In certain 
countries regulations have been adepted previding subsidies to 
encourage farmers to leave the land and thus increase productivity 
in agriculture and, consequently, in the ecenoreyat large. At the 
end of 1965, total numbers :in paid employment ranged from 74% to Bo% 
of the total working population in five ef the Member States; 
Italy, with 64%, was below this level. 
VIII • . The first point to be noted on employer-worker relations is 
that increasing attention is being paid to general economic arid . social 
developments when wages and working conditions are tixod. ealy 
in Belgium and the Netheri°ands were negotiations betweeh the tw• 
sides •f industry insti tu.tionalized. before 1958. · Collective · · 
bargaining was done through the J•int Boards in Belgium and the 
Labour Foundation in the Netherlands. other ceuntries haven• 
comparable i~stitution~ in this 'rield; there is, however, co-operation 
between the Government and the two sides of industry in connection with 
the ,appr,oval and the extent of the collective agreements. In Italy 
the situation is rather unusual in this respect: 
.. ·~; ... 
1 Permanent workers and seasonal workers coming for the first time. 
··- 5 ':.. 
Article 39 of the Coneti tution 11~s ·down that r 'egiet.ered trade unions 
have legal pereonali ty and, when r~preriertted 'as lnt.egral uni ts :with 
representation proportionate to their' membership, "niccy- conclude 
collective agreements~ bbdi:Dg ·oa all ·persons belo~ging 
", 
to the categories to which the dontract relates. ·· It should, however, 
be pointed out that for lack of an implementing l~w this Arti~l-e 
ha.a so far remained a dead letter. 
·., 
In addition, in France and the' Netherlands ther'e· is an Economic 
. r , I ••. .... • 
and Social Council; in Italy the Natiihal Council of the Econorrw and 
Labour (CNEL), and in Belgium the National Labour Council and the 
· • Central Council for the Economy. The composi t ·ion . ~f these bodies is 
roughly similar in Italy' and in the Netherlands: · they have a tripartite 
structure with representatives of the employers, repr~sentatives of the 
workers, and persons with special competence in economic and social 
matters. In France, where membership of the Council is much larger 
than that of the similar instittiticns mentioried above, its .composition is 
, , , .1 ,, • , • • , • • ' • • , ... ~ : J •. ' • : I •' ~ ' ~ 
more complex, since it in'cludes other ·groups than the tliree just 
enumerat'ed. In Luxembourg there are several bodies which iney be 
considered al!! embryonic form·s of an· econ6mic fuid . sociial c6tincil.:· In 
Germany1 on , the othEJr hand, there ··· ~e ·no inst'itutidn~ c~mi:>'arable to the 
councils of the.other ccuntrtss~· ' GOwOpU&tio: b~tween Gover~ent, 
manageme~t and labour is ·gen·erii.lly througn informal contacts. 
In the.:policy governing w~e agreements a new : trend seems to be 
emerging: ';this is to "obje~tify" th~ 'negotiations to a certain extent 
· in that~ more than · forineriy, deci'sions ·'a.rkl:iase<i 0 6n ;~orici'rete dat~. 
'The complexity and 'interdependence of sodi0-:.eco'riomic ~d politicil 
phenomena are the basic . reas~?i ·i~r 'this evolution. The de.Jelopment 
of applied economics and applied social science, and the increasing 
. : llUlttbet' (jf .technicians and cad.res in'.. ·t,he W6rket's f arid emp1~yerS I 
.. ' ( • •. ' . • • ' . : ~' ; ~ : : ~ ' .• l'. . • . . ,,.; 
organi'z'at ions' ·should alsc( be remembered in ' this connection. 
. . : - :, " ' •' . •, ·, : . . . . . . . . .:· .. ' . .. ' : i ·:· .:: -~. ~, ,. ·, ,; •. . :- .·. J ·_·: ;; . . 
· In several coun:tr'ies · cfo1laborati6ri between employers' and workers' 
organizations of various tendencies is being tightened and sometimes 
there is even a more far-reaching movement in the direction of 
' • ~ • \> ... 
concerted action. 
. .. / ... 
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Finally, account is increa.dngly being taken in ea.oh of the Member 
States of .what is happening at Community ].evel. Ooncepts and 
achievements are mo~e and more on a mirc>pean scale. The national 
organizations of workers ,'.811d ~lpyers ·WL.Ve ,i;s~t up »iropean secretariats: 
The l!w'<)pean Seeret~iat of the International Confederation of Free 
Trade Unions, the Eh,ropean Seqretariat of the International Confederation 
of Christian Trade Unions, the Uniqn of Industries of the European 
Community, the Committee of Agricultural Organizations in the EEC, the 
Committee of Commercial Qrganizations in the countries of the EEC, and 
the Union of Mastez-cra.ftsmen Q.f the E:JOC. 
These bodie8 constitute the official link between the Commissi•n 
and the employers• and workers• organizat;ons in the Community. It i~ 
largely tha».ks to their secr~ta.ria.ts that an increased awareness of th~ 
new ,Europea.n .dimension is developing in these quarters. 
IX. During the, years .corresponding to the first two stages earned 
incomes in the Member Sta~es increased - both in money ~erms and in 
real terms - at a much more rapid pace than in most other industriallyt 
deve],oped countries. . If we c.onsider the wagas of industrial workers ~ 
the only .ones for whom st~tistics are available in all Membe~ States~ 
it wili be seen that in the Co[!llJ)Ull,ity aver.ag~ gross hourly earnings 
for the period, 1958 to 1965 went up by almost 8Q%. In .Germany, Italy 
and the Netherlands the increase was almost 90,,, in France more than 
6ofo, i~ Belgium a little more than 50%, and in Luxembourg wages rose 
by ab9ut 4o%. Since wage levels at the time the Commanity waa set u~ 
we:r;-e lowest in Italy and the Netherlands and .highest in Luxembourg~ 
Belgium, the initial differences between nominal wages in the various 
Member .States have .therefore contracted considerably. 
,With.in t .he several countries there ia ~ tendency for differencee 
in wage levels between the various groups of workers and the various 
branches of activity to taper off. In this connection mention shoul4 
b~ made .•£\the oonsi~erable rise .in the wages of .fa.rm workers, which 
I, , 
... / .. 
-7- ..... ' ..... .. 
\rings them nearer to what workers earn in other branches, and more 
particularly also of the principle of equal p~ laid down in Article 119 
of the Rome Treaty, by virtue of which the wages of women workers have 
often gone up more· than tho1:1e o,f .me?l.:· .: . . _. .. : ·: .. ,. , . . : ., .: .. 
X. In real. terms, of course·, t _he gross incomes . of workers . have not 
increased to the same erlent ~S ~~S .. h~url~ .- ~~nings -· -~~inly because 
' I• • • ,• • ' ,· •• · ' ' • ,. • ' • • • • ' ,, 
of .:the higher c.ost of living. The increase in the cost of living has 
differred in t .he ·v~.i~µs --~~~be:/ St~t~~~- r~gin~ f'Iio~ 1'2% i~· Luxembourg 
to 32% i_n France.' '. ·· FQr. t~~ i -~tt;r count;· th~:~. is e·~i;~le~t t·o an · 
• • • .,. J • • ' • • • ' ' : • • • • •; ••• ~ ,·~ - ' .: ,. • .~ • '. • ; • • • • • 
aver~e annual increas·e ~.f 4%., but· Ita:ly ·and the· Netherlands have not' been 
. . . . .. . . . . . .- . ,, .· .. _:· .. :· . ' •. _;, .: ~: : .. ~ ::- , . . . :· :, ... > .· . . '. : ·': ·: .; . :~ 
far behind. . Worker.a' inc.omes h~ve· also had to bear relatively greater 
' ' ••' , I 1;: '~ ; t ,' ' ,. '•: '"° ,.' • ': ; : ,, \• -. ' •• , : :·. , ; ... >" . ." •, ~: ./ ' 0 I •; • ' •,' f I: 
soci.al security contributions, particularly in Belgium, !taly and the 
' I • ! ' ,, ;. : " • • < : ~ : : ' '• • ' ' ' ,: ... \ • • • • • ~. • t ' • • : • ' • : I • • i •• ·;.. • ' .'. 
Netherlands _and, i~ a. more general w83_, they have been affected by the 
, . J • . . . t .~ . : , ·,. ". ,. :. :· : ;. .' ;~:'. .".''. I ~ , . , .t, ' . : . \ • ·: •· • . ' . . . , , 
incid~nce of progressive taxation as incomes increased. Finally, the 
, 1• • ,' •' I ' • • ' , I •, •' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' P. ' ,, ," ; 
number of hours worked has beert ·sh~rt~~-ed .in c~rtain countr.ies, 
•• ~ ••.• ..... ~ .::·. ·.'·"": .... : :.,·, ::· ••• ,·:·,:· · · .~, ••• ·,: ;_'.,:' , \. ,: :·: ~.· i .. 
especi.c!.lly in Germ~y_ and eyen more, _in the Netherlands and Italy. 
• , . • •' ' • • • • ', ,• ' , , "' • 4' ~ . '~ ; ·.,..· ·,: • ' , : , :-) •"\ , I::·. . , ,\ : : J . ' • 'f , • . . • . 
':• • ' . :' • I • • ' '• • '•' • • ', ' '· f' -•~,,, •. '' :· ' ' • "' ! • ' ' .. , ' , 'l 
When . all these fact·ors are taken int'o account there "was·· a real ·., 
average .inc~ease· ' of a.beut' 4o% 'in>the ·net' a.rinua.1 ·'iricoiries of iridtistrial 
worke~s in · the ·community~ : The·'·{ri:ereas~ ·ri~r ·wage ea.rnJr was ·highest in 
Germa.n/·(o~e~ 5o%). ' ··rt #~~ ·25%·''iri it~iy ~d Lwce~bdui:g;, 3CJ%:· in ·'Belgium 
and about 35% in France; . "iri the: Nethe:rlands, workers,. · income~ rose ·by a 
little more than 4<J%. Because of the higher cost of living, therefore, 
the app;~ximation ~f th~ 'ie~els \ ,f rehl _; w~es was · 1ess"' appreciable 
than that of money wages. 
Statutory family aliowances-, ·whicb, also. contribute to ~he 
disposable income o·f the family, .. were •raised .several ;times in all 
Member · States between 1958 and 19.65, bu.t ~n · most - States the. percentage 
rise was -smaller than the cO'rresponding, . rise::iu . earn~ incomes. In . 
Germany and: the Netherlands, ; wher~ . farnHy -allowanoes. ,were least general 
and· lowest when the · Community·· was established,.- cash benefits ,under :this 
head increased more ' than in the other. :coun:t·ries·. · Hare, to.o, .'there .. 
has been a tendency fer differences to be reduced. 
• ' ,' ' .'. 1.:. .' I~ '·~ ' ' : ! '. ' . ' : •, " .' 
. : . ', i . :· ,';: '. :' ·.: ~.,, '• · .. ; ; / 
• : .,: · :"~ ... ~ .. ·:· ~- ·;".' •~·· · .. ··. ! .~ .· :·.'.,''.:: .. : ~ ·:·.~ / ';f; ; ··~ J,. 
. .. / , ... 
. " ·" .. 
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XI. The number of hours actually worked per week fell, particularly 
in three countries: in Germany there was in the first stage a fall 
of three hours, then a ·further·· fall of one hour, so that the number 
of hours aet-ually worked was down to about · ·44 hours in 1965. In 
the N.etherlands, .the total went down by ,t hours, bringing it to about 
46 hours per week~ Until 1963 the ·trend was the same in Italy, 
but here in addition the ·economic slowdown in 1964 ebliged many 
fiI'lls to out back their ,aotivities, so that the average number of 
hours actually worked: per week· in industry is estimated to have 
fallen . to about 42 hours in 1965. · ·. In the other countries there were 
no n-0ta.ble' changes in the situation. . True, · in 196-5, when it 
appeared tha..t as a· reirul t . of: this trend the hours a:ctually worked · 
in the other countries were fewer · than in France, a movement for ... 
the reduction •f working time could :be noted · im that country also, 
where they totalled more than. 46 hours a week, and in certain firms 
even over 50. On the other hand, France "was the 'only country in 
which,· during the years 1958-1965, the number of public and paid 
.: holidaJ7S stipulated iil coilective agreements were increased to a 
. . 
fairly large extent without· reduction of P8iY• 
XII. · 'At the same time that the length 'of the · working week was 
falling annual holid8iYs and holid8J7 P8iY tended to rise. A 
considerable extension of holid8J7S without loss of PB3' was recorded 
between 1958 and 1965 in. Belgium, France and Germany. Employers 
' . 
and worlters in Belgium agr~ed to a third .~olidB37 week end in France, 
fer the majority of workers, to a fourth. In Germany the ·period 
of paid holidaJ7s was inc_reased from two weeks to two weeks and a half, 
. . 
and to t~ee weeks for work~rs _of 35 years and over • . More favourable 
provisions regarding the length of holidaJ7s have also been included 
. . 
in collective bargaining agreements in the other countries • 
.. •,: 
HolidB37 pay is another point on which social progress has been 
achieved. In Belgium the amount was increased from one to two weeks' 
~~es and in Germany, also, new clauses increasing holidey PB3' were 
... / ... 
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adopted at the end of 1965 :for a large proportion of work~rs. In other 
countries, particularly Italy, the end-of-year bonus (or "l~th month") 
was raised. 
. I l . ~ • ' 
. . . . 
XIII. rhe considerable demands made by modern science and technology 
' . . 
have exerted a growing influence .in the various trades and professions. 
It became increasingly clear d~ing the years 1958-1965 that ,i~ ~1 · 
. . . . . ~ 
' ; .. 
branches of econc.nic life without exception the qualifications needed, 
. ~ 
and even more the calls on the individual's ability to adapt, have 
grown steadily. This has obviously had repercussions on education in 
·~ 
general and on vocational training in particular. 
The spread and intensification of education which resulted from 
I,. ' . . :· . • . : , . ... ~ .• 
this were reflected primarily in an increase of compulsory and voluntary 
. ' . . ··. . . . ·, .. ' .,, 
schooling. In 1958, nine years• compulsory schooling was still the 
' • ' • • , ... I ' 
. . 
exception,..but at preseat it is. tending to spr,ead, and certain COW\tries, 
with Fr·~ce in ·the 'v~, wni ~oo~ · have ~om~lsory sch~oling . ;for .~~ · · 
muoh a~ ~o.rears. 
During the same period all member '·countries have "bee~ .,r~·;r~~zing 
. , . : . : ·.,· . . ':. '} .... 
their whole educational system with the aim of guiding pupils towards 
the subjects best suited to them, inc+easing the choice availa~~e 
• : ~ ' .. • . . .. I ' . . . . . . ' ' • • 
and f'acili tating the transi ti~n from one stream to anot.her :by ,inteerrating 
th~ various educational levels into . one b~ad yet homoge11JOUssystem. 
. . ' ~ . .. .:·- .. . . ' . ' ~ . . ·:. . . , ; . . . ' . . 
Thie evolµtion is encouraged, if not rendered indispensable, by the 
. . : . . ... • . . : \ • .'· . . ' - . . .• '. ,; : • .. • .·~· .. . : . ' 1 
structural changes in employment and the labour force, changes which 
lead. ~o .grea:ter .. activity in the social sphere. 
.., I' 
. , . . ,: 
The funds allocated to edq,c~tion .by the pub'.!-,ie .a~t4oriti~~. of t,he 
\ , . . .. 
Co~ity co~tr_ies ~n~reasEld c.onsid~rabl;y: .. between. 1.95.8 . a,nd t965,.bot~ in 
absolute .~igures and .. ae a , percentage 9f t4e natio,nal in.c.9me (in .. absolute 
' • • • • ' • • • • • • ' • '•. • I • •. ' • I•~ • • • ' : ' ' ' ' ; , • 
figures .they even \i<;>ubled. in c~rtl:l,in ~as~s~.. The ef~oz:t~ whioh . t~e .. 
private s.e~tor sho~d~f~ in ~uppq?1 qf ~cation , and '[Ocat~onal, ; . , , 
' , ' ' .. ,. ' '' ,;, 't • ' • • • ' ' • ' I , : • •. • • • • • 
tra~ing :·WEµ'e, a.+,SO C?,llS~.:ra.b~~.. . :· ·'' 
1 . ... ! . • ,::· -:·. / ::: .• ,'"-,'\'·•I ,I 
:.:· "'· .. , :.• . . ,··. 
.. . .-
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XIV • .. The number of pupils receiving post-primary education rose 
considerably between 1958 and 1965 in all Community countries. The 
increase can be attributed to the post-war birth-rate and also to the 
facilities available to parents to ensure that their children would 
be adequately prepared for a job in life. Unfortunately, the increase 
' • ·1 
in school staff and in particular the number of secondary teachers has 
' not kept pace with the influx of new pupils and the shortage of 
qualified. staff is one of the main problems in all the Community 
cou.tries. 
One reason for broadening the basis of instruction - this is 
required by o·ne of the general principles laid down by the Council in 
'the matter of common vocational training policy as well as on other 
grounds - is to facilitate the transfer of workers to another trade 
should"they become unemployed. Technological progress is .also 
modifying the structure of the trades themselves, so that high demands 
are constantly ma.de on the workers• ability to adapt. Furthermore, 
it must be expected that in futllre many workers will have to change 
their trade at least once in their 1ifetime. 
XV. ·When the Community was set up, a great number of insured persons 
were already covered by social security. Since then their .number has 
continued. i·o·· grow, though the paoe of ·growth has of course varied with 
the type of 'insurance, the category of persons insured and the country. 
' . 
,·: .. ·. 
In 1958, for example, 75% of the Community's total population 
came under the laws on sickness insurance; in 1963 this percentage was 
about85. It must .be even higher in 1965, when the reforms introduced. 
in Belgium and Luxembourg are taken into account~ The increase in the 
' number of pe:t-s6ns insured is very largely accounted for by .the se~f-
employ~. The laws on sickness insurance were extended to .cover 
traders and artisans in Italy, farmers in France and Luxembourg, elderly 
persons in Franoe, and all categories of seif-employed in Belgium.. Old-
age insurance was extended to artisans in Italy and to traders, 
industrialists and members of the liberal professions in Luxembourg, 
... / ... 
- ll - · .. 
while in the Netherlands 'ihe self-employed. were brought under the 
legislation on widows• and orphans' pension~ and on family allowances. 
I ' ' ' 
XVI. Although it is possible to measure the prQgress accomplished in 
' . ' ,. . .. . . . ... .· -
widening the field of so.cial . security, there a.re no f.igu.res which give 
a satisfactory idea of how its . effectiveness has _progressed, .- either in 
. . 
the value of the benefits available or in the way. the systems of protec-
tion a.re being adapted .to the requirements of a rapid~y ~hang~ng 
society. The whole level of social protection has und~ubtedly risen 
. . -
since i958, either as a result of a complete overhaul of the relevant 
. . • . . 1:: . 
legislation or simply because benefi ~s have . been incre~ed. But for 
a qualit.ative appraisal in this field it is not enough 1;o give a 
. ' .. . 
descriptio~ of how the field is organized; it ~ill only be possible 
- ' . ~ 
after a more sophisticated analysis over a lengthy period. This 
applies equally to any appreciation of the endeavows being ma.de to 
harmonize the social systems of the six countries. 
tn a brief review .the most .that can be done is ·to · pick out 
certain points from ·the statistics. : It ··will b~ found that the tatios 
of social security expenditure to gross national product have be'en 
converging: in 1958,i the per~entage was between 10.6% and 14.i% 
acoerding to country, in 1963 it was betwe~n f2. rf ~a.· 14% • . 
This shows that, generally speaking, some harmonization is emerging 
in .. the shape -0f alignment on -the higher .figure. .. It may. . also be noted 
that between 1958 and 1963 average ·•";C'ial - ~~ .. beD,t'i,e, pe:r ~ iftcreased 
more strongly in Italy, France and -the Netherlands :(65-9o%) ·.than· in 
the ·other::three countries (30-45%}~- · As ,,wtth -.wages 1 ·the result hel'e 
is again a certain degree of harmonization. 
_XVII • . · · ~ t9 th,e .. respect iv~ impqrtance of . ii.he. V8.+.~ou~ _br~_c,hes of 
..... •• • ,,·. • . I , , ·' , •• • • ,, ·',.' 
social s~curi "ty in .~erms :of tl:ie:i.r .. co.st, ,_:i, t ,mey qe 11ot_e4 _tti.at in f~ye 
• • .• . .• " ..... ', ... .. ,, ·. . ..... · ..• ··. ,'i • • • .· ' 
.C0'\1Ilt:t'.j.e1;1 in_yali4i ty, ol~"".'8€~ . an,d . sur,,ri vqrs '-;' l)e~efi, ts :take fi_;rst . 
-~~~~,'_)lhil~ ··f.D -~~\ht~: i~ ~tj,11 ... hel{b;, f~il~ .. iio.~~ces~ , ---~, 
: ' ·.· ' ', . .. .. . . . . . . ... · ' .. , .. , . . . .. .· . . . 
. . ... '.,-;_: 
. .': ~- ': . ' •, . . ~ . . . '·: •• I : :' .: , , , : ~ . :. . . t- .· 
' .. '',.' 
... •• > ' (.' 
, ...... -. 
.. ... ~.I:-. ··~· •. 'Ill';-.' f ; .... ' 
• ' I 
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Nevertheless, some weaker· trend in family allowancQJ can be seen in 
France, and in Italy also. Th~ most striking point, however, is : 
the st'e~ growth i11 all member .countries except the Netherlands 
of the relative importance of sickness insurance • . 
XVIII. In the financing of social security, on the other ha.nd, 
there is a contrast between two groups o.f countries.. In Germany, 
Belgium and Luxembourg the contribution of the authorities . is high 
(19.3%-24.~ of resources in 1958, 17.6%-22.3% in 1963), while in 
France, Italy and .the Netherlands it is low (7.1%,-9.5% in .1958, 
6fa-10.·2% in 1963). 
These differences have an .effect on the pattern of wage costs. 
The share of the indirect elements in the total cost of labour is 
not so large in Germany and Belgium, where central government 
subs'idies to the social security system are highest, nor in the 
Netherlands, where contributions a.re shared between employers 
and workers; It is larger in France arid Italy. Surveys of labour 
costs show rio substantial change during the period under considera-
tion. 
XIX. 
•.· "II 
' ,. 
poli~y~ 
Industrial injury is 1 as before, a major concern of social 
•.•. ~ .. -~: l ·· .. :~:::~ :"t ~ .' •, '.i 
The statistics on accidents at work and occupational 
diseases are runple proof of the ri~s to which tod~'s workers are 
exposed despite - or perhaps even because of - the development of 
new techniques. 
,Among • the achievements Qf recent yea.rs, mention should be made 
of the· new provisions setting up industrial health services in 
.. l . . . 
Belgi'UIII and the Netherlan4s1. the new Belgian, ~r~ ~d Fr~nc~ regul,a-
tions for the protection of machines and plant requiring supervision, 
the new safety precautions required for the handling of solvents in 
I~~;y !. .. ~d the new measures for the protection of workers on 
building sites and in agricult11re. 
. ... / ... 
. ' 
. . ' 
• ! 
... . 'I .. ' ' 
·1 • •. .•• ,, • 
·:. I 
XX. Th·e housing•' shortage f~'ing all Cornmunfty. coUntries but Belgium 
· and Luxembourg has diniinisbaa:· since! 1958~ . -· -The -number of. dwelling 
units completed went up steadily from l 215 000 in 1958 · to 1: 580 000 
in 1965, but the total number of new dwellings (about ll million 
. thrbughbut' the Coinmun:1ty) was· not ·enough ·to 'make': good the leeway~· 
. . ! . . 
••• ·. ; ; • • 'I ). - ••• •.- -, .-. ~ -~ i • ... ,_ 
The mo~t :··rna.rked: phenomenon ·in the housing field·· is · bertainly 
the relative: ·decHne ··1rr thei volume· of; publ1.'cly ·assisted 'a;ccommo'dation 
that is being built. •· This ·ban 1,eseen: ih ·n'early all the ' couritries, 
though. _i~ differing_ degrees. 
' . . 
" ... . ; ·. ,· •,· 
.•·.·: ··. ·· .;.:.·" ...... -. · t' _· -·_ · .. . •. ,· .<·· "·.·' . .. :, · .. , ' ...... ·, ·" -.. _ • . ,• ' '" .. · 
Another feature - o~e that cannot be considered independently 
of ''the . hrst ~: is-· th~ i~prov~d quaiity o/ housin~: . new l'..n:!.: s\)over 
.·- • •• ' '• •. ' ~ .. ~··· _,;'. __ · '. 1 • • _· • • : ··-~.l .: • ·_j'_; .>._; : ··· ., ~-. : ;··, ',':' . . ...... ~· .. ;.: .' 
a larger area and have more rooms' netter sani ta.:ry facil it i es, and 
. . ,. ;. . ; ' ' ,•, . ' :· :, . ' ' ' ·. . . .. . ~ - . ..'· . ': ·. ·~. . . . 
central heating. A ser_ious problem has . been the constant ,rfoe in 
. ·. . -. · .. : ·-. : : ' ' ··:. -· ··: ':· .. · ·. : ,:·, . ··. ·.: ·,· ... :·~; .; .· · :. ,·. ~·.::. , ·. ·:~ .:· · .. ·.-... ·. \. ,... . . . ·:.· . 
the price of land. All. this has obviously , affected buL d.irg costs 
. ·. . . . .. . ,· :·} ··. \ ·_,.'' ··. ·, .: · . . ···;· .: "'·:,:./, ,\ ··::;:: : .-: ). "' . . ·• . 
and rents. 
. . .... 
. ,, ' Over ', th'e' iast few. ·;~a.rs ~ 
co~tries hav~ ~om~ t6 'be · seen 
h6u~1~g -pr~~~ee {~· the Community 
·• ." ,'" • • t ~ I 
more and more in the overaiJ. context 
. . 
of ' to~ ·,~d co~tcy ~l~~in~~- •, .. . ~ .. : ' ·. ' 
' . ,1 • 
As regards housing, nationals of member countries in regular 
. : .: . ' . ; . ~ . _.·' . . .' '' _:·. . ... . ~, ;·· ··. '-; ; . :. ) ":' f .. ·~ ' . .. . .' ; .: : ; ! i.; . .> ··.· ... ; : 
employment in other member countries are on the same legal footing as 
• • h .\ .. :.: :: ~. • · ... • .,· • '. j .. .. i: .. : ' '.. t · ... ~ -. ... • . . :. :·· ~ • ,:• .•. ·: '.. ; • l, • . ,. " 
nationals of the host country, and in most cases financial measures 
are ·~opt Eid to 'tacii1ii~t{ t 'he ·~o:nst'~~'.ti~zi" of 'hou~ini ·i~~ ~i~~~ . 
wofke;s~ ·,. Nev~ithe1ei~; :th~· '~r~Eierit sit~iti:on:. c~n~·t b~ ·t .er~ed 
satist~'tocy~ :' ·.:' '' . ·.:· :::. ; ,:: .. · . ': 
.. ·" 
' ,t, ·-:-. .: .:'. 
XXI. It is too early -to, 'sai-:what· impact thes,e economic and·· social 
developments have had on family life, though some general trends can be 
dii:i~ern~d:" .: <the: ~J~~ige :·a€;;;Ji ;mai~i~~ 'ha~i·aiopp~ 6~j :~·r ···t~o ye~s, the 
.. ..... · ·, " ,.:, .. .. ·· ... · · .. ·:· ,: ;,; ~-··· ·::., ·; .... ~ ... . ,::. ~~-! -: · :·:··: .. >;,,-~:·, ........ ·::'.-·;~ 
average 'size of faini11es ·has gone' down in certain countries, the ,number of 
I • , • . \ , , , 1 ""; • 'i' '.! • • ; , '\ ; ~ ;t i:. . ' ..... ': '''. : . • , t ,;' '. l.:! .., ' ,' . \• t: • , 
married women at . work has r1sen sharply, . workers have much more leisure, 
more consumer durables are being bought for the home and for recrea-
tion, and communal facilities for families are exp~ding. As a 
\ .. ~ :._ t "' \ 
... ; ... 
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consumer, however, the citizen feels that not enough attention is paid 
to his interests, and this has led to the creation or expansion of a 
great .number of consumers' associations; at the instance of trade 
unions and family organizations, a! fed.era,tion was set ':1P at Community 
level in 1962. . . 
. . 
XXII. Considerable progress ·. has been made wi ~h- social services 
between 1958 and 1965, especially in .int_e~at.ing them into ·social and 
economic life. In Germany and the Netherlands . th~re. ha~ bee~ 'ti. 
complete o~erhaul of social aseist~.ce. leg~sl~t~on, _ an~ . similar 
reforms are · being· prepar·ed· in other e,ountrit;ls. 
Certain aspects of social service have beeh particularly 
strengthened in recent years. For one ·thing, increas'ing stress has 
been' laid on social .services in regions where economic and social 
structures are changing rapidly, . ~i th ~ view· t6 adapting the populace 
to a new framework .for living and to new cond.itions ·of employment -
' . .. ' : . ~ 
especially in industry. Soc~al seryices for migrant workers have also 
been expanded appreciably~ The vastly increased freed.om of workers to 
take jobs in other Community countries has had a ·positive influence on 
co-operation between social security agenoies at Community level, with 
obvious advantages for. migrant .workers and for the members of their 
... . ' . ,. ~ ' 
families, whether the la~ter. ha~e stey-ed behirid or ·have accompanied 
them to their new homes. 
. : ' 
XXIII. While thj,s introduction, ieing confined to outlining the 
·,, .. 
major trends in- the social field,, is too narrow in scope to examine 
all the factors .and cirClumstances that have contribuied to the·s.e 
developments, it is easy to ei~e that ;ema.ricable progrJss .has been 
made in these e~ght years. :. Since much the same problems have 
. . .. ' ,. 
often arisen for the meaiber countries .at the same . time, ~he· levelling-
up of social conditions has been facilitated. 
· According to Article ~17, levelling-up should result not · only 
from the operation .of the common market but also from the procedures 
laid ,down by th~· Treaty an<i :the ~ignrnent . of. th~ member countries' 
. .. ' . . ·~ :
•• ·/ •• i, . 
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laws and regulations. Matters have not worked out as simply as this, 
however, because the operation of the common market has also resulted 
in existing disparities becoming wider; nor has there been substantial 
progress with the alignment of laws and regulations, though noteworthy 
c>..dvt.nces have been made · in the fields of social security for migre.nt 
workers and of equal pay for men and women (required by Article 119). 
There is also some doubt about , the resu.~ts produced by the 
automatic interplay of market ;forces and what can be put down to 
the action taken by the Commission, and i-t is not clear what the 
direct or indirect incidence of" ·si..l."h. action on social advance has 
been. In a sense this is an ace.rl;;;mi.c problem because, even if a 
distinction can be drawn between these influences, they cannot be 
envisaged separately. The EEC has had its effect on all the social 
problems that have arisen. In some cases the effect has been 
direct, in others only indirect, but the latter cases have not on 
that score been without importance. 
Among the actions taken at the initiative of the Cornmissiont 
mention should be made of the symposia and seminars, the conferences 
on technical progress, on. social policy in agriculture and in 
transport, on the social services, on housing and on industrial 
health and safety, the wage surveys and the many reports and studies 
that have contributed to the diffusion and exchange of ideas in 
all social fields. 
Lastly, in its concern to align conditions througho~t the 
Community, the Commission has kept in touch with governments, trade 
unions and employers' associations, and this has encouraged and 
speeded up simul taneo,:.s approaches to p:r:oblems and the search for 
solutions that wculd achieve P"· iraliel resu l l.s • Examples of 
progress in this field are provide~ by the Community-wide progre.rnmes 
of the trade unions and by the eff or~s of both sides of industry to 
set up central offices which can co-ordinate activities and 
policies at Community level. 
. .. / ... 
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The Commission looks to the future with oonfidence. 
Thanks to the progress brought about by the Conunon Market, 
social problems can no longer be confined within national 
frontiers or be solved on any other than a Community scale by 
joint efforts. The Conunission will continue to promote 
close co-operation among the Member States in social matters, 
thus pl~ing its pa.rt in stimulating these developments. 
V/1913/,6-E 


